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Dear business partners,

We are pleased to present you the new FINNSA catalog. Innovative products 
and best quality are a matter of course for us. The catalog is divided into 11 
different chapters so that you can find items quickly and easily.

FINNSA - the unique mail order wholesaler - with the largest selected assort-
ment and the best professional advice. Your competent partner and purchasing 
consultant for sauna and wellness accessories. Honest, reliable and customer-
oriented. What started in 1967 has developed steadily and evolved into a brand 
around sauna, wellness, spa, fitness and health.

FINNSA is associated with expertise for sauna – and we are proud of it. 

Thank you for being our loyal customers!

We have many items that are produced in Finland, the country of origin of the 
sauna. Most of our items are produced in the EU, strengthening our European 
economy. Even if the price of raw materials increases, our quality remains the 
same. We guarantee this with our name.

We usually deliver within 1-3 business days. Only a few items need to be ordered, 
which may cause delivery time. We always strive to process your order quickly, 
but also carefully. Your satisfaction is our main goal.

Your net purchase prices are shown in the catalog. All prices are subject to change. 
In the event of price increases by upstream suppliers or of raw materials, we 
reserve the right to increase prices appropriately. In this case we will inform 
you before a delivery.

Feel free to browse our new catalog.

Our competent team is ready to support you in every way.

Your FINNSA GmbH 
Uwe Helm, Managing Director

These offers are only valid for industry, trade, craft and commerce. The 
buyer confirms with the order the use of the goods in the context of his 
commercial activity. 
Euro prices plus VAT, ex warehouse.

www.finnsa.de • www.finnsa.de/shop

wellness • spa            fitness & health 

http://www.finnsa.de/en/home
http://www.finnsa.de/shop


RBM Natur Sauna & Wellness GbR
Berliner Str. 3 • D-35315 Homberg Ohm

By now, essential oils are also indispensable in the sauna. That is why we are 
pleased to present our cooperation with RBM Natur Sauna & Wellness GbR 
from Homberg Ohm in Hesse.

In addition to essential oils and infusion accessories, RBM also offers training 
courses together with the German Sauna Academy. There you can get certified 
e.g. as sauna master or specialist for essential oils.

Essential oils in professional quality
RBM essential oils are very popular at sauna championships and are especially 
appreciated by professionals.

In our cooperation with RBM we offer you about 100 essential oils in 100 ml 
and 250 ml and the SAK Sauna Aroma Ball© developed by RBM in a separate 
special issue.

For those who like to experiment, we also offer two assortment cases  
with 30 × 15 ml or 72 × 15 ml of the most popular essential oils.

Other container sizes, such as 20 ml and 1000 ml, are also  
available from us on request.

Discover the variety of essential oils in professional quality  
and become a master of fragrances.

The prices for essential oils are subject to constant  
fluctuations and may need to be adjusted. You will  
generally receive an order confirmation in advance.

The
of essential oils

World
Special Issue Download
This QR code will take you directly  to the special issue in PDF format.To download, browse and  discover. Immerse yourself  in the world of RBM  essential oils.

https://4ihaymau-fl2wfwd-6k28o.worldsoft-wsw.com/files/folder.17/katalog-2023-finnsa-rbm-spezial-klein.pdf
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Worlds of Fragrance
Fragrances & Fragrance Concentrates • Fragrance Gelt Tins • Menthol 
Essential Oils • Herbs, Fruits & Potpourri • Dosing Aids

Floor Coverings
TPE Floor Mat • Mesh Floor Mat • Supergrip Hygiene Mat • Cork 
Hygiene Mat • Floor Grates

Loungers & Cushions
Steel and Aluminium Loungers • Plastic Loungers • Outdoor Bean-
bags • Tables • Chairs & Chair Cushions • Cushions & Neck Rolls

Dressing Room & Service
Lanyards/Wristbands • Gift & Information Material • Hairdryers 
Scales • Hangers & Net Bags • Dressing Room Benches

Heat, Technology & Light
Sauna Heaters & Accessories • Sauna Stones • Soapstone Items 
Sauna Lights • Illuminants • Colored Lights & Accessories • Loud-
speaker

Water & Hygiene
Kneipp Hoses & Accessories • Dousing Showers • Rain Showers 
Bucket Surger Shower • Cleaning Accessories • Detergents & Dis-
infectants • Seating Pads • Foot Basins & Foot Tubs • Plunge Pools

Textiles & Bathing Shoes
Towels • Bathrobes • Kilts & Sarongs • Hair Turban • Wellness Scarf 
Pestemals, Hamam Towels & Accessories • Sauna Hats • Sauna Pillows 
Blankets • Bathing Shoes

Wedel Technique
Wedel Towels • Wedel Ring • Wedel Sails • Wedel Flags • Infusion Fans

Wellness
Peeling Sugar • Peeling Salt • Crystal Salt • Gemstones • Sauna Honey  
Sauna Creams • Massage Creams • Massage Oils • Singing Bowls 
Gongs

Measuring Devices
Hour Glasses • Sauna Clocks • Humid Area clocks • Anteroom Clocks 
Hygrometer & Thermometer

Accessories
Buckets • Inserts • Ladles • Bowls • Glasses Rack • Infusion Balls 
Twigs & Branches • Headrests • Backrests • Brushes • Hooks 
Towel Rails • Signs • Ventilation Grilles • Closing Elements • Stools 
& Benches • Door Handles
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W
orlds of Fragrance · Inform

ation

FINNSA is one of the best addresses for high-quality sauna fragrances since 1967. The 
fragrances leave no residue on your sauna stones, evaporate completely and pleasantly 
evenly and are also very economical in use.

Our raw materials used are subject to Regulation (EC) No. 1907/2006 (REACH). At our manu- 
facturer, the raw materials additionally undergo a quality control before they are processed. 
Furthermore, our fragrance concentrates are subject to the safety standards of the IFRA 
(INTERNATIONAL FRAGRANCE ASSOCIATION).

Our fragrance is made vegan from high quality oils and fragrance additives (without emul-
sifiers).  FINNSA sauna and aroma fragrance concentrates use isopropyl alcohol as a carrier 
and our bio-based sauna fragrance concentrates use bio ethanol.

Essential oils are a major component of all our fragrances suitable for sauna, as far as the 
essential oil can be obtained in nature. Due to the high demand for other scents, we also 
offer fragrances with fragrance compositions.

What does our term fragrance composition mean?
Fragrance composition is another name for perfume oils. These are not "artificial" per se.  
A mix of orange and lavender oil, for example, is also called perfume oil because this mix-
ture does not occur in nature. Perfume oils are subject to very strict controls (IFRA) and 
are partly better tested than essential oils.

Our fragrance concentrates are mostly refined with perfume oils for sensory reasons, among 
others. They are precisely adapted, refined and developed for use in the sauna.

Fragrance compositions or perfume oils may have the following components:

Quality
has        a name

Essential components (from 0.1 % to 99.9 %) 
occur in nature and are obtained from nature

Nature identical components 
occur in nature, but are recomposed

Synthetic components 
do not exist in nature and are produced synthetically

When using unsuitable fragrances, unpleasant odors may occur, which 
can be neutralized only by changing the stone.

Information
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Finnish  
Sauna

Hot Air Bath  
Herbal Bath 
Humid Bath

Steam Bath 
100% humidity

suitable 
for autom. 
infusion 
system

Sauna Fragrance, 
Creative Fragrance, 
Event Fragrance,  
Exclusive Fragrance 
& Organic Based 
Sauna Fragrance

approx.  
5-10 ml per 
liter of water

approx.  
5-10 ml per 
liter of water

——————— on request

Aroma  
Fragrance  
Concentrate

approx.  
10-20 ml per 
liter of water

approx.  
10-20 ml per 
liter of water

The required 
quantity is  
regulated by 
time intervals 
and fed to the 
cabin (pump).

on request

Sauna Fragrance 
Oil Concentrate

approx.  
2-5 ml per 
liter of water

approx.  
2-5 ml per liter 
of water

——————— on request

Steam Bath  
Fragrance  
Emulsion (Milk)

——————— ———————

The required 
quantity is  
regulated by 
time intervals 
and fed to the 
cabin (pump).

      yes

Special Sauna 
Fragrance  
Concentrate

approx.  
10 ml per  
liter of water

approx.  
10 ml per  
liter of water

———————       yes

Easy Sauna  
Fragrance

approx.  
30-40 ml per 
liter of water

——————— ——————— on request

Essential Oils 
and Organic 
Essential Oils

Add drop by drop to the water. 
Ideally drip onto an ice or SAK 
infusion ball and place it on 
the sauna stones.

——————— ———————

Our fragrances are highly concentrated.  
The respective dosage and application according to the 
instructions must be observed!

Which FINNSA fragrance for which bath form? 
Selection and dosage recommendation:

Do you have questions about our fragrances or dosage?  
Give us a call: Phone +49 (0) 66 31 - 96 88-0

Request DIN safety data sheets by mail to info@finnsa.de  
or download at shop.finnsa-shop.de/downloads!

?

mailto:info%40finnsa.de?subject=
http://shop.finnsa-shop.de/downloads
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W
orlds of Fragrance · Fragrances & Fragrance Concentrates

extremely economical!

5-10 ml
sauna fragrance  

concentrate yields 
1 liter of infusion!

Sauna Fragrance Box
mixed
Contents all 24 FINNSA sauna fragrance 
concentrates in 15 ml, mixed. 

 Item-No. 65961  24 × 15 ml

For high-quality infusions. With natural essential 
and nature-identical oils.

 ○ complete evaporation

 ○ with essential and nature-identical oils

 ○ isopropyl alcohol as carrier

 ○ only approx. 5-10 ml per 1 liter of water

 ○ without emulsifiers

 ○ no residues on sauna stones

 ○ vegan made

Especially suitable for saunas, but also for aroma bowls, 
herbal baths and thermariums.

Sauna

Sauna Fragrance Set
with our classic scents
Contains 100 ml each of Sauna Gold, 
Citro Orange, Mountain Pine, Minty 
Freshness and Wild Eucalyptus.

 Item-No. 6594-S2  5 × 100 ml

1 Sauna Fragrance Box, mixed 24 × 15 ml 6596

2 Sauna Fragrance Set 5 × 100 ml 6594-S

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Fragrance Concentrate

Fragrances & Fragrance Concentrates
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item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

PG
 1 Sauna Fragrance Concentrate PG 1

100 ml see table above

250 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

5 liters see table above

PG
 2 Sauna Fragrance Concentrate PG 2

100 ml see table above

250 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

5 liters see table above

PG
 3 Sauna Fragrance Concentrate PG 3

100 ml see table above

250 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

5 liters see table above

PG
 4 Sauna Fragrance Concentrate PG 4

100 ml see table above

250 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

5 liters see table above

PG
 5 Sauna Fragrance Concentrate PG 5

100 ml see table above

250 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

5 liters see table above

item number

scents 100 ml 250 ml  1 l 5 l oil used

PG
 1

  Mountain Pine 65400 65000 65200 65300 mountain pine oil, eucalyptus oil, rosemary oil + fragrance composition

  Nordic Spruce 65401 65001 65201 65301 spruce needle oil, eucalyptus oil + fragrance composition

  Finnish Birch 65403 65003 65203 65303 fragrance composition

  Green Lime 65405 65005 65205 65305 lemon oil, orange oil + fragrance composition

  Wild Cherry 65417 65017 65217 65317 fragrance composition

  Mountain Herbs 65418 65018 65218 65318 lavender oil, lemon oil, geranium oil, cedarwood oil

PG
 2

  Menthol 65407 65007 65207 65307 eucalyptus oil, mint oil + fragrance composition

  Melissa 65409 65009 65209 65309 melissa oil indicum + fragrance composition

  Citro/Orange 65411 65011 65211 65311 orange oil, lemon oil

  Green Apple 65412 65012 65212 65312 fragrance composition

  Lemongrass 65414 65014 65214 65314 fragrance composition

  Blood Orange 65415 65015 65215 65315 orange oil + fragrance composition

PG
 3

  Wild Eucalyptus 65402 65002 65202 65302 eucalyptus oil, mint oil, rosemary oil + fragrance composition

  Minty Freshness 65404 65004 65204 65304 mint oil, eucalyptus oil, rosemary oil + fragrance composition

  Mandarin 65413 65013 65213 65313 mandarin oil, orange oil + fragrance composition

  Lapland 65419 65019 65219 65319 fragrance composition

  Tea Tree Oil 65423 65023 65223 65323 tea tree oil, eucalyptus oil, mint oil, thyme oil

  Lilac 65430 65030 65230 65330 fragrance composition

PG
 4

  Sauna Gold 65406 65006 65206 65306 eucalyptus oil, spruce needle oil + fragrance composition

  Lavender 65408 65008 65208 65308 lavender oil + fragrance composition

  Herbal Blend 65410 65010 65210 65310 mint oil, anise oil, lavender oil, eucalyptus oil, melissa oil indicum, clove oil

  Ice Lime 65429 65029 65229 65329 eucalyptus oil, mint oil + fragrance composition

  Citronella 65434 65034 65234 65334 fragrance composition

PG
 5   Eucalyptus extra strong 65432 65032 65232 65332 eucalyptus oil, mint oil + fragrance composition

PG = price group. Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.
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Aroma
Fragrance Concentrate

item number

scents 100 ml  1 l 5 l oil used

PG
 1

  Euca-Menthol 64400 64200 64300 eucalyptus oil, mint oil, rosemary oil + fragrance composition

  Ice Mint 64401 64201 64301 mint oil, eucalyptus oil

  Lemon 64402 64202 64302 lemon oil

  Jasmine Flowers 64403 64203 64303 fragrance composition

  Alpine Herbs 64404 64204 64304 lavender oil, lemon oil, cedarwood oil

  Blood Orange 64405 64205 64305 orange oil + fragrance composition

  Rose Garden 64406 64206 64306 fragrance composition

  Red Apple 64407 64207 64307 fragrance composition

  Passion Fruit 64408 64208 64308 fragrance composition

  Christmas Blend 64409 64209 64309 orange oil, mandarin oil, vanilla

  Honey 64410 64210 64310 fragrance composition

  Rhubarb Apple 64411 64211 64311 fragrance composition

  Rosemary 64412 64212 64312 rosemary oil + fragrance composition

  Desert Wind 64413 64213 64313 mint oil, eucalyptus oil, clove oil, cinnamon oil

  Lemon Tea 64414 64214 64314 fragrance composition

  Camomile 64417 64217 64317 fragrance composition

  Blackcurrant 64418 64218 64318 fragrance composition

  Pineapple 64419 64219 64319 fragrance composition

  Strawberry 64420 64220 64320 fragrance composition

  Raspberry 64421 64221 64321 fragrance composition

  Grapefruit/Orange 64422 64222 64322 fragrance composition

  Pina-Colada (Caribbean) 64423 64223 64323 fragrance composition

  Apple Cinnamon 64424 64224 64324 cinnamon oil + composition

  Sage 64425 64225 64325 sage oil

PG = price group. Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.

 ○ complete evaporation

 ○ with essential and nature-identical oils

 ○ isopropyl alcohol as carrier

 ○ only approx. 10-20 ml per 1 liter of water

 ○ without emulsifiers

 ○ no residues on sauna stones

 ○ vegan made

Suitable for saunas, steam baths, aroma grottos, herbal 
baths and vaporiser bowls.

Aroma Fragrance Box 
mixed
Contents all 24 FINNSA aroma concentrates 
in 15 ml, mixed. Instead of apple cinnamon 
and sage with ice tea and fruit tea.

 Item-No. 64961  24 × 15 ml

PG
 1 Aroma Fragrance Concentrate, every sort

100 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

5 liters see table above

1 Aroma Fragrance Box, mixed 24 × 15 ml 6496

extremely economical!

10-20 ml
aroma fragrance  

concentrate yields 
1 liter of infusion!

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Event
Fragrance Concentrate

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

 ○ complete evaporation & no residues

 ○ with essential and nature-identical oils

 ○ isopropyl alcohol as carrier

 ○ only approx. 5-10 ml per 1 liter of water

 ○ without emulsifiers & vegan made

Especially suitable for saunas, but also for  
aroma bowls, herbal baths and thermariums.

PG
 1 Event Sauna Fragrance Concentrate PG 1

100 ml see table above

250 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

PG
 2 Event Sauna Fragrance Concentrate PG 2

100 ml see table above

250 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

1 Event Fragrance Box, mixed 24 × 15 ml 64896

extremely economical!

5-10 ml
event sauna fragrance  

concentrate yields 
1 liter of infusion!

item number

scents 100 ml 250 ml 1 l oil used

PG
 1

  Sea Buckthorn 648410 648010 648210 fragrance composition

  Coconut Vanilla 648411 648011 648211 fragrance composition

  Floral Magic 648412 648012 648212 fragrance composition

  Fireside Blaze 648413 648013 648213 cinnamon oil + fragrance composition

  Sandalwood 648414 648014 648214 fragrance composition

  Peachy Plum 648416 648016 648216 fragrance composition

  Enchanted Forest 648418 648018 648218 fragrance composition

  Oriental 648421 648021 648221 eucalyptus oil, cedarwood oil, lemon oil, patchouli oil

  Cedarwood 648422 648022 648222 cedarwood oil

  Strawberry Cream 648425 648025 648225 fragrance composition

  Melon 648426 648026 648226 fragrance composition

  Anise Fennel 648427 648027 648227 star anise oil

PG
 2

  Bamboo 648400 648000 648200 fragrance composition

  Tigermint 648401 648001 648201 mint oil + fragrance composition

  Incense/Orange 648404 648004 648204 orange oil + fragrance composition

  Lime 648405 648005 648205 lime oil

  Ice Kiwi 648406 648006 648206 fragrance composition

  Slivowitz 648415 648015 648215 fragrance composition

  Royal 648420 648020 648220 eucalyptus oil, mint oil + fragrance composition

  Pomegranate 648424 648024 648224 fragrance composition

  Ice Berry 648428 648028 648228 menthol + fragrance composition

  Active Fresh 648429 648029 648229 fragrance composition

  Lavender/Orange 648430 648030 648230 lavandin, orange oil + composition

  Ginger/Bergamot 648431 648031 648231 fragrance composition

PG = price group. Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.

Event Fragrance Box 
mixed
24 × 15 ml, mixed.  
Incl. Bamboo, Tigermint, Bread, Beer, 
Incense/Orange, Lime, Ice Kiwi, Chilli, Cho-
colate, Caipirinha, Sea Buckthorn, Coconut 
Vanilla, Floral Magic, Fireside Blaze, Sandal- 
wood, Slivovitz, Peachy Plum, Vanilla Candy, 
Enchanted Forest, Chocolate Mint, Royal, 
Oriental, Smoke Sauna and Asia.

 Item-No. 648961  24 × 15 ml

Sauna
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PG
 1 Creative Sauna Fragrance Concentrate,  

every sort
100 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

item number

scents 100 ml 1 l oil used

PG
 1

  Swiss Stone Pine/Bergamot/Orange 631400 631200 bergamot oil + fragrance composition

  Spruce/Mountain Pine/Swiss Stone Pine 631401 631201 mountain pine oil, eucalyptus oil + fragrance composition

  Mint/Lemongrass/Sage 631402 631202 mint oil, sage oil, lemongrass oil + fragrance composition

  Lemongrass/Ginger/Bergamot 631403 631203 lemongrass oil, ginger oil, bergamot oil + fragrance composition

  Rose/Lemongrass 631404 631204 fragrance composition

  Lavender/Eucalyptus/Currant/Cedar 631405 631205 eucalyptus oil, lavandin, mint oil, menthol, cedar wood oil + fragrance composition

  Mint/Pomegranate/Incense 631406 631206 mint oil + fragrance composition

  Cedar/Litsea Cubeba/Mint 631407 631207 cedarwood oil, mint oil, litsea cubeba oil, orange oil + fragrance composition

PG = price group. Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.

extremely economical!

5-10 ml
creative sauna fragrance  

concentrate yields 
1 liter of infusion!

Creative
Sauna Fragrance Concentrate

 ○ complete evaporation

 ○ with essential and nature-identical oils

 ○ isopropyl alcohol as carrier

 ○ only approx. 5-10 ml per 1 liter of water

 ○ without emulsifiers

 ○ no residues on sauna stones

 ○ vegan made

Especially suitable for saunas, but also for aroma bowls, 
herbal baths and thermariums.

In the past, FINNSA supported the 
German Infusion Championships and 
the World Infusion Championships as 
a sponsor.

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Organic
Sauna Fragrance Concentrate

basis

on an

 ○ complete evaporation

 ○ with essential oils from organic cultivation

 ○ bio ethanol as carrier

 ○ only approx. 5-10 ml per 1 liter of water

 ○ without emulsifiers

 ○ no residues on sauna stones

 ○ vegan made

Especially suitable for saunas, but also for aroma bowls, 
herbal baths and thermariums.

very economical!

5-10 ml
organic-based sauna  

fragrance concentrate  
yields 1 liter of  

infusion!

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

PG
 1 Sauna Fragrance Conentrate on an 

Organic Basis, PG 1
100 ml see table above

500 ml see table above

PG
 2 Sauna Fragrance Conentrate on an 
Organic Basis, PG 2

100 ml see table above

500 ml see table above

item number

scents 100 ml 500 ml oil used

PG
 1

  Eucalyptus 639401 639101 organic eucalyptus oil + fragrance composition

  Orange 639403 639103 organic orange oil + fragrance composition

  Lemongrass 639404 639104 organic lemongrass oil + fragrance composition

  Mint 639405 639105 organic peppermint oil, organic eucalyptus oil + fragrance composition

  Swiss Stone Pine/Mountain Pine/Euca 639407 639107 organic grapefruit oil, organic swiss stone pine oil, organic peppermint oil,  
organic eucalyptus oil + fragrance composition

  Lemongrass/Orange 639409 639109 organic orange oil, organic lemongrass oil + fragrance composition

PG
 2

  Swiss Stone Pine 639400 639100 organic swiss stone pine oil + fragrance composition

  Lavender 639402 639102 organic lavender oil + fragrance composition

  Grapefruit/Swiss Stone Pine/Mint 639406 639106 organic grapefruit oil, organic swiss stone pine oil, organic peppermint oil,  
organic eucalyptus oil + fragrance composition

  Eucalyptus/Sage/Mint 639408 639108 organic eucalyptus oil, organic sage oil, organic peppermint oil +  
fragrance composition

PG = price group. Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.

What is sauna fragrance 
on an organic basis?
Our sauna fragrance concentrate on an organic basis 
contains organic essential oils and bio ethanol. 

However, the fragrance itself cannot be called organic 
because there is currently no organic certification 
for sauna fragrance.

Discover the alternative to our sauna fragrance.

 
on the basis 

of BIO ethanol and 
w/ essential oils from 

organic 
cultivation
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Exclusive
Sauna Fragrance Concentrate

 ○ complete evaporation

 ○ with essential and nature-identical oils

 ○ isopropyl alcohol as carrier

 ○ only approx. 5-10 ml per 1 liter of water

 ○ without emulsifiers

 ○ no residues on sauna stones

 ○ vegan made

Especially suitable for saunas, but also for aroma bowls, 
herbal baths and thermariums.

extremely economical!

5-10 ml
exclusive sauna fragrance  

concentrate yields 
1 liter of infusion!

PG
 1 Exclusive Sauna Fragrance Concentrate, 

every sort

100 ml see table above

250 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

item number

scents 100 ml 250 ml 1 l oil used

PG
 1

  FINNSA Special 65460 65060 65260 fragrance composition

  Finnish Winter 65461 65061 65261 fragrance composition

  Wood Variations 65462 65062 65262 fragrance composition

  Dark Earth 65463 65063 65263 fragrance composition

  Cassia Peppermint 65464 65064 65264 peppermint oil, cinnamon oil

  Fine Williams Pear 65465 65065 65265 fragrance composition

  Fruity Mango 65466 65066 65266 fragrance composition

  Lotus Flower Orchid 65467 65067 65267 fragrance composition

  Clove Orange 65468 65068 65268 fragrance composition

  Woodruff Pistachio 65469 65069 65269 fragrance composition

PG = price group. Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.
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Sauna        Fragrance 
 ○ complete evaporation

 ○ with natural essential oils

 ○ isopropyl alcohol as carrier

 ○ only approx. 30-40 ml per 1 liter of water

 ○ easy handling

 ○ without emulsifiers

 ○ no residues on sauna stones

 ○ vegan made

The sauna fragrance Easy is slightly less concentrated,  
but cheaper to buy and easier to dose and use. 

item number

scents 1 l 5 l oil used

PG
 1

  easy Mountain Pine 656200 656300 mountain pine oil, eucalyptus oil, rosemary oil

  easy Sauna Gold 656201 656301 eucalyptus oil, spruce needle oil

  easy Wild Eucalyptus 656202 656302 eucalyptus oil, mint oil, rosemary oil

  easy Melissa 656203 656303 melissa oil

  easy Mint 656204 656304 mint oil, eucalyptus oil

  easy Lemon 656205 656305 lemon oil

PG = price group. Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.

PG
 1 Easy Sauna Fragrance, every sort

1 liter see table above

5 liters see table above

1 Sauna Infusion Tar 1 liter 1940

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sauna Infusion
Traditional Finnish infusion ideally suited 
for your Finnish event. Dosage: approx. 5 ml 
to 1 liter of water and infuse as usual.

 Item-No. 1940 1  1 liter bottle

Tar

simple  
application, 

highest 
quality

30-40 ml
easy sauna fragrance  

yield 1 liter of  
infusion!

1
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Special
Fragrance Concentrate 

 ○ complete evaporation

 ○ without alcohol

 ○ with plant-based emulsifier

 ○ only approx. 10 ml per 1 liter of water

 ○ very well mixable with water

In addition to use for infusion with sauna bucket, 
this fragrance can also be used for automatic 
infusion systems.

extremely economical!

10 ml
special sauna fragrance  

concentrate yields 
1 liter of infusion!

item-no.

scents 1 l oil used

PG
 1   Birch Juniper 50200 fragrance composition

PG
 2

  Eucal-Fresh 50201 corn mint oil, eucalyptus oil, lemon oil

  Pomegranate 50202 fragrance composition

  Lime 50203 lemon oil, lime oil

  Sunny Orange 50204 orange oil

PG = price group. Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

PG
 1 Special Sauna Fragrance Concentrate, PG1 1 liter see table above

PG
 2 Special Sauna Fragrance Concentrate, PG2 1 liter see table above

without 
alcohol

Sauna
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Sauna
Fragrance Oil Concentrate

 ○ complete evaporation

 ○ with pure essential oils

 ○ only approx. 2-5 ml per 1 liter of water

 ○ without alcohol

 ○ without emulsifiers

 ○ no residues on sauna stones

 ○ vegan made

Especially suitable for saunas, but also for aroma bowls, 
herbal baths and thermariums.

Note: Formerly Herbal Fragrance Oil Concentrate.

extremely economical!

2-5 ml
sauna fragrance oil 
concentrate yields 
1 liter of infusion!

item number

scents 100 ml 1 l oil used

PG
 1

  Hay Flower/Birch 634402 634202 fragrance composition

  Camomile/Juniper 634403 634203 fragrance composition

  Lavender/Melissa 634404 634204 fragrance composition

  Mountain Herbs 634405 634205 orange oil, cedar wood oil, lemon oil, lavender oil

  Citro/Orange 634407 634207 orange oil + fragrance composition

  Herbal Blend 634409 634209 eucalyptus oil, mint oil, star anise oil, lavender oil, clove leaf oil, orange oil

  Mountain Pine 634411 634211 fragrance composition

PG
 2

  Eucalyptus 634400 634200 eucalyptus oil, mint oil

  Euca/Mountain Pine 634401 634201 mountain pine oil, eucalyptus oil, mint oil + composition

  Mint/Lemon 634406 634206 mint oil, eucalyptus oil + fragrance composition

PG
 3   Lemongrass 634408 634208 lemongrass oil

  Spruce Needle 634410 634210 pine needle oil, spruce needle oil + composition

PG = price group. Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

PG
 1 Sauna Fragrance Oil Concentrate, PG1

100 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

PG
 2 Sauna Fragrance Oil Concentrate, PG2

100 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

PG
 3 Sauna Fragrance Oil Concentrate, PG3

100 ml see table above

1 liter see table above

without 
alcohol
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item number

scents 1 l 5 l possible effects

  Eucalyptus 6560 6570 Balancing, purifying, stimulating, cooling.

  Minty Fresh 6561 6571 Cooling, calming, increases the sense of well-being.

  Finnish Birch 6562 6572 Stabilising, uplifting, balancing.

  Camomile/Juniper 6563 6573 Has a calming and relaxing effect, but is also invigorating and harmonising.

  Lavender/Melissa 6564 6574 Clear, fresh but mild natural fragrance. Opens the senses, promotes harmony, balancing, 
calming and relaxing.

  Citro/Orange 6565 6575 Stimulating, invigorating freshness, cool fragrance.

  Green Apple 6566 6576 Refreshing scent, concentration-enhancing, activating.

  Lemongrass 6567 6577 Strong, fresh, citrusy fragrance, invigorating.

  Spruce Needle 6568 6578 Scent of primeval strength and the freshness of  
the forest, reviving, strengthening.

  Eucamint 6569 6579 Cooling, calming, increases well-being, has a  
cleansing, refreshing effect.

  Cherry 65610 65710 Sweet, lovely scent, refreshing,  
exhilarating, fruity stimulating.

  Rose 65611 65711 Intense floral scent, spreads affection,  
sweetness, warming, inspires dreaming.

Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.

Steam Bath Fragrance Emulsion, every sort
1 liter see table above

5 liters see table above

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Steam Bath
Fragrance Emulsion

Our high-quality steam bath fragrance emulsions are  
especially suitable for steam baths with automatic vaporiser 
equipment.

 ○ water-soluble and without alcohol

 ○ water as a carrier (including emulsifier)

 ○ with natural essential oils

 ○ economical in consumption

 ○ residue-free evaporation

 ○ vegan made

ATTENTION: Not suitable as a sauna infusion!
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Fragrance Gel Tins, every sort
20 g 6451-01/-09

80 g 6450-01/-09

1
Menthol Ice-Bits, crystals

50 g 6551

2 450 g 6552

3 Splash-Menthol, liquid 250 ml 6553

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

item number

scents
20 g • ø 77 mm,  
24 mm high

80 g • ø 100 mm, 
32 mm high

  Nordic Pine 6451-01 6450-01

  Vanilla Candy 6451-02 6450-02

  Ice Lime 6451-03 6450-03

  Summerbreeze 6451-04 6450-04

  Wellness 6451-06 6450-06

  Christmas Dream 6451-08 6450-08

  Blood Orange 6451-09 6450-09

Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.

Our fragrance gel releases fragrance into the room - 
very discreet and pleasant. Ideal for relaxation rooms, 
infrared cabins and bathrooms.

Easy application: Open can, get a quick release of 
scent. Close after use to obtain a longer shelf life. Also 
usable and effective in continuous use up to 8 weeks.

Gel Tins
Fragrance

FINNSA 
Menthol Ice-Bits
The Ice-Bits are made from 100% natural menthol, 
sorted out by hand and are food safe. Offer a special 
infusion without water!

Put on the heater in a fireproof container or mix with 
water in the ladle, then put on the stones.  
Dose extremely sparingly!

You can find vaporiser bowls on page 48.

 Item-No. 6551 1  50 g

 Item-No. 6552 2  450 g

Splash-Menthol 
Ice-Bits in liquid form
The ice-cold scent enhancer for sauna and steam 
bath. Ideal to give your fragrances that special kick. 
Add a few dashes to the infusion water - done.

 Item-No. 6553 3  250 ml bottle

100% 
natural 

Menthol

The  

„kick“„kick“  
for your sauna 

infusion!

Fragrance Gel Tins | Menthol

2

1
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Essential Oils

Organic Essential Oils by FINNSA
Essential oils are highly concentrated and have a different 
intensity by nature. This can be perceived differently depending 
on the person.

 ○ natural essential oils

 ○ from organic cultivation

 ○ childproof closure

Tip: Form a ball of crushed ice in the sauna and put a few 
drops of the essential oil on it.

Infusion balls can be found on pages 60 - 61. 
Pipettes for dosing can be found on page 24.

Storage: Keep well closed, dark, at room temperature.

Use only diluted!

Organic Eucalyptus  
Eucalyptus globulus  (China)

Scent profile: fresh 
Possible Fragrance effect: 
balancing, stimulating, cooling  
Extraction: steam distillation 
of the leaves

 Item-No. 6365001  10 ml

Organic Lemongrass  
Cymbopogon flexuosus  (India)

Scent profile: citrusy, fres 
Possible fragrance effect: 
dispels tiredness, invigorating  
Extraction: steam distillation 
of the fresh grass

 Item-No. 6365023  10 ml

Organic Orange  
Citrus aurantium var. Dulcis (Mexico)

Scent profile: fruity, fresh 
Possible effect: activating, 
concentration-enhancing, 
Extraction: cold pressing of 
the peels

 Item-No. 6365034  10 ml

Organic Lime 
Citrus aurantifolia  (Sri Lanka)

Scent profile: fresh, cool, tangy 
Possible fragrance effect: 
uplifting, refreshing  
Extraction: cold pressing and 
distillation of juice and oil

 Item-No. 6365045  10 ml

Organic Grapefruit  
Citrus paradisi  (Argentinia/USA)

Scent profile: fresh, cool, tangy 
Possible fragrance effect: 
stimulating, invigorating  
Extraction: pressing of the 
peels

 Item-No. 6365056  10 ml

Organic Lavender  
Lavandula hybrida (Bulgaria)

Scent profile: mild, fresh, floral 
Possible fragrance effect: rela-
xing, promotes concentration 
Extraction: steam distillation 
of the herb

 Item-No. 6365012  10 ml

1 Essential Oil Organic Eucalyptus 10 ml 636500

2 Essential Oil Organic Lavender 10 ml 636501

3 Essential Oil Organic Lemongrass 10 ml 636502

4 Essential Oil Organic Orange 10 ml 636503

5 Essential Oil Organic Lime 10 ml 636504

6 Essential Oil Organic Grapefruit 10 ml 636505

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Organicessential oils from

cultivation
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Organic Essential Oil  
Set FINNSA
Contents 10 ml each of the organic 
essential oil varieties Eucalyptus, 
Lavender, Lemongrass, Orange, 
Lime and Grapefruit.

 Item-No. 636599 13   6 × 10 ml

Organic Spruce Needle  
Abies alba, Abies sibirica  (Russia)

Scent profile: fresh, spicy 
forest fragrance 
Possible effect: invigorating  
Extraction: steam distillation 
of needles and twigs

 Item-No. 6365067  10 ml

Organic Sage  
Salvia lavandulifolia  (Spain)

Scent profile: herbaceous, 
fresh 
Possible fragrance effect: 
calming, invigorating 
Extraction: steam distillation

 Item-No. 63651011  10 ml

Organic Mandarin 
Citrus retikulata  (Mexico)

Scent profile: fruity, fresh 
Possible effect: activating, 
concentration-enhancing,  
Extraction: cold pressing of 
the fruit peels

 Item-No. 6365089  10 ml

Organic Ginger 
Zingiber officinale  (Sri Lanka)

Scent profile: spicy, fresh 
Possible fragrance effect: 
balancing, invigorating  
Extraction: steam distillation 
of the root

 Item-No. 6365078  10 ml

Organic Swiss Stone Pine 
Pini cembrae  (Alps)

Scent profile: fresh, woody 
Possible effect: balancing, 
invigorating, strengthening 
Extraction: steam distillation 
of the pine parts

 Item-No. 63651112  10 ml

Organic Peppermint  
Mentha piperita  (India)

Scent profile: cool, fresh 
Possible fragrance effect: inhibits 
agitation, increases well-being  
Extraction: steam distillation 
of the leaves

 Item-No. 63650910  10 ml

7 Essential Oil Organic Spruce Needle 10 ml 636506

8 Essential Oil Organic Ginger 10 ml 636507

9 Essential Oil Organic Mandarin 10 ml 636508

10 Essential Oil Organic Peppermint 10 ml 636509

11 Essential Oil Organic Sage 10 ml 636510

12 Essential Oil Organic Swiss Stone Pine 10 ml 636511

13 Organic Essential Oil Set FINNSA 6 × 10 ml 636599

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

larger

sizes
on request!
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1
Essential Oil Eucalyptus

100 ml 646400

2 10 ml 646500

3
Essential Oil Mountain Pine

100 ml 646401

4 10 ml 646501

5
Essential Oil Rosemary

100 ml 646402

6 10 ml 646502

7
Essential Oil Spruce Needle

100 ml 646403

8 10 ml 646503

9
Essential Oil Peppermint

100 ml 646404

10 10 ml 646504

11
Essential Oil Lemongrass

100 ml 646405

12 10 ml 646505

13
Essential Oil Orange

100 ml 646406

14 10 ml 646506

15
Essential Oil Grapefruit

100 ml 646407

16 10 ml 646507

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Please note that due to the highly fluctuating availability of raw materials, the prices of our essential oils cannot be guaranteed for the entire duration of the catalog.

Eucalyptus 
Eucalyptus globulus (CN)

fresh

Possible fragrance effect:  
refreshing, revitalising

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 6464001  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 6465002  

Mountain Pine 
Pinus pumilio mugo/montana (AT)

aromatic | resinous

Possible fragrance effect: 
refreshing, strengthening, 
stimulates circulation

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 6464013  

10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 6465014  

Rosemary 
Rosmarinus officinalis (TN/MA)

spicy | aromatic 

Possible fragrance effect: 
stimulating, invigorating, 
antispasmodic

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 6464025  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 6465026  

Spruce Needle 
Abies alba/Abies sibirica (RU)

fresh | spicy

Possible fragrance effect: 
strengthening, revitalising

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 6464037  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 6465038  

Peppermint  
Mentha piperita (IN)

fresh | cool

Possible fragrance effect:  
refreshing, clarifying,  
enhancing concentration

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 6464049  

10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 64650410  

Lemongrass 
Cymbopogon flexuosus (IN)

fresh

Possible fragrance effect:  
invigorating, refreshing, 
enhancing concentration

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 64640511  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 64650512  

Orange  
Citrus sinensis (BR)

sweet | fruity

Possible fragrance effect: 
uplifting, revitalising, 
activating

100 ml glass bottle 
 Item-No. 64640613  

ORDEM  E  PROGRESSO

10 ml glass bottle 
 Item-No. 64650614  

ORDEM  E  PROGRESSO

Grapefruit  
Citrus paradisi (US)

fruity | fresh

Possible fragrance effect:  
revitalising, invigorating

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646407 15  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646507 16  

Essential Oils  
by FINNSA

 ○ natural essential oils

 ○ childproof lock

 ○ DIN safety data sheets available

 ○ botanical name on the label

Essential oils, when used properly, have 
beneficial and relaxing effects on the 
body and mind.
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Essential Oil Lavender
100 ml 646408

18 10 ml 646508

19
Essential Oil Lemon

100 ml 646409

20 10 ml 646509

21
Essential Oil Melissa

100 ml 646410

22 10 ml 646510

23
Essential Oil Black Pepper

100 ml 646411

24 10 ml 646511

25
Essential Oil Spearmint

100 ml 646412

26 10 ml 646512

27
Essential Oil Tangerine

100 ml 646413

28 10 ml 646513

29
Essential Oil Lime

100 ml 646414

30 10 ml 646514

31
Essential Oil Swiss Stone Pine

100 ml 646415

32 10 ml 646515

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Please note that due to the highly fluctuating availability of raw materials, the prices of our essential oils cannot be guaranteed for the entire duration of the catalog.

Lavender  
Lavandula angustifolia (FR/BG)

spicy | aromatic

Possible fragrance effect: 
balancing, calming, relaxing, 
harmonising 

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 64640817  

10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 64650818  

Lemon  
Citrus limon (IT)

fresh | fruity

Possible fragrance effect:  
activating, stimulating, 
enhancing concentration

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 64640919  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 64650920  

Melissa  
Cymbopogon winterianus (CN)

mild | fresh

Possible fragrance effect:  
relaxing, calming

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No 64641021  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 64651022  

Black Pepper  
Piper nigrum (IN)

hot | spicy

Possible fragrance effect:  
revitalising, enhancing 
concentration

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646411 23  

10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646511 24  

Spearmint
Mentha cardiaca (US)

cool | fresh

Possible fragrance effect:  
energizing, enhancing  
concentration, stimulating

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646412 25  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646512 26  

Tangerine
Citrus tangerina (AR)

fruity | soft

Possible fragrance effect: 
restorative, calming,  
revitalising

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646413 27  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646513 28  

Lime
Citrus aurantifolia (MX)

fresh | lively

Possible fragrance effect: 
stimulating, mood-lifting

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646414 29  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646514 30  

Swiss Stone Pine
Pinus cembra (AT)

mild | resinous

Possible fragrance effect: 
refreshing, strengthening

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646415 31  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646515 32  

Dosage: Place a few drops in an eva-
porator bowl with water or on an ice 
or infusion ball (pages 60 - 61). 

Dose carefully. Please use in the sauna 
only by trained personnel! Use only 
diluted!

Pipettes can be found on page 24.
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1
Essential Oil Litsea Cubeba

100 ml 646416

2 10 ml 646516

3
Essential Oil Cypress

100 ml 646417

4 10 ml 646517

5
Essential Oil Cedarwood

100 ml 646418

6 10 ml 646518

7
Essential Oil Mandarin

100 ml 646419

8 10 ml 646519

9
Essential Oil Clove

100 ml 646420

10 10 ml 646520

11
Essential Oil Sandalwood

100 ml 646421

12 10 ml 646521

13
Essential Oil Star Anise

100 ml 646422

14 10 ml 646522

15
Essential Oil Mint

100 ml 646423

16 10 ml 646523

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Please note that due to the highly fluctuating availability of raw materials, the prices of our essential oils cannot be guaranteed for the entire duration of the catalog.

Litsea Cubeba
(CN)

lemony | fresh

Possible fragrance effect:  
stimulating, mood-lifting, 
refreshing

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646416 1  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646516 2  

Cypress
Cypressus sempervirens (FR)

resinous | spicy

Possible fragrance effect:  
balancing, enhancing con-
centration

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646417 3  

10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646517 4  

Cedarwood
Juniperus virginiana/mexicana, 
Cupressus funebris (US)

woody | warm

Possible fragrance effect:  
stimulating, balancing

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646418 5  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646518 6  

Mandarin
Citrus reticulata (IT)

fresh | fruity

Possible fragrance effect:   
enhancing concentration, 
activating, balancing 

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646419 7  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646519 8  

Clove
Eugenia caryophyllata (ID)

spicy

Possible fragrance effect:  
activating, balancing

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646420 9  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646520 10  

Sandalwood
Santalum austrocaledonicum  (CN)

woody | warm

Possible fragrance effect:   
stimulating, balancing

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646421 11  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646521 12  

Star Anise
Anisi stellati (CN)

spicy

Possible fragrance effect:  
balancing, relaxing

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646422 13  
10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646522 14  

Mint
Menthae arvensis aetheroleum  (CN)

cool | fresh

Possible fragrance effect: 
inhibits agitation, increases 
well-being

100 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646423 15  

10 ml glass bottle
 Item-No. 646523 16  

Perfect 
for the 
sauna
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Herbs, Fruits & Potpourri
Turn your cabin into an oasis for the senses
Natural dried herbs, fruits and potpourris are the purest 
form to enjoy the flavors.

Please keep in mind that the perception of these natural 
products is weaker compared to essential oils.

For the sauna:  
Hang in a bowl of water over the sauna heater.TIP 

1 2

1
Peppermint Leaves, cut

200 g 18001

2 3 kg 18301

1
Rosmary Leaves, cut

900 g 18002

2 3 kg 18302

1
Sage Leaves, cut

340 g 18003

2 3 kg 18303

1
Thyme, cultivation, rubbed

400 g 18004

2 3 kg 18304

1
Lavender Flowers, blue, whole

350 g 18005

2 3 kg 18305

1
Camomile Blossoms, europ., whole

300 g 18006

2 3 kg 18306

1
Flower Potpourri Citrus

350 g 18008

2 3 kg 18308

1
Spice Potpourri

500 g 18009

2 3 kg 18309

1
Lemon Peel, cut

850 g 18010

2 3 kg 18310

1
Orange Peel, sweet, cut

850 g 18011

2 3 kg 18311

1
Orange Fruits, sliced

400 g 18012

2 3 kg 18312

1
Herbal Blend

220 g 18013

2 3 kg 18313

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Please note that due to the highly fluctuating availability of raw materials, the prices of our herbs, fruits & potpourris cannot be guaranteed for the entire duration of the catalog.

3 kg  
bags Distil-

lable origindescription item number item-no. possible effect

Peppermint Leaves, cut 18001 200 g 18301 √  XS antibacterial, soothing, anti-inflammatory

Rosmary Leaves, cut 18002 900 g 18302 √  ES stimulating, relaxing, cramp relieving

Sage Leaves, cut 18003 340 g 18303 √  AL antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, cramp relieving

Thyme, cultivation, rubbed 18004 400 g 18304 √  PL stimulating, expectorant, diaphoretic

Lavender Flowers, blue, whole 18005 350 g 18305 √  FR soothing, cleansing, cramp relieving

Camomile Blossoms, europ., whole 18006 300 g 18306 √  HR soothing, anti-inflammatory, wound healing

Flower Potpourri Citrus 18008 350 g 18308 √  DE invigorating, cramp relieving, strengthening

Spice Potpourri 18009 500 g 18309 √  DE enhancing concentration, antiseptic, disinfectant

Lemon Peel, cut 18010 900 g 18310 √  ES invigorating, cramp relieving, strengthening

Orange Peel, sweet, cut 18011 850 g 18311 √  TR stimulating, cramp relieving, heart strengthening

Orange Fruits, sliced 18012 400 g 18312 √  ZA stimulating, cramp relieving, heart strengthening

Herbal Blend 18013 220 g 18313 √  DE fresh, strong, invigorating

Scale prices apply only per respective sort and container size.

Please note  
that some varieties  

seasonally temporarily  
may be unavailable!

Herbs, Fruits & Potpourri
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item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

1 Infusion Clock with Cards 5455

2 Infusion Clock without Cards 5455-2

3 Wooden Frame for DIN A4 5477

4 Pipette Attachment for 10 ml and 15 ml bottle 9660

5 Pipette Attachment for 100 ml bottle 9661

6 Measuring Cup 10-55 ml 9662

7 Outlet Tap for Canister 6541-1

8 Dosing Pump for Canister 6597-1

9 Universal Dosing Bottle 1 liter 6542

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Dosing Aids
You will find further dosing aids on page 45.

Pipettes
Pipette attachment for essential oils. Simply remove the 
dropper insert and screw on the pipette attachment.

 Item-No. 9660 4    for 10 ml and 15 ml bottle

 Item-No. 9661 5    for 100 ml bottle

Measuring Cup
  Item-No. 9662 6  transparent, 10 – 55 ml

Outlet Tap
 Item-No. 6541-1 7  for standard canister

Dosing Pump for Canister
 Item-No. 6597-1 8  approx. 30 ml per push

Universal Dosing Bottle
 Item-No. 6542 9  1 liter, approx. 4 ml per push

Infusion Clock
Infusion clock with dial, movable wooden hands and 
device for inserting variety cards. Cards of all FINNSA 
sauna, aroma and some event fragrance concentrates 
included. Made of solid softwood.

Approx. dimensions: W × L, 25 cm x 36 cm.

 Item-No. 54551  with insert and cards

as above, but without insert and without variety cards.

 Item-No. 5455-22  without insert and cards

Wooden Frame
Wooden frame made of solid coniferous wood 
with Plexiglas protection suitable for DIN A4.

 Item-No. 54773  

Dosing Aids
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Wedel TowelsWedeltücher

Sauna Wedel Towel "Magic Towel"  
by Robert Heinevetter
The professional wedel towel for your sauna
By far the lightest and most stable wedel towel on the market. 
Due to its low weight, it relieves the entire support and move- 
ment apparatus. You achieve very strong air movements and 
best results with it.

The high density and stability give the towel very good flying 
properties. Thus, the Magic Towel is suitable for sauna novices 
as well as for the professional sauna master.

Fixed price in consultation with Robert Heinevetter.

Made in Switzerland.

100% cotton, 370 g/m² • washable at 60 °C, suitable f. tumble dryer

 Item-No. 1140101  approx. 100 × 75 cm, white

 Item-No. 1140202  approx. 100 × 75 cm, anthracite

1
Sauna Wedel Towel "Magic Towel"

white 114010

2 anthracite 114020

3 Sauna Wedel Towel "Löyly" white/orange 7780

4 Sauna Wedel Towel "Kuuma" white/green 7785

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sauna Wedel Towel "Löyly"
Professional wedel towel in optimal size. Suitable 
for many wedel techniques. With all-round bead for 
optimum grip and weighting for best results. With 
orange decorative stitching.

100 % cotton 750 g/m² quality, weight approx. 720 g 
washable at 60 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 77803  approx. 95 × 95 cm

Sauna Wedel Towel "Kuuma" 
with sewn-in pewter chain for weighting
as above, but with sewn-in, nonrusting pewter chain 
with 50 g/rm. With green decorative stitching.

100 % cotton 750 g/m² quality, weight approx. 880 g 
washable at 60 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 77854  approx. 95 × 95 cm

Wedel
like the pros
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The classic:

FINNSA Wedel Towel
with high quality embroidery
Suitable for various wedel techniques. 
700 g medium-weight twisted terry cloth 
with black motif embroidery for best 
wedel results.

Washable at 60 °C, suitable f. tumble dryer. 
100 % cotton.

 Item-No. 17951  approx. 65 × 80 cm

Heavy Wedel Towel  
„Saunawedelmeister“
professional, for many techniques 
The extremely heavy quality (1000 g/m²) 
of this wedel towel supports the sauna 
master with easy handling and strong 
wedel results without much effort. With 
discreet weaving „Saunawedelmeister“.

Washable at 60 °C, suitable f. tumle dryer. 
100 % cotton.

 Item-No. 75652  approx. 73 × 62 cm

Expert Wedel Towel
in pure white
This large wedel towel produces good 
results, but requires experienced profes-
sionals with good wedel technique and 
sufficiently large sauna cabins. Due to its 
size, it can be used for many techniques. 
Can also be used doubled.

Washable at 60 °C, suitable f. tumble dryer. 
100 % cotton (400 g/m²).

 Item-No. 17043  approx. 100 × 150 cm

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

1 FINNSA Wedel Towel, white 65 × 80 cm 1795

2 Wedel Towel "Saunawedelmeister", blue 73 × 62 cm 7565

3 Expert Wedel Towel, white 100 × 150 cm 1704

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Original 
Finnish 
Wedel Towel  
FINNSA moose look – linen terry cloth
Professional wedel towel made of rough linen terry 
cloth. Suitable for many wedel techniques.

70 % linen, 30 % cotton (720 g/m² quality). 
Washable at 60 °C, not suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 2240-21  approx. 75 × 80 cm

Wedel Towels by the 
German Sauna Association
made of heavy twisted terry cloth
85 % cotton, 15 % polyester, with weaving "Wedelchamp".  
Washable at 60 °C, not suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 39502  approx. 75 × 60 cm

 Item-No. 39513  approx. 75 × 60 cm

85 % cotton, 15 % polyester, with weaving "Saunaaufguss".  
Washable at 60 °C, not suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 39524  approx. 90 × 150 cm

1 Wedel Towel, FINNSA moose 75 × 80 cm 2240-2

2 Wedel Towel "Wedelchamp", red/white/grey 75 × 60 cm 3950

3 Wedel Towel "Wedelchamp", blue/turquoise 75 × 60 cm 3951

4 Wedel Towel "Saunaaufguss", blue/white 90 × 150 cm 3952

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Alternatives
to the classic wedel towel

Wedel Ring | Wedel Sails

Infusion Wedel Ring
Without the use of force and elaborate wedel techniques 
you can provide your sauna guests an intensive infusion. 
The beautifully embroidered terry cloth cover has an 
elastic band.

Material:  
high-quality terry cloth, 340 g/m², white, 100 % cotton, 
embroidery in green, plywood wooden ring 20 × 10 mm.

Washable at 60 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 1766-1 1  ø 60 cm with cover

Spare terry cloth cover with elastic band for wedel ring, 
Material as described above.

 Item-No. 1766 2  spare cover (without illustration)

1 Wedel Ring ø 60 cm 1766-1

2 Spare Cover for Wedel Ring 1766

3 Wedel Sail I 30 × 50 cm 1796

4 Wedel Sail II 50 × 60 cm 1797

5 Wedel Sail III 70 × 70 cm 1798

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Infusion Wedel Sail
The strong towels with high quality embroidery are 
provided with a sewn pocket on the left and right. The 
wooden sticks supplied fit into these pockets (can be 
easily shortened if necessary).

The wooden sticks prevent the towel from collapsing and 
you get a strong air movement without much effort.

Material:  
high-quality terry cloth, 400 g/m², 100 % cotton, 
with large embroidery, 2 × 14 mm beech roundwood stick

Washable at 60 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 17963  Wedel Sail I, approx. 30 × 50 cm

 Item-No. 17974  Wedel Sail II, approx. 50 × 60 cm

 Item-No. 17985  Wedel Sail III, approx. 70 × 70 cm

Offer your guests a high-quality infusion 
without much effort.
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fastening rings for 
wedel flag incl. Allen 

key (included in 
scope of delivery)

Wedel Flag Set I  
100/120 "FINNSA sauna Art"

Scope of delivery: 
1 × flag towel with embroidery (item-no. 2260) 
2 × flagpoles: 1 × length 100 cm, 1 × length 120 cm 
2 × fastening rings, 1 × allen key

Washable at 30/60 °C, not suitable for tumble dryer

 Item-No. 76401  100/120 cm, "FINNSA sauna Art"

Wedel Flag Set II  
120/150 "FINNSA Moose"
Scope of delivery: 
1 × flag towel with moose (item-no. 2261) 
2 × flagpoles: 1 × length 120 cm, 1 × length 150 cm 
2 × fastening rings, 1 × allen key

Washable at 30/60 °C, not suitable for tumble dryer

 Item-No. 76412  120/150 cm, "FINNSA Moose"

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

1 Wedel Flag Set I, "FINNSA sauna Art" 100/120 cm 7640

2 Wedel Flag Set II, "FINNSA Moose" 120/150 cm 7641

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Wedel Flags
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by FINNSA
Wedel flags

Professional wedel flags  
by FINNSA
simple, functional and well thought-out
The wedel flags developed by FINNSA bring high air move-
ments and fun into the sauna.

Each set includes 2 wooden rods with a total of 2 fastening 
rings for the flag towel. The fastening rings are quickly 
exchanged with the enclosed Allen key and, thus, the 
flag towel quickly changed. This allows you to replace 
the flagpoles individually.

For the flag towels we use only the highest quality from 
the company Jokipiin in Finland. The high linen content 
in combination with cotton guarantees a robust flag towel.

Spare Towel "FINNSA sauna Art"
Flag towel in natural-grey textured look with embroidery 
"FINNSA sauna Art". Double layered and sewn.

50 % Finnish linen, 50 % cotton, 
300 g/m² quality - as double stitched, total 600 g/m² 

Washable at 30/60 °C, not suitable for tumble dryer

 Item-No. 22603  approx. 65 × 64 cm

Spare Towel "FINNSA Moose"
Flag towel in dark grey/grey with terry cloth surface and 
motif "FINNSA Moose".

70 % Finnish linen, 30 % cotton, 
580 g/m² quality

Washable at 30/60 °C, not suitable for tumble dryer

 Item-No. 22614  approx. 75 × 78 cm

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

3 Spare Flag Towel „FINNSA SaunaArt“ 65 × 64 cm 2260

4 Spare Flag Towel "FINNSA Moose" 75 × 78 cm 2261

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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SAUNAGUT® Infusion Fans
These fans were specially developed for performing infusions 
in saunas. With them, the sauna master can elegantly and 
precisely waft the hot air.

 ○ foldable fan with lockable handle

 ○ can be held with one or two hands

 ○ cover made of tear-resistant and  
washable fabric

Material: Cover made of 67 % polyester/ 
33 % cotton, frame made of oled ash wood

Large PLUS Version:  
folded 104 cm long, Ø open 148 cm, weight 700 g

 Item-No. 6761-21  color: red/orange

 Item-No. 6762-22  color: white

 Item-No. 6763-23  color: black

Standard version:  
folded 72 cm long, Ø open 105 cm, weight 420 g

 Item-No. 67614  color: orange/red

 Item-No. 67625  color: white

 Item-No. 67636  color: black

Small version:  
folded 50 cm long, Ø open 74 cm, weight 280 g

 Item-No. 6761-17  color: red/orange

 Item-No. 6762-18  color: white

 Item-No. 6763-19  color: black

Gently wedel, otherwise the rods may break!

1

SAUNAGUT® Infusion Fan PLUS

red/orange 6761-2

2 white 6762-2

3 black 6763-2

4

SAUNAGUT® Infusion Fan Standard

orange/red 6761

5 white 6762

6 black 6763

7

SAUNAGUT® Infusion Fan Small

red/orange 6761-1

8 white 6762-1

9 black 6763-1

item description color item number fixed price

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Infusion Fans
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Cover
Spare cover for infusion fan PLUS

 Item-No. 6767-11  red/orange (without illustration)

 Item-No. 6767-22  white (without illustration)

 Item-No. 6767-93  black (without illustration)

Spare cover for infusion fan standard

 Item-No. 6765-14  orange/red

 Item-No. 6765-25  white (without illustration)

 Item-No. 6765-96  black (without illustration)

Spare cover for infusion fan small

 Item-No. 6766-17  red/orange (without illustration)

 Item-No. 6766-28  white (without illustration)

 Item-No. 6766-99  black (without illustration)

Frame
 Item-No. 6767-310  PLUS (without illustration)

 Item-No. 6765-311  Standard

 Item-No. 6766-312  Small (without illustration)

1

Spare Cover for Infusion Fan PLUS

red/orange 6767-1

2 white 6767-2

3 black 6767-9

4

Spare Cover for Infusion Fan Standard 

red/orange 6765-1

5 white 6765-2

6 black 6765-9

7

Spare Cover for Infusion Fan Small

red/orange 6766-1

8 white 6766-2

9 black 6766-9

10

Spare Frame

PLUS 6767-3

11 Standard 6765-3

12 Small 6766-3

item description color/size item number fixed price

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

for      infusion fans
Spare parts

To ensure that your infusion fan can serve 
you well for even longer, we offer all original 
spare parts.

Spare Parts for Infusion Fans  
by SAUNAGUT® 
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Handle Pair incl. Screws
 Item-No. 6767-41  PLUS (without illustration)

 Item-No. 6765-42  Standard

 Item-No. 6766-43  Small (without illustration)

Strut incl. Screws
 Item-No. 6767-54  PLUS (without illustration)

 Item-No. 6765-55  Standard

 Item-No. 6766-56  Small (without illustration)

Strut Set (3 pieces) incl. Screws
 Item-No. 6767-77  PLUS (without illustration)

 Item-No. 6765-78  Standard

 Item-No. 6766-79  Small (without illustration)

Screw Set
 Item-No. 6767-810  PLUS (without illustration)

 Item-No. 6765-811  Standard

 Item-No. 6766-812  Small (without illustration)

1

Spare Handle Pair incl. Screws

PLUS 6767-4

2 Standard 6765-4

3 Small 6766-4

4

Spare Strut incl. Screws

PLUS 6767-5

5 Standard 6765-5

6 Small 6766-5

7

Spare Strut Set incl. Screws

PLUS 6767-7

8 Standard 6765-7

9 Small 6766-7

10

Spare Screw Set

PLUS 6767-8

11 Standard 6765-8

12 Small 6766-8

item description size item number fixed price

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Spare Parts for Infusion Fans  
by SAUNAGUT® 
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Our Aqua Peeling Sugar is not suitable for consumption. 
Please store in a cool and dark place.

Cherry
Draw energy from the most vitamin-rich fruit in the world.

 Item-No. 94601  40 g

 Item-No. 94702  225 g

 Item-No. 94803  10 kg (without illustration)

Coconut-Vanilla
South Seas feeling. Let the sweet fragrance soothe you. 

 Item-No. 94611  40 g

 Item-No. 94712  225 g

 Item-No. 94813  10 kg (without illustration)

Chocolate-Vanilla
This soothing fragrance gives absolute relaxation.

 Item-No. 94621  40 g

 Item-No. 94722  225 g

 Item-No. 94823  10 kg (without illustration)

Passion Fruit
The fruity fresh fragrance fascinates the senses.

 Item-No. 94631  40 g

 Item-No. 94732  225 g

 Item-No. 94833  10 kg (without illustration)

Raspberry
This cheery scrub has a refreshingly fruity and sweet scent.

 Item-No. 94641  40 g

 Item-No. 94742  225 g

 Item-No. 94843  10 kg (without illustration)

FINNSA Aqua Peeling Sugar
in 5 different scents
A small amount of our exfoliating sugar is sufficient for applica-
tion before or during the sauna, in the shower or during a 
soothing bath. Your skin will become soft and tender through 
the application.

Rub a little sugar onto wet or sweaty skin. The sugar melts, the 
skin care substances penetrate the skin and dead skin cells are 
gently removed.

by FINNSA 
AquA Peeling Sugar

Paraffin 
free!

Especially  
for use on wet 

skin

1

FINNSA Aqua Peeling Sugar, every sort

40 g tin 9460-9464

2 225 g tin 9470-9474

3 10 kg pail 9480-9484

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Peeling Sugar
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Our Aqua Peeling Salt is not suitable for consumption. 
Please store in a cool and dark place.

Aloe Vera
The extract of aloe vera provides the body with moisture.

 Item-No. 94101  50 g

 Item-No. 94202  300 g

 Item-No. 94303  13 kg (without illustration)

Lotus
As a symbol of purity, the lotus has a harmonising effect.

 Item-No. 94111  50 g

 Item-No. 94212  300 g

 Item-No. 94313  13 kg (without illustration)

Mint
The refreshing fragrance clears the mind and stimulates.

 Item-No. 94121  50 g

 Item-No. 94222  300 g

 Item-No. 94323  13 kg (without illustration)

Orange
This fruity fresh fragrance is refreshing and invigorating.

 Item-No. 94131  50 g

 Item-No. 94232  300 g

 Item-No. 94333  13 kg (without illustration)

Cinnamon-Vanilla
Cinnamon oil promotes blood circulation and has a mild anti- 
spasmodic effect.

 Item-No. 94141  50 g

 Item-No. 94242  300 g

 Item-No. 94343  13 kg (without illustration)

FINNSA Aqua Peeling Salt
in 5 different scents
Our Aqua Peeling Salts are specially developed for use on wet 
skin, e.g. during showers, saunas or in the hammam.

We use natural primal sea salt as the basis. High-quality minerals 
contained there nourish the skin. The salt promotes your blood 
circulation, makes it silky soft and radiant and opens the pores 
for the precious oils. These strengthen the skin's natural 
protective function and make it smooth and supple.

Paraffin 
free!

GentleAquA Peeling Salt

1

FINNSA Aqua Peeling Salt, every sort

50 g tin 9410-9414

2 300 g tin 9420-9424

3 13 kg pail 9430-9434

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Peeling Salt

Dosing spoon on page 45.
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Sauna Massage Salt
in nature and the scents ice cold & prickly pear
These high-quality massage salts are made from pure sea salt. 
Dead skin cells are gently removed. The skin becomes pore-deep 
clean, well supplied with blood, supple and soft. 

Before, during or after the sauna, but also in the shower, rub 
a small amount of salt vigorously onto wet or sweaty skin. The 
salt melts and the skin can absorb important minerals and trace 
elements. Wash the rest off well with water.

Please store in a cool and dark place. Not suitable for consumption. 
Do not use on open skin wounds!

Natural

 Item-No. 23101  200 g

 Item-No. 23112  1000 g

 Item-No. 23123  10 kg (without illustration)

 Item-No. 23134  25 kg (without illustration)

Ice Cold

 Item-No. 23205  200 g

 Item-No. 23216  1000 g

 Item-No. 23227  10 kg (without illustration)

Prickly Pear

 Item-No. 23408  200 g

 Item-No. 23419  1000 g

 Item-No. 234210  10 kg (without illustration)

1

Sauna Massage Salt, Natural

200 g tin 2310

2 1000 g tin 2311

3 10 kg pail 2312

4 25 kg bag 2313

5

Sauna Massage Salt, Ice Cold

200 g tin 2320

6 1000 g tin 2321

7 10 kg pail 2322

8

Sauna Massage Salt, Prickly Pear

200 g tin 2340

9 1000 g tin 2341

10 10 kg pail 2342

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Peeling Salt
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Natural salt crystals are a source
for health, purification and increased vitality.

1

Crystal Sauna Salt

1000 g tin 1320

2 10 kg pail 1330

3 25 kg bag 1333

4
Crystal Sauna Salt, Eucalyptus-Menthol

1000 g tin 1321

5 10 kg pail 1331

6
Brine Salt Chunks 
30-60 mm grain

1 kg 1360

7 12 kg 1361

8 25 kg 1362

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Brine Salt Chunks
Out of the Salt Range in Northern Pakistan
Our brine salt chunks are ideal for stainless steel containers 
above the sauna heater or for decoration. The soothing effect 
of the enriched, salty air included.

 Item-No. 13606  30 – 60 mm grain, 1 kg

 Item-No. 13617  30 – 60 mm grain, 12 kg (without illustration)

 Item-No. 13628  30 – 60 mm grain, 25 kg (without illustration)

The copper pot item-no. 8560 can be found on page 59.

Crystal Sauna Salt
Out of the Salt Range in Pakistan
Our sauna salt promotes perspiration and creates a  
wonderful exfoliating effect. Ideally suited for use in the sauna.

Natural

 Item-No. 13201  1000 g

 Item-No. 13302  10 kg (without illustration)

 Item-No. 13333  25 kg (without illustration)

Eucalyptus-Menthol

 Item-No. 13214  1000 g

 Item-No. 13315  10 kg (without illustration)

Peeling Salt | Crystal Salt
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1 Salt Crystal Candlestick 1000 g 1370

2 Salt Crystal Candlestick "Yin Yang" 1500 g 1371

3 Gemstones, Raw Stones 330 g 1390

4 Gemstones, Tumbled Stones 400 g 1395

item description weight item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Gemstone mix with 7 raw stones:  
rock crystal, amethyst, rose quartz, arragonite,  
sodalite, aventurine und orange calcite

 Item-No. 13903  approx. 330 g

Gemstone mix with tumbled stones:  
a. o. incl. rock crystal, amethyst & rose quartz

 Item-No. 13954  approx. 400 g

Gemstones for Water Revitalisation
Use: Place stones in a glass jug to revitalise the water. Let the 
water stand for at least two hours. The taste can be positively 
influenced.

The stones can be left in the jug, but should be cleaned with 
warm water from time to time. You can add sodium bicarbonate 
to prevent possible coating.

Raw stones can have an activating effect and tumbled stones a 
calming effect.

Composition may vary!

Salt Crystal

Candle
The special light  
for your sauna

Salt Crystal Candlestick
Out of the Salt Range in Nothern Pakistan
Weight: approx. 1000 g, Ø approx. 9 cm,  
Height: approx. 9 cm (candle not included).

 Item-No. 13701  

Salt Crystal Candlestick
"Yin Yang", 2 pieces
Weight: approx. 1500 g, Ø approx. 13 cm, 
Height: approx. 5 cm (candle not included).

 Item-No. 13712  

Crystal Salt | Gemstones

-stick
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1
Vitalis Sauna Honey Cream, Finnish

120 ml tube 4330

2 4.8 l canister 4340

3
Vitalis Sauna Honey Cream, Lavender

120 ml tube 4331

4 4.8 l canister 4341

5
Vitalis Sauna Honey Cream, Wildrose

120 ml tube 4332

6 4.8 l canister 4342

7
Vitalis Sauna Honey Cream, Ice Fresh

120 ml tube 4333

8 4.8 l canister 4343

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

HoneyOur best

Sauna Honey 
Cream Finnish
Enjoy the unique care effect 
of high-quality natural summer 
blossom honey.

 Item-No. 43301  120 ml

 Item-No. 43402  4.8 l

Sauna Honey 
Cream Lavender
Natural essential oils - wild 
lavender and sweet orange - 
add harmonious balance to 
every application.

 Item-No. 43313  120 ml

 Item-No. 43414  4.8 l

Sauna Honey 
Cream Wildrose
This cream has a calming 
and harmonising effect on 
the nerves. The Rosa Mos-
queta seed oil pampers the 
skin and keeps it soft and 
supple.

 Item-No. 43325  120 ml

 Item-No. 43426  4.8 l

Sauna Honey 
Cream Ice Fresh
This cream has unique cooling 
properties thanks to its com-
position. Natural essential oils 
make it fresh and clear the 
airways.

 Item-No. 43337  120 ml

 Item-No. 43438  4.8 l

Vitalis Sauna Honey Creams
with a gentle peeling effect
Thanks to their composition, these sauna honey creams have unique skin-soothing, irritation-  
relieving and skin-relaxing properties. They intensively moisturise the skin while taking a sauna. 
Finely ground wild apricot kernels ensure the gentle peeling effect, while propolis and bees-
wax form a fine protective film on the skin.

 ○ pure summer blossom honey from organically managed apiaries

 ○ no preservatives

 ○ with beeswax and propolis from organic beekeeping

Recommendation for use: Massage into wet skin in the warmth of the sauna or steam bath 
and allow to absorb. Rinse off afterwards.

Sauna Honey
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1
Banja Sauna Honey Sage

120 ml tube 4360

2 4.8 l canister 4370

3
Banja Sauna Honey Siberian Spruce

120 ml tube 4361

4 4.8 l canister 4371

5 Vitalis Ritual Sauna Honey Balm, Finnish 4.8 l canister 4350

6 Dosing Pump for Honey Cream Canister 2152

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Ritual Sauna Honey 
Balm, Finnish
This sauna honey contains high levels of 
sweet orange essential oil. It has unique 
skin-soothing, irritation-relieving and 
skin-relaxing properties.

Pure summer blossom honey from 
organically managed apiaries. Beeswax 
and propolis from organic beekeeping. 
Free from preservatives. Without peeling 
effect.

 Item-No. 43505  4.8 l

Banja Sauna Honey 
Sage
The Banja Sauna Honey Sage strengthens 
the natural protective barrier of the skin. 
It stimulates the production of new cells. 
The skin looks fresher and younger.

Recommendation for use: Massage into  
wet skin in the heat and allow to absorb. 
Then rinse off thoroughly.

 ○  100% sage essential oil

 ○ Siberian herbs: 
Siberian Ginseng: energizes the skin 
Arctic wild berries: gentle refreshment

 ○ Glycerine: levels the moisture balance of 
the skin and smoothes

 Item-No. 43601  120 ml

 Item-No. 43702  4.8 l (without illust.)

Banja Sauna Honey 
Siberian Spruce
The Banja Sauna Honey Siberian Spruce 
strengthens body and soul for the cold 
season and prevents colds.

Recommendation for use: Massage into  
wet skin in the heat and allow to absorb. 
Then rinse off thoroughly.

 ○ 100% Siberian spruce essential oil

 ○ Glycerine: levels the moisture balance of 
the skin and smoothes

 ○ Vitamin E: nourishes the skin and 
improves its elasticity

 Item-No. 43613  120 ml

 Item-No. 43714  4.8 l (without illust.)

The centuries-old 
siberian tradition

Banja

Dosing Pump 
For honey cream canister.

 Item-No. 21526  

Sauna Honey
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by FINNSA

1
Finnsa Sauna Cream Olive Lemongrass

125 ml tube 5021

2 5 l canister 5031

3
Finnsa Sauna Ice Fluid

125 ml tube 5022

4 5 l canister 5032

5
Finnsa Sauna Cream White Chocolate

125 ml tube 5024

6 5 l canister 5034

7 Spare Dosing Pump for Sauna Cream Canister 5040

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sauna Cream Olive Lemongrass
with gentle peeling effect
Our sauna cream contains high-quality olive oil, almond oil 
and nourishing cocoa butter as well as gentle exfoliating bodies 
based on pure jojoba oil.

Dry and stressed skin is a thing of the past. Even sensitive skin 
benefits from the skin-smoothing and nourishing properties 
of our sauna cream Olive Lemongrass. 

 Item-No. 50211  125 ml

 Item-No. 50312  5 l incl. pump (without illustration)

Sauna Cream White Chocolate
with peeling effect, with embedded jojoba waxes
Fine cocoa, jojoba wax and other exquisite ingredients make 
the cream a delight during the sauna session. The skin becomes 
chocolate soft. 

Embedded jojoba waxes provide a gentle exfoliating effect.

 Item-No. 50245  125 ml

 Item-No. 50346  5 l incl. pump (without illustration)

Spare dosing pump for sauna cream canister.

 Item-No. 50407  without illustration

Sauna Ice Fluid 
moisturising, promotes blood circulation
The ice fluid gets its cooling and refreshing properties from 
menthol, which promotes blood circulation. Rich aloe vera 
provides intensive moisture.

Valuable essential oils from rosemary and camphor, among 
others, and the extract of horse chestnut promote good circu-
lation. This effect is reinforced by juniper berry oil.

 Item-No. 50223  125 ml

 Item-No. 50324  5 l incl. pump (without illustration)

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

Sauna Creams
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1
Sauna Pampering Cream Apricot (Peeling)

75 ml 9490

2 5,1 liter 9490-1

3
Sauna Pampering Cream Almond Milk

75 ml 9491

4 5 liter 9491-1

5
Sauna Pampering Cream Mint

75 ml 9492

6 5 liter 9492-1

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sauna Pampering Cream
These rich, high-yield creams unfold their nourishing properties 
while taking a sauna. The active ingredients penetrate deep 
into the cells and provide them with moisture.

Application: Apply a thin layer of the cream to the skin before 
taking a sauna, let it work in the warmth and then rinse it off.

Apricot Peeling
Gentle peeling effect through grated apricot kernels. Con-
jures up delicate apricot skin that also smells like it: fruity, 
velvety, soft.

 Item-No. 94901  75 ml dispenser

 Item-No. 9490-12  5,1 liter pail (without illustration)

Almond Milk
Nourishes dry and stressed skin with its high B vitamin content. 
Smells like a hint of marzipan.

 Item-No. 94913  75 ml dispenser

 Item-No. 9491-14  5 liter pail (without illustration)

Mint
Natural mint extract clarifies the skin and stimulates the skin's 
cold receptors.

 Item-No. 94925  75 ml dispenser

 Item-No. 9492-16  5 liter pail (without illustration)

Pails have a delivery time of approx. 2-3 weeks.

Pleasure
for body and soul

Sauna Creams
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1 cosiMed Massage Oil Neutral 1 liter 2160

2 cosiMed Massage Cream Soft 1 liter 2161

3 Dosing Pump for Massage Cream Soft 2162

4 Dosing Spoon, 25 ml 9663

5 Portion Cup with Lid, 30 ml PU 50 pieces 4620

6 Portion Cup with Lid, 50 ml PU 50 pieces 4621

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Massage Oil Neutral
The mineral massage oil consists of 100% paraffinum 
perliquidum. It is free of fragrances and therefore par-
ticularly suitable for sensitive skin.

 Item-No. 21601   1 liter

Dosing Aids
Dosing pump for 1 litre container Massage Cream Soft.

 Item-No. 21623   dosing pump

Dosing aids for creams, salt, sugar and more.

 Item-No. 96634   dosing spoon, short handle, 25 ml

 Item-No. 46205  NEW portion cup with lid, 30 ml (PU 50)

 Item-No. 46216  portion cup with lid, 50 ml (PU 50)

Massage Cream Soft
This cream is very easy to spread due to its light texture 
and is suitable for all common massages due to its opti-
mally tuned grip.

It is very economical to use and the valuable avocado oil it 
contains cares for highly stressed skin.

 Item-No. 21612   1 literGentleGentle
to the skin

Massage Creams | Massage Oils
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Massage Oil Harmony
Contains finely balanced oils such as 
cedarwood, geranium and bergamot 
oil as well as rich almond and jojoba oil.

 Item-No. 21801   250 ml

Natural almond and jojoba oil as a basis 
care for the skin and the selected oils 
pamper the senses. Without preserva-
tives and dyes.

The Wellness Massage Oils are developed 
with natural essential oils – based on 
aromatherapy.

Massage Oil Honey
Contains finely balanced oils such as 
almond and jojoba oil. Valuable honey 
extract nourishes and regenerates the  
skin. The fragrance has a calming effect.

 Item-No. 21812   250 ml

Massage Oil Amyris-Lavender
Contains a combination of natural al-
mond, jojoba, amyris and lavender oil. 
This oil and fragrance combination has 
a relaxing and calming effect.

 Item-No. 21823   250 ml

Massage Oil Fresh-Mint
Contains almond and jojoba oil. In combi-
nation with patchouli oil and the refresh- 
ing, cooling mint oil, it gives the massage a 
wonderfully invigorating effect.

 Item-No. 21834   250 ml

1 cosiMed Wellness Massage Oil Harmony 250 ml 2180

2 cosiMed Wellness Massage Oil Honey 250 ml 2181

3 cosiMed Wellness Massage Oil Amyris-Lavender 250 ml 2182

4 cosiMed Wellness Massage Oil Fresh-Mint 250 ml 2183

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

MaMasssage Oilsage Oil
on a        vegetable basis

Massage Oils
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Massage Oil Pomegranate
This summery-light massage oil inspires 
with the sweet-juicy scent of pomegra-
nate and has a stimulating as well as 
activating effect.

 Item-No. 21701   250 ml

Based on Paraffinum Perliquidum, this 
oil convinces with its high purity. 

The massage oils are free of preservatives 
and dyes, highly compatible as well as 
particularly gentle and are characterised 
by ideal gliding properties.

Massage Oil Lemon
The massage with our massage oil lemon 
has an activating effect due to its fresh 
and invigorating scent.

 Item-No. 21712   250 ml

Massage Oil Orange
Stimulating orange aroma gives this 
massage oil a fruity scent and thus en-
sures a pleasant feel-good experience.

 Item-No. 21723   250 ml

Massage Oil Ginkgo-Lime
The massage oil with the invigorating, 
fresh scent combination of ginkgo and 
lime is very economical and is absorbed 
slowly.

 Item-No. 21734   250 ml

MaMasssage Oilsage Oil
on a mineral 

basis

1 cosiMed Massage Oil Pomegranate 250 ml 2170

2 cosiMed Massage Oil Lemon 250 ml 2171

3 cosiMed Massage Oil Orange 250 ml 2172

4 cosiMed Massage Oil Ginkgo-Lime 250 ml 2173

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Singing Bowl "Sauna"
The singing bowl application in the sauna calms and 
offers your guests even more relaxation.

Singing bowl apr. 1500 - 1800 g, ø apr. 25 cm 
Textile ring 16 cm ø, special clapper M red

 Item-No. 0460 6  ø approx. 25 cm

FINNSA Singing Bowl 
Gift Set
Exclusive 6-cornered box, singing bowl (ø apr. 7.5 cm) 
with wooden clapper (illust. similar) and underlay.

 Item-No. 0462 4  ø approx. 7.5 cm

Singing Bowl "Lotus"
The bowl sounds slightly lighter, but still warm and 
full. With engraving lotus flower on the outside.

Bowl: weight apr. 700 - 750 g, ø apr. 16 - 18 cm, 
Underlay ø apr. 15 cm, with 1 wood/felt clapper XS 
and 1 wood/leather clapper M

 Item-No. 0471 5  ø approx. 16-18 cm

Vaporiser Bowls
To be placed between the sauna stones for the safe 
use of e.g. Ice-Bits. (see page 17). 

Can also be used as a singing bowl with a clapper.

 Item-No. 0482 1  ø approx. 5 cm, height approx. 2 cm

 Item-No. 0482-2 2  ø apr. 6.7 cm, height apr. 2.5 cm

 Item-No. 0482-3 3  ø apr. 7.5 cm, height apr. 3 cm

1

Vaporiser Bowls

ø 5 cm 0482

2 ø 6.7 cm 0482-2

3 ø 7.5 cm 0482-3

4 FINNSA Singing Bowl Gift Set ø 7.5 cm 0462

5 Singing Bowl "Lotus" ø 16-18 cm 0471

6 Singing Bowl "Sauna" ø 25 cm 0460

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Singing Bowls
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1 Singing Bowl Starter Set "Sauna" 0461

2 Set of 3 Singing Bowls "Massage" 0470

3 Set of 7 Singing Bowls 0465

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Starter Set "Sauna"
You can use different singing bowls for different tones. For this purpose 
we offer you the starter set "Sauna". It can also be used without prior 
knowledge. The gong is ideal to start the singing bowl ceremony.

Content: 
1 × Singing Bowl small: approx. 500 - 550 g, ø approx. 13.5 cm, 
1 × Singing Bowl medium: approx. 800 - 850 g, ø approx. 16 cm, 
1 × Singing Bowl large: approx. 1000 - 1100 g, ø approx. 19 cm, 
3 × Underlay violet, ø 10, 14, 18 cm clapper wood/leather M, 
1 × Mini Set – Bowl ø approx. 7,5 cm with clapper in bag, 
1 × Feng Gong – ø approx. 50 cm with clapper

 Item-No. 0461 1  

Set of 3 Singing Bowls 
"Massage"
This set is especially composed for sound massage 
and consists of a pelvic bowl, a joint bowl and a 
heart bowl.

Total weight approx. 3500 g,  
3 × Singing Bowls ø approx. 14.5, 18.5 and 24 cm 
2 × clapper wood/felt, S and M 
3 × Textile Ring red, ø approx. 10, 16 and 20 cm

 Item-No. 0470 2  

Set of 7 Singing Bowls
smooth (cast)
These 7 singing bowls struck in combination 
produce wonderful relaxing tones and melodies 
that relax the body and mind.

Total weight of the singing bowls apr. 2800 g,  
extra thick-walled, ø between apr. 7 and 13.5 cm,  
with 2 wood/leather clappers S and M

 Item-No. 0465 3  

Variety
of sounds
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1 Foot Singing Bowl "Om" ø 38 cm 0472

2 Feng Gong, large ø 70 cm 0475

3 Feng Gong, small ø 50 cm 0476

4 TamTam Gong ø 50 cm 0478

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Foot Singing Bowl "Om"
The outside is matt blackened except for the 
upper rim. The rim and the inside are polished. 
With "Om" engraving.

When sitting, the feet can dangle loosely. Com-
fortable standing possible up to size 36/37.

Bowl: weight approx. 6 kg, ø approx. 38 cm,  
Ring: ø approx. 30 cm,  
with 2 wood/felt clappers L and XXL

 Item-No. 0472 1  ø approx. 38 cm

TamTam Gong
Real TamTam or Whood Chau gong with 
indeterminate pitch. Can be used in sound 
massage or sound therapy. 
With matching clapper.

 Item-No. 0478 4  ø approx. 50 cm

Feng Gong
Real handmade feng gong with great 
sound characteristics. Each piece is 
unique. With hanging cord and clapper.

 Item-No. 0475 2  ø approx. 70 cm

 Item-No. 0476 3  ø approx. 50 cm

Singing Bowls | Gongs
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Accessories · Buckets

Copper Set
consisting of bucket and ladle
Copper sauna bucket with sturdy  
wooden handle and a ladle.

Apr. dim.: Bucket 15 cm high,  
ø top 22.5 cm, ø bottom 16.2 cm. 
Handle H 31.5 cm. Ladle L 45.5 cm. 
Total weight approx. 0.88 kg.

 Item-No. 85554 l  350 ml   2  

Stainless Steel Bucket
with handle
Sauna bucket made of high quality stainless  
steel with handle made of oiled beech wood.

Approx. dim.: Bucket 13.3 cm high,  
ø top 23 cm, ø bottom 19 cm. 
Capacity apr. 4.5 l, weight apr. 0.7 kg. 
Wooden handle approx. 29.5 cm high.

 Item-No. 27124.5 l   3  

Stainless Steel Bucket
black, with handle
Sauna bucket made of high quality stainless 
steel in black trendy look with handle made 
of black treated beech. Inside matt brushed. 

Approx. dim.: Bucket 16 cm high,  
ø top 23 cm, ø bottom 19 cm. 
Capacity apr. 5 l, weight apr. 0.7 kg. 
Wooden handle 32 cm high.

 Item-No. 27145 l   5  

Sauna Pail
Sauna pail made of high-quality stainless  
steel. Handle wrapped with braided hemp.

Approx. dim.: 19.5 cm high,  
ø top 30 cm, ø bottom 17.5 cm. 
Capacity apr. 8 l, weight apr. 1.2 kg.

 Item-No. 27508 l   4  

Plastic Bucket
extremely light – only 380 g
Heat-resistant plastic bucket with wooden 
handle for the sauna. Extremely light-
weight and cool look in modern silver.

Approx. dim.: Bucket 15 cm high,  
ø top 16.5 cm, ø bottom 13 cm. 
Capacity apr. 4.5 l, weight apr. 0.38 kg.

                  No. 73404.5 l  1   NEW

Available from January 2024!

1 Plastic Bucket, silver-glimmering 4.5 liter 7340

2 Copper Set with Bucket and Ladle 4 liter 8555

3 Sauna Bucket, stainless steel 4.5 liter 2712

4 Sauna Pail, stainless steel 8 liter 2750

5 Sauna Bucket, stainless steel, black 5 liter 2714

item description capacity item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Buckets
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Experience a part of the Finnish sauna culture.

Kolo Bucket Set
consisting of bucket and matching ladle
Kolo bucket and ladle are inseparable. The ladle acts as a carrying 
handle of the bucket, which in turn is the perfect place for the ladle.

The handle of the ladle is made of bamboo, the other part as 
well as the bucket is made of aluminum. The two parts of the 
ladle are screwed together.

Apr. dim. Bucket.: 20.5 cm high, ø top 24 cm, ø bottom 22.5 cm, 
weight 700 g, usable volume 5 l. 
Approx. dim. Ladle: Total length 41.5 cm, weight 220 g,  
usable volume 300 ml.

 Item-No. 1020105 l 300 ml   1  white

 Item-No. 1020115 l 300 ml   2  black

Sauna Tub 
Kambala, with carrying robe
Made of Kambala wood, with stainless steel hoops and spe- 
cial, waterproof hygienic sealing. With removable carrying 
rope. Robust, light and good for professional, daily use.

Handmade in Germany.

Apr. dimensions: 26 cm high, ø top 25 cm, ø bottom 31 cm. 
Gross capacity 11 liter, weight approx. 3.1 kg.

 Item-No. 891311 l  3  

Spare Carrying Rope for Sauna Tub

 Item-No. 8913-24  without illustration

1
Kolo Bucket Set, Aluminium, 5 liter

white 102010

2 black 102011

3 Sauna Tub, Kambala 11 liter 8913

4 Spare Carrying Rope for Sauna Tub 8913-2

item description color/capacity item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Accessories · Buckets     Sauna
Bucket

for experts & connoisseurs
Sauna Bucket
with carrying rope
Larch, with transparent hy-
gienic seal. Bound with two 
metal rings.

Approx. dim.: 20 cm high,  
ø top 25 cm, ø bottom 20.5 cm. 
Weight approx. 1.8 kg.

 Item-No. 89155 l  1           

Sauna Bucket
with insert
Natural coniferous wood, with 
plastic insert and handle. 
Bound with two metal rings.

Apr. dim.: Bucket 19.5 cm high,  
ø top 26 cm, ø bottom 20.5 cm. 
Wooden handle 30 cm high.  
Weight approx. 1.22 kg.

 Item-No. 89195 l  2  

Sauna Bucket 
Aspen natural, with insert
Made of natural aspen wood 
with wooden hoops and plastic 
insert.

Apr. dim.: Bucket 15 cm high,  
ø top 25.5 cm, ø bottom 21 cm.  
Wooden handle 27 cm high. 
Weight approx. 1 kg.

 Item-No. 89184 l  3  

Sauna Bucket
thermo-treated, with insert
Made of thermo-treated aspen 
wood with wooden hoop and 
plastic insert.

Apr. dim.: Bucket 15 cm high, 
ø top 25.5 cm, ø bottom 21 cm.  
Wooden handle 27 cm high. 
Weight approx. 1 kg.

 Item-No. 89124 l  4  

Sauna Bucket
natural and heat-treated
High-quality Finnish bucket made of natural or heat-treated 
wood with handle hood. Extremely thick-walled, sturdily built 
and very cleanly crafted.

Apr. dim.: Bucket 19 cm high, ø top 27.5 cm, ø bottom 22.5 cm. 
Wooden handle 35 cm high. Weight approx. 1.5 kg.

 Item-No. 24606 l  5  natural

 Item-No. 24706 l  6  heat-treated

1 Sauna Bucket, larch, with carrying rope 5 liter 8915

2 Sauna Bucket, natural coniferous wood, w/ insert 5 liter 8919

3 Sauna Bucket, natural aspen, with insert 4 liter 8918

4 Sauna Bucket, thermo-treated aspen, with insert 4 liter 8912

5 Sauna Bucket, natural 6 liter 2460

6 Sauna Bucket, heat-treated 6 liter 2470

item description capacity item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Please note: Always keep buckets moist and 
never leave them in the hot sauna without 

water, otherwise cracks may form. These  
usually close again when the bucket is  

watered. However, a small loss of  
water is generally possible.  
Wood is a natural material.
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All inserts 
only fit bucket 

9051

1 Sauna Pail, sealed larch, with carrying rope 6.5 liter 9062

2 Sauna Bucket, sealed larch 5 liter 8916

3 Sauna Bucket, natural larch with insert, opaque 5 liter 9051

4

Plastic Insert, 4.5 liter

clear 3810

5 opaque 3811

6 red 3813

7 blue 3814

8 silver 3815

item description color/capacity item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Made in 
Germany 

for FINNSA

Sauna Pail
sealed larch, with carrying rope
Completely sealed inside and out. For 
continuous commercial use.

Apr. dim.: 20 cm high, ø top 27.5 cm, ø 
bottom 23 cm. Height with rope attach-
ment 24 cm. Weight 2.2 kg.

 Item-No. 90626.5 l  1  

Sauna Bucket
sealed larch
Completely sealed inside and out. For 
continuous commercial use.

Approx. dim.: 20 cm high, ø top 25 cm, 
ø bottom 21 cm. Height with handle 30 cm. 
Weight 1.8 kg.

 Item-No. 89165 l  2  

Sauna Bucket
natural larch, with insert no. 3811
The heat-resistant insert closes flush at the 
top and keeps a distance from the floor.

Apr. dim.: 18 cm high, ø top 26 cm,  
ø bottom 20.5 cm. Height with handle 
30.5 cm. Weight 2.1 kg with insert.

 Item-No. 90515 l  3  

Plastic Insert
for bucket 9051
Heat resistant, shock resistant, food safe 
and dishwasher safe.

Apr. dim.: 15 cm high, ø top 22.5 cm,  
ø bottom 17.5 cm. Weight apr. 350 g.

 Item-No. 38104.5 l  4  color: clear

 No. 38114.5 l  5  color: opaque

 Item-No. 38134.5 l  6  color: red

 Item-No. 38144.5 l  7  color: blue

 Item-No. 38154.5 l  8  color: silver

Our buckets are made with honest crafts-
manship: Solid larch wood with galvanized 
band hoops, neatly sanded, galvanized, 
shaped and sealed.

Buckets | Inserts
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Accessories · Ladles

Standard Ladle
Made of birch wood, handcrafted from  
one piece. Sophisticated workmanship.  
Each ladle has a loop for hanging. 

Approx. dim.: 35 cm long.

 Item-No. 3310130 ml   1    short, natural

 Item-No. 3310-2130 ml   2    short, thermo

Approx. dim.: 45 cm long. 

 Item-No. 3311150 ml   3    long, natural

 Item-No. 3311-2150 ml   4    long, thermo

Exclusive Ladle
 Item-No. 3320100 ml   5     approx. 40 cm

Available again from about March 2024!

Special Ladle
With extra large volume. Best handle geometry.

 Item-No. 3325220 ml   6     approx. 38 cm 

Large Ladle 
Special ladle with long reach for large stoves. 
Especially popular with professionals.

 Item-No. 3330200 ml   7     approx 60 cm

Luxury Ladle, Thermowood 
Very elaborately crafted from thermo-treated 
birch wood.

 Item-No. 3315160 ml   8     approx. 36 cm 

 Item-No. 3316170 ml   9     approx. 46 cm 

1
Standard Ladle, short, 130 ml

natural 3310

2 thermo 3310-2

3
Standard Ladle, long, 150 ml

natural 3311

4 thermo 3311-2

5 Exclusive Ladle 100 ml 3320

6 Special Ladle 220 ml 3325

7 Large Ladle 200 ml 3330

8
Luxury Ladle, thermo-treated

160 ml 3315

9 170 ml 3316

item description material/capacity item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Ladles
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Stainless Steel Ladle
with black handle
Modern ladle with black treated wooden 
handle. Made of high-quality stainless steel.

 Item-No. 2726200 ml   2    apr. 44 cm 

Stainless Steel Ladle
Ladle made of high-quality, polished stainless 
steel with handle made of treated beech wood.

 Item-No. 2725270 ml   1    apr. 44 cm 

Stainless Steel Ladle
with spout on both sides
Ladle made of high-quality stainless steel 
with double spout. With extra long handle 
made of treated beech wood.

 Item-No. 2727300 ml   3    apr. 58 cm 

Copper Ladle
Copper sauna ladle with wooden handle.

 Item-No. 3340500 ml   4    apr. 53 cm 

1 Stainless Steel Ladle, beech 270 ml 2725

2 Stainless Steel Ladle, black handle 200 ml 2726

3 Stainless Steel Ladle, spout on both sides 300 ml 2727

4 Copper Ladle 500 ml 3340

item description capacity item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Accessories · Ladles

REGENKELLE® by SAUNAGUT®
Due to the unique shower mouthpiece, the in-
fusion water falls like rain onto the stones. This 
means that the amount of water can be dosed 
more evenly and distributed to the stones in a 
more targeted manner.

You need less fragrance and also protect your 
sauna heater, as less infusion water reaches the 
heating rods due to the better dosage.

Mouthpiece made of laser-welded stainless steel, 
handle made of oiled hardwood.

REGENKELLE® JUMBO, handle oak

 Item-No. 67541100 ml   
1

    approx. 98 cm

REGENKELLE® large, handle maple

 Item-No. 6750550 ml   
2

    approx. 54 cm 

REGENKELLE® large, handle walnut

 Item-No. 6751550 ml   
3

    approx. 54 cm 

REGENKELLE® small, handle maple

 Item-No. 6752330 ml   
4

    approx. 51 cm 

REGENKELLE® small, handle walnut

 Item-No. 6753330 ml   
5

    approx. 51 cm 

We can offer lefthanded alternatives for every 
REGENKELLE® for the same price.

1 REGENKELLE®, JUMBO oak 6754

2
REGENKELLE®, large

maple 6750

3 walnut 6751

4
REGENKELLE®, small

maple 6752

5 walnut 6753

item description material item number fixed price

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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FINNSA Herb Bowl
including chain and hook
Use e.g. oils, herbs or salt crystals in this stainless 
steel bowl. When using salt, flash rust or pitting 
corrosion may occur. Generally clean the pot after 
such applications. The distance to the stove can be 
variably adjusted by the chain.

Apr. dim.: ø top 21 cm, height 6 cm, 750 ml capacity.

 Item-No. 8141750 ml   1   

Design Copper Bowl
High quality handmade copper bowl. With hook 
and chain for hanging.

Apr. dim.: ø 43 cm, height 17 cm, capacity 10 liter

 Item-No. 855010 l   2    large

High-quality handmade copper bowl with 
variably adjustable chain for attachment 
to the ceiling, wooden handle and 3-piece 
chain for attachment to the bowl.

Apr. dim.: ø 20 cm, height 9 cm, capacity 2 l.

 Item-No. 77152 l   3    medium

as copper bowl medium, but:

Apr. dim.: ø 15 cm, height 6.5 cm, capacity 900 ml.

 Item-No. 8560900 ml   4    small

for herbs, 
fruits 

& potpourri

1 FINNSA Herb Bowl 750 ml 8141

2

Design Copper Bowl

10 liters 8550

3 2 liter 7715

4 900 ml 8560

item description capacity item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Bowls
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Accessories · Glasses Rack | Infusion Balls

Glasses Rack  
FINNSA Classic I
Practical, beautifully shaped shelf for 4  
pairs of glasses. Ideal for saunas and bath- 
rooms. Back part made of birch plywood 
and shelves made of pine

Approx. dim.: B × H × T: 17 × 39 × 7  cm

 Item-No. 5450 1  4 glasses

as above, but for 6 glasses.

Approx. dim.: B × H × T: 17 × 55 × 7 cm

 Item-No. 5451 2  6 glasses

Each shelf is fixed 3-fold with countersunk 
Spax screws.

SAUNAGUT® 
Ice Infusion Ball
The special form of infusion
The ice infusion ball is a mould with which balls can be formed from snow 
or fine crushed ice. These balls can be enriched with a sauna fragrance 
or ideally with essential oils. 

The sphere has grip grooves for a better hold. A built-in spike presses a 
funnel into the ice balls for dosing with fragrance. The result is ice balls 
with a diameter of approx. 10.5 cm. 

The finished ice balls are placed on the hot stones and melt very slowly. 

One ice ball is recommended per 20 m³ or 10 kW heating capacity of the stove.

 Item-No. 6760 3    ash wood

 Item-No. 6760-2 4    plastic

1
Glasses Rack FINNSA Classic I

4 glasses 5450

2 6 glasses 5451

3
SAUNAGUT® Ice Infusion Balls

ash wood 6760

4 plastic 6760-2

item description material/capacity item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Glasses Rack | Infusion Balls
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1

1
SAK Sauna Aroma Ball© Set incl. Wooden Stick

set of 1 3540

2 set of 3 3550

3
Wooden Stick with Hook

35 cm 3542

4 54 cm 3543

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

SAK© Sauna Aroma Ball Set
the alternative to ice infusion balls
The new infusion ball for safe infusions with essential 
oils or sauna fragrance. 

Simply soak SAK© with clear water, drip essential 
oil or sauna fragrance onto the ball, pour water 
over the hot sauna stones and place SAK© on the 
stones. 

Then pour water abundantly around and on the ball 
and remove it from the stones after use.

The sauna aroma ball is made of stainless steel and 
contains clay granules inside.

Incl. 1 × SAK© Sauna Aroma Ball 
and 1 × wooden stick with hook, short.

Approx. dim.: SAK© ø closure 10.5 cm, H 9.5  cm, 
wooden stick 35 cm.

 Item-No. 3540 1    set of 1

as above, but incl. 3 × SAK© Sauna Aroma Ball and 
1 × wooden stick with hook, long.

Approx. dim.: SAK© ø closure 10.5  cm, H 9.5 cm, 
wooden stick 54 cm.

 Item-No. 3550 2    set of 3

Wooden Stick with Hook
for safe use
Simple wooden stick with hook for safe place-
ment and removal of the SAK© Sauna Aroma Ball 
on and from the hot sauna stones.

Approx. dimensions: ø 2 cm, 35 cm long.

 Item-No. 3542 3    short

as above, but longer.

Approx. dimensions: ø 2 cm, 54 cm long.

 Item-No. 3543 4    long

Sauna
Aroma Ball

Experience infusion anew! 
Exclusively at FINNSA.

Infusion Balls
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Accessories · Tw
igs & Branches

Birch Twigs *
the iconic article from Finland
Original Finnish birch twig, air-dried. It 
increases the sauna effect and brings the 
atmosphere of the original Finnish sauna.

Possible applications:

 ○ Briefly place in hot water and  
pour on the birch stock

 ○ Optically for decoration

 ○ Whip the back to promote  
blood circulation

 Item-No. 8710 1   bundle 

Birch Twigs *
Eastern European
Air-dried and bound.

Apr. 61-63 cm long. Individually packed in paper.

 Item-No. 4320 2   bundle 

Oak Branches *
Eastern European
Air-dried and bound.

Apr. 66–68 cm long. Individually packed in paper.

 Item-No. 4322 4   bundle 

Relax Saunavihta
especially for allergy sufferers
This whisk alternative is handmade in Finland and 
is very popular there. It is hygienic, long lasting and 
washable. The ideal choice for allergy sufferers.

approx. 50 cm long. Packend individually.

 Item-No. 0740 3    bundle

ICONIC

1 Birch Twigs, Finnish birch 8710

2 Birch Twigs, Eastern European birch 4320

3 Relax Saunavihta plastic 0740

4 Oak Branches, Eastern European oak 4322

item description material item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Twigs & Branches

* Already out of stock! Ideally pre-order for fall 2024!

1
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"Classic" 
Sauna Headrest
in 3 wood types
Sturdy, fixed construction. Each board 
doweled and glued 2 times on each side. 
No metal parts - therefore no risk of burns.

Approx. dimensions: 31 cm long, 35 cm 
wide, 10 cm total rear height. 

Made from Finnish aspen (Haapa). 
Cover board approx. W × H: 5.5 × 2 cm.

 Item-No. 1550 1  aspen

as above, but made of birch wood. 
Cover board approx. W × H: 5.5 × 1.6 cm.

 Item-No. 7350 2  birch

as above, but made of obeche wood. 
Cover board approx. W × H: 5.5 × 2 cm.

 Item-No. 7030 3  obeche

4-Point Headrest
Made of red cedar wood. The 4 movable 
support surfaces make it possible to lie down 
very comfortably.

 Item-No. 8975 4  red cedar

as above, but made of plastic. Perfect for 
hamam and steam bath.

 Item-No. 89765  plastic

low 
thermal 

conductivity  
due to obeche  

wood

1

Headrest "Classic"

aspen 1550

2 birch 7350

3 obeche 7030

4
4-Point Headrest

red cedar 8975

5 plastic 8976

item description material item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Headrests
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Accessories · Headrests

Sauna Headrest 
rounded
Comfortable headrest in rounded shape. 
Made of obeche wood.

Apr. dimensions: L × W × H: 46 × 31 × 12.5 cm  
Cover board W × H: 5.5 × 2 cm 

 Item-No. 7043 3  

Functional Headrest
Comfortable and extremely robust. Made 
of light-coloured aspen. No metal parts. 
Functional with ideal lying comfort.

Apr. dimensions: L × W × H: 34 × 34 × 9 cm 

 Item-No. 8840 1  

"Luxury"
Sauna Headrest
Comfortable headrest in curved shape. 
Made of obeche wood.

Apr. dimensions: L × W × H: 46 × 30 × 9.5 cm  
Cover board W × H: 8 × 2 cm 

 Item-No. 7042 2  

1 Functional Headrest aspen 8840

2 Headrest "Luxury" obeche 7042

3 Headrest, rounded obeche 7043

4 Headrest with Textile Covering wood/textile 8846

item description material item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Textile Headrest 
with removable cover
The solid wood frame is extremely robust. 
A thick textile covering allows for very com-
fortable relaxation.

Apr. dim.: L × W × H: 25 × 9 × 6 cm, weight: 400 g  

 Item-No. 8846 4   beige-grey

Headrests
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Headrests | Backrests

XXL Functional- 
Head- and Backrest
Comfortable and extremely robust. Made 
of light-coloured aspen. No metal parts. 
With side access slot for easier handling 
and for hooking into a back board. Due to 
the wide lying surface, the crossbars bounce 
particularly well.

Apr. dimensions: L × W × H: 39 × 40 × 10 cm.

 Item-No. 8841 1    model I

as above, but with 6 wide cross braces. 

Apr. dimensions: L × W × H: 39 × 40 × 10 cm. 

 Item-No. 8842 2    model II

Ergonomic  
Backrest
This classic backrest made of aspen wood 
with 2 curved wooden framings and 14 flat  
bars ensures a comfortable leaning position. 
Leather at the ends of the framings prevents 
slipping.

Approx. dimensions: L × W: 49 × 40 cm 

 Item-No. 8843 3    

two 
functions

head- and 
backrest

1
XXL Functional Head- and Backrest

model I 8841

2 model II 8842

3 Backrest, ergonomic 8843

item description model item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Accessories · Brushes | Hooks

Brushes | Hooks Sauna Brush Bamboo
with removable handle
With the sauna brush made of bamboo and 
natural hair you massage and clean your skin. 
Due to its rounded edges and oil-treated surface, 
it lies particularly well in the hand.

Approx. dimensions: 41 cm long.

 Item-No. 8470 1   

Body Brush Bamboo
with hand strap made of jute
as above, but round.
Approx. dimensions: diameter ø 9.5 cm.

 Item-No. 8471 2   

Stainless Steel Wall Hook
Timeless, robust, durable and with a great look. 
Suitable for all kinds of applications. Simple 
assembly and a firm fit.

 Item-No. 3187 4  

Original  
Finnish  
Ceiling Hanger 
Fir tip, peeled off and prepared for a quaint 
ceiling hanger. Each piece is unique. Also ideal 
for events.

Approx. dimensions: 45 cm long.

 Item-No. 1540 3   4-6 hooks

1 Sauna Brush Bamboo, long 41 cm 8470

2 Body Brush Bamboo, round Ø 9,5 cm 8471

3 Original Finnish Ceiling Hanger 4 - 6 hooks 1540

4 Wall Hook, Stainless Steel 1 hook 3187

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Hooks
for safe storage
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Towel Rail
made of stainless steel
Elegant, robust and durable. Easy to assemble, 
versatile.

 Item-No. 3189-1 1   approx. 60 cm

 Item-No. 3189-2 2   approx. 80 cm

Towel Rail
made of alder wood
Towel rail made of alder wood with 3 hooks.

Apr. dim.: W × H × D: 30 × 7 × 2.3 cm.

 Item-No. 8801 3   3 hooks

as above, but with 5 hooks.

Apr. dim.: W × H × D: 50 × 7.5 × 2.3 cm.

 Item-No. 8802 4   5 hooks

RailsRails
Towel

1
Towel Rail, stainless steel

60 cm 3189-1

2 80 cm 3189-2

3
Towel Rail, alder wood

3 hooks 8801

4 5 hooks 8802

5 Towel Rail, extandable, birch wood 13 hooks 8805

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Towel Rail
extendable, made of birch wood
Extendable towel rail made of birch wood 
with 13 hooks. Can be used both vertically 
and horizontally.

Apr. dim.: folded: W × H × D: 11.5 × 30 × 5.5 cm. 
opened: W × H × D: 113 × 5 × 5.5 cm.

 Item-No. 8805 5   13 hooks
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Accessories · Signs

Signs Sign "No Smoking"
Aluminium table angle with the 
symbol "No smoking".

Approx. dimensions:  
W x H: 5.2 × 4.3 cm.

 Item-No. 78301  

Sign "WC"
Sign in 3D optics. Made of alder wood. At-
tach with adhesive strips or drill holes.

Approx. dimensions:  
W × H × D: 12 × 7 × 1.8 cm

 Item-No. 56192  

Wooden Sign  
"SAUNA"
Practical wooden sign with the in-
scription "SAUNA".

Apr. dim.: W × H × D: 26 × 11.3 × 1.6 cm.

Natural wood

 Item-No. 5449-13   right

 Item-No. 5449-24   left

Thermo-treated wood

 Item-No. 5449-35   right

 Item-No. 5449-46   left

1 Sign "No Smoking" 7830

2 Sign "WC" 5619

3
Wooden Sign "SAUNA", natural wood

right 5449-1

4 left 5449-2

5
Wooden Sign "SAUNA", thermo-treated wood

right 5449-3

6 left 5449-4

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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and advice for all areas

Signs
Useful signs made of multi-layer glued ply-
wood. Therefore no danger of burning. In 
German.

Approx. dimensions: W × H: 24 × 15 cm.

 Item-No. 5440A  Fire risk…

 Item-No. 5441B  No sweat…

 Item-No. 5442C  Infusion only by staff

 Item-No. 5443D  Rest area…

 Item-No. 5444E  Infusion … do not enter

 Item-No. 5445F  …no smoking

 Item-No. 5446G  Do not block loungers…

 Item-No. 5447H  Drinks brought along …

 Item-No. 5448I  Textile-free zone

 Item-No. 54410J  Mobile-free zone

as above, but in English.

 Item-No. 5448-2K  Textile-free zone

 Item-No. 5440-2L  Fire risk…

 Item-No. 5441-2M  No sweat…

Signs, every sort 5440-54410

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Accessories · Ventilation Grilles | Closing Elem
ents

Locking Plunger
Matches the locking element described above. 
For rebate doors. Sturdy, solid design. Over-
lap height 32 mm.

 Item-No. 0111 5    chrome-plated

Sauna Ventilation Grille
Rectangular. Made of alder wood.

Approx. dimensions: W × H: 22 × 14 cm.

 Item-No. 8860 1  

Sauna Ventilation Slider
Made of alder wood.

Approx. dimensions: W × H: 37.5 × 14.5 cm.

 Item-No. 8861 2  

Sauna Ventilation Grille
Square. Made of alder wood.

Apr. dim.: W × H × D: 16.5 × 16.5 × 1.5 cm.

 Item-No. 8862 3  

Closing Element
For sauna doors, very stable.

 Item-No. 0110 4    chrome-plated trowalised

Accessories
- everything for the sauna 

1 Sauna Ventilation Grille 22 × 14 cm 8860

2 Sauna Ventilation Slider 37.5 × 14.5 cm 8861

3 Sauna Ventilation Grille 16.5 × 16.5 cm 8862

4 Closing Element, chrome-plated trowalised 0110

5 Locking Plunger, chrome-plated 0111

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Ventilation Grilles | Closing Elements
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Sauna Stool
Sturdy stool made of alder. With holes for 
easy transport. Easy to assemble. 

Apr. dim.: round – ø 30 cm, seat height 40 cm.

 Item-No. 8830 2    

FINNSA Bench
Made of solid alder wood. Supplied disas-
sembled. Easy to assemble. Very sturdy 
design, loadable up to 120 kg.

Approx. dim.: L × W × H: 76 × 37 × 42 cm,  
weight approx. 6.5 kg.

 Item-No. 8815 3  alder

Wooden Mat, untreated
Wooden slats made of pine fixed on tape. 
Can be rolled up if required.

Approx. dimensions: L × W: 100 × 60 cm.

 Item-No. 5621 1  

1 Wooden Mat pine 5621

2 Sauna Stool, round alder 8830

3 FINNSA Bench alder 8815

4 Sauna Door Handle I 7310

5 Sauna Door Handle II 7320

item description material item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sauna Door Handle
Solid design with 2 pre-drilled screw holes with  
wooden cover knobs. Sturdy and robust.

Apr. dim.: L × H: 30 × 7 cm, drilling distance 26 cm.

 Item-No. 7310 4  Sauna Door Handle I

as above, but suitable for item-no. 0110 (see left).

Apr. dim.: L × H: 28.5 × 5.5 cm, drilling distance 19 cm.

 Item-No. 7320 5  Sauna Door Handle II

Mats | Stools & Benches | Door Handles & Knobs
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Accessories · Door Handles & Knobs

Round Tube/Rod Handle
completely made of maple wood
Wood: polished maple.  
Handle length: 350 mm, standard drill hole spacing: 150 mm, 
ø handle part 30 mm, ø connecting bar 25 mm. 

Required hole diameter in the glass door 14 mm.

 Item-No. 3182-1 5    standard

as above, but drill hole spacing according to desired dimension. 
Up to max. 270 mm possible with 350 mm handle length.

 Item-No. 3182-2 6    size 1 (without illustration)

as above, but drill hole spacing according to desired dimension. 
271 to max. 420 mm possible with 500 mm handle length. 

 Item-No. 3182-3 7    size 2 (without illustration)

Ball Handle 
made of glass/maple wood in combination
Wood: polished maple, glass: optically pure crystal glass,  
ball diameter: 50 mm, total height: 68 mm. 

Required hole diameter in the glass door 14 mm.

 Item-No. 3180-1 1  

Round Tube/Rod Handle
made of maple wood/stainless steel in combination
Wood: polished maple, metal: stainless steel.  
Handle length: 350 mm, standard drill hole spacing: 150 mm, 
ø handle part 30 mm, ø connecting bar 25 mm. 

Required hole diameter in the glass door 14 mm.

 Item-No. 3181-1 2    standard

as above, but drill hole spacing according to desired dimension. 
Up to max. 270 mm possible with 350 mm handle length.

 Item-No. 3181-2 3    size 1 (without illustration)

as above, but drill hole spacing according to desired dimension. 
271 to max. 420 mm possible with 500 mm handle length.

 Item-No. 3181-3 4    size 2 (without illustration)

MapleMaple
Design    Door Handles

suitable
for glass

doors

1 Ball Handle, glass/maple 3180-1

2

Tube/Rod Handle, maple/stainless steel

standard 3181-1

3 size 1 3181-2

4 size 2 3181-3

5

Tube/Rod Handle, maple

standard 3182-1

6 size 1 3182-2

7 size 2 3182-3

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Door Handles & Knobs
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Round Tube/Rod Handle
completely made of walnut wood
Wood: polished walnut.  
Handle length: 350 mm, standard drill hole spacing: 150 mm, 
ø handle part 30 mm, ø connecting bar 25 mm. 

Required hole diameter in the glass door 14 mm.

 Item-No. 3184-1 5    standard

as above, but drill hole spacing according to desired dimension. 
Up to max. 270 mm possible with 350 mm handle length.

 Item-No. 3184-2 6    size 1 (without illustration)

as above, but drill hole spacing according to desired dimension. 
271 to max. 420 mm possible with 500 mm handle length. 

 Item-No. 3184-3 7    size 2 (without illustration)

Ball Handle 
made of glass/walnut wood in combination
Wood: polished walnut, glass: optically pure crystal glass,  
ball diameter: 50 mm, total height: 68 mm. 

Required hole diameter in the glass door 14 mm.

 Item-No. 3180-21  

Round Tube/Rod Handle
made of walnut wood/stainless steel in combination
Wood: polished walnut, metal: stainless steel.  
Handle length: 350 mm, standard drill hole spacing: 150 mm, 
ø handle part 30 mm, ø connecting bar 25 mm. 

Required hole diameter in the glass door 14 mm.

 Item-No. 3183-1 2    standard

as above, but drill hole spacing according to desired dimension. 
Up to max. 270 mm possible with 350 mm handle length.

 Item-No. 3183-2 3    size 1 (without illustration)

as above, but drill hole spacing according to desired dimension. 
271 to max. 420 mm possible with 500 mm handle length.

 Item-No. 3183-3 4    size 2 (without illustration)

suitable
for glass

doors

1 Ball Handle, glass/walnut 3180-2

2

Tube/Rod Handle, walnut/stainless steel

standard 3183-1

3 size 1 3183-2

4 size 2 3183-3

5

Tube/Rod Handle, walnut

standard 3184-1

6 size 1 3184-2

7 size 2 3184-3

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

WalnutWalnut
Design Door Handles
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Accessories · Door Handles & Knobs

Ball Handle 
made of glass/stainless steel in combination
Material: polished stainless steel, optically pure crystal glass, 
ø ball 50 mm, ø base 25 mm, total height: 68 mm. 

Required hole diameter in the glass door 14 mm.

 Item-No. 3160-1 1  

Cube Handle 
made of glass/stainless steel in combination
Material: polished stainless steel, optically pure crystal glass, 
handle 40 × 40 × 40 mm, ø base 25 mm, total height: 50 mm. 

Required hole diameter in the glass door 14 mm.

 Item-No. 3170-1 2  

Round Tube/Rod Handle
completely made of stainless steel
Metal: stainless steel.  
Handle length: 350 mm, standard drill hole spacing: 150 mm, 
ø handle part 30 mm, ø connecting bar 24 mm. 

Required hole diameter in the glass door 14 mm.

 Item-No. 3173-1 3    standard

as above, but drill hole spacing according to desired dimension. 
Up to max. 270 mm possible with 350 mm handle length.

 Item-No. 3173-2 4    size 1 (without illustration)

wie oben, jedoch Bohrlochabstand nach Wunschmaß. 
271 bis max. 420 mm möglich bei 500 mm Grifflänge. 

 Item-No. 3173-3 5    size 2 (without illustration)

SteelSteel
Design Door Handles

stainless

suitable
for glass

doors

1 Ball Handle, glass/stainless steel 3160-1

2 Cube Handle, glass/stainless steel 3170-1

3

Tube/Rod Handle, stainless steel

standard 3173-1

4 size 1 3173-2

5 size 2 3173-3

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Hourglasses

Sauna Hourglass
Special, 15 min.
Made of solid beech wood.

 Item-No. 06501  sand color: green

 Item-No. 06512  sand color: red

 Item-No. 06523  sand color: blue

 Item-No. 06534  sand color: white

The glass of  
all hourglasses is  

glued in place with a heat- 
resistant special adhesive.

reduced risk of 
breakage!

Your 
Logo?

From a purchase quantity of 
50 pieces, you can also receive 
our special hourglasses with 
your logo in the sand color 
of your choice.

Sauna Hourglass 
Special, 30 min.
as above, but with 30 min. running time.  
Ideal for infrared cabins and tepidaria.

 Item-No. 06605  sand color: red

It is difficult to give an exact running 
time for hourglasses because sand is 
a natural product. Tolerances of up to 
2 min. are possible.

If several grains block, tap gently 
against the glass or turn the hour-

glass over briefly.

A light film may form on the 
inside of the glass cylinder. 
This is a natural phenome-
non due to static charge.

1

Sauna Hourglass Special, 15 minutes

green 0650

2 red 0651

3 blue 0652

4 white 0653

5 Sauna Hourglass Special, 30 minutes red 0660

Logo printing costs per color and piece

One-time set-up costs for logo print

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

from 50 pieces from 100 pieces from 250 pieces

ap
r. 

28
.5

 c
m

apr. 5.2 cm
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Sauna Hourglass 
Exclusive, 15 min. 
Very generous design. Made of solid 
conifer wood.

 Item-No. 54601  sand color: white

as above, but made of thermo- 
treated wood.

 Item-No. 5460-12  color: white

right timeright time
always keeping

Sauna Hourglass
Rustic, 15 min. 
Rustic hourglass made of old, Finnish 
Kelo wood. Ideal for log and rustic 
saunas. 

Apr. dim.: W × L × D: 6 × 34 × 2 cm.

 Item-No. 54053  sand color: white

1
Sauna Hourglass Exclusive, 15 minutes

conifer 5460

2 thermo 5460-1

3 Sauna Hourglass Rustic, 15 minutes kelo 5405

item description material item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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1 Sauna Clock with Slave Movement 22 cm 0511

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Peweta Sauna Clock
with slave movement
Heat-resistant wall clock with slave 
movement explicitly suitable for use 
in sauna cabins up to approx. 95 °C. 

With heat-resistant mineral glass. 
White lacquered, clearly readable 
metal clock face. Ayous wood case. 

Protection class IP 40 (EN 60 529).  
Ø 22 cm. Minute pulse 24 V.

 Item-No. 0511 1  

Why are there no more electric sauna clocks?

To withstand the special conditions in the sauna, a move- 
ment must meet certain requirements. Only one manu-
facturer was able to meet these requirements recently, 
but now cannot produce movements for sauna clocks 
themselves. 

The only alternative left at the moment is the slave clock.

What is a slave movement?

A clock with slave movement is controlled by the minute 
pulse of a master clock located outside the sauna cabin. 
Thus, the actual movement is not exposed to the extreme 
conditions of the sauna.

Slave Clocks
for the sauna

Sauna Clocks
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1 Humid Area Clock 30 cm 0520

2
Quartz Pool and Humid Area Clock

30 cm 0512

3 40 cm 0512-2

4
Radio Pool and Humid Area Clock

30 cm 0513

5 40 cm 0513-2

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

humid areasclocks for

Humid Area Clock
Dust and waterproof quartz clock. 
Suitable for unprotected splash water 
areas. Flat mineral glass with black 
seal. White plastic housing.  
Protection Class IP 67 (EN 60529).

Battery operation 1.5 V. Batteries not 
included. Not suitable for steam bath  
and sauna.

Approx. dimensions: ø 30 cm

 Item-No. 0520  1  

Pool and 
Humid Area Clock
Particularly clear numbers. With 
domed mineral or Plexiglas cover. 
Movement protected against dust 
and moisture (IP 54). Lacquered 
metal housing.

Quartz clock. Battery operation 1.5 V.  
Batteries not included.

approx. ø 30 cm, mineral glass cover

 Item-No. 0512  2  

ca. ø 40 cm, Plexiglasabdeckung

 No. 0512-2  3  w/o illust.

as above, but radio clock DCF77. 
Battery operation 1.5 V. Batteries not 
included.

apr. ø 30 cm, mineral glass cover

 No. 0513    4  w/o ill.

apr. ø 40 cm, plexiglas cover

 Item-No. 0513-2    5  
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Peweta Anteroom Clock
extra quiet
Clock for anterooms or quiet rooms. 
With silent quartz movement and 
creeping second hand.

Battery operation 1.5 V. Batteries not 
included. Not suitable for sauna or 
humid areas.

Approx. dimensions: ø 22 cm

 Item-No. 0514  1  

Radio Wall Clock
made of solid beech wood
Radio-controlled clock with highest 
accuracy. With large dial, second hand 
and glass cover.

Battery operation 1.5 V. Not suitable 
for sauna or humid areas.

Approx. dimensions: ø 31 cm

 Item-No. 0631   2   

Radio Wall Clock XXL
Frame made of brushed aluminium. 
With glass cover. Ideal for all large 
interiors.

Not suitable for humid areas.  
Batteries not included.

Approx. dimensions: ø 50.5 cm 
weight with box 3.5 kg

 Item-No. 0630   3  

1 Anteroom Clock with Wooden Housing 22 cm 0514

2 Radio Wall Clock, beech 31 cm 0631

3 Radio Wall Clock XXL 50.5 cm 0630

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Anteroom Clocks
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Peweta Wall Clock
noiseless
Clock for anterooms and quiet rooms 
with creeping second hand and noise-
less quartz movement. Flat mineral 
front glass. Plastic housing.

Battery operation 1.5 V (Mignon LR6). 
Batteries not included.  
Not suitable for humid areas.

Approx. dimensions: ø 25 cm

 Item-No. 0516-1  4  silver

 Item-No. 0516-2  5  white

 Item-No. 0516-3  6  black

4

Wall Clock, noiseless, 25 cm

silver 0516-1

5 white 0516-2

6 black 0516-3

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Anteroom
clocks
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Sauna Thermometer
Classic
Precision device, measuring range 20° - 
140 °C. Sauna measuring range in con-
trasting color. Stainless steel housing.

 Item-No. 41134  13 cm scale

as above, but with circumferential flange.

 Item-No. 4113-F5  13 cm scale

as above, without flange but with Ø 16 cm.

 Item-No. 41286  16 cm scale

Sauna Hygrometer
Classic
Precision device, measuring range 0 - 100% 
rel. humidity. Sauna measuring range in  
contrasting color. Stainless steel housing.

 Item-No. 41127  13 cm scale

as above, but with circumferential flange.

 Item-No. 4112-F8  13 cm scale

as above, without flange but with Ø 16 cm.

 Item-No. 41279  16 cm scale

Sauna Hygrotherm 
Classic
Combined precision unit with hygro- and 
thermometer. Sauna measuring ranges in  
contrasting colors. Stainless steel housing.

Ranges: Hygrometer 0 – 60 % rel. humi-
dity, Thermometer 30° – 120 °C.

 Item-No. 41101  13 cm scale

as above, but with circumferential flange.

 Item-No. 4110-F2  13 cm scale

as above, without flange but with Ø 16 cm.

 Item-No. 41253  16 cm scale

1

Sauna Hygrotherm, Classic

13 cm 4110

2 13 cm, flange 4110-F

3 16 cm 4125

4

Sauna Thermometer, Classic

13 cm 4113

5 13 cm, flange 4113-F

6 16 cm 4128

7

Sauna Hygrometer, Classic

13 cm 4112

8 13 cm, flange 4112-F

9 16 cm 4127

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Hygrometer & Thermometer
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Steam Bath 
Climate Meter
Very easy to read instrument. Stainless 
steel housing, corrosion-resistant. 

Measuring range: hygrometer 0 - 100 % 
rel. humidity, thermometer 30° - 120 °C.

 Item-No. 41301  13 cm scale

as above, but with circumferential flange.

 Item-No. 4130-F2  13 cm scale

Universal 
Measuring Station
Precision device for sauna, herbal bath  
and steam bath. Stainless steel housing.

All measuring ranges for the respective 
bath form are color-coded.

 Item-No. 41503  13 cm scale

as above, but with circumferential flange.

 Item-No. 4150-F4  13 cm scale

For orders of 25 meters or more, we can apply 
your logo to various models free of charge. 

Please contact us!

Mount the measuring devices at head- 
height of the upper sauna bench for the 
most precise results.

All measuring devices can be readjusted 
with a screwdriver. 

1
Steam Bath Climate Meter

13 cm 4130

2 13 cm, flange 4130-F

3
Universal Measuring Station

13 cm 4150

4 13 cm, flange 4150-F

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Sauna Hygrotherm 
Trend
Combined precision device with hygro-
meter and thermometer. 

Measuring ranges: Hygrometer 0 - 60 %  
rel. humidity, thermometer 30° - 120 °C.  
Sauna measuring ranges in contrasting 
colors. Stainless steel housing.

 Item-No. 41451  13 cm scale

as above, but with circumferential flange.

 Item-No. 4145-F2  13 cm scale

Sauna Thermometer 
Trend
Precision device, measuring range 20° - 
140 °C. Sauna measuring range in con- 
trasting color. Stainless steel housing.

 Item-No. 41473  13 cm Skala

as above, but with circumferential flange.

 Item-No. 4147-F4  13 cm Skala

Sauna Hygrometer 
Trend
Precision instrument, measuring range 
0 - 100% relative humidity. Sauna meas- 
uring range in contrasting color. Stain-
less steel housing.

 Item-No. 41465  13 cm Skala

as above, but with circumferential flange.

 Item-No. 4146-F6  13 cm Skala

Mount the measuring devices at headheight of the 
upper sauna bench for the most precise results.

All devices can be readjusted with a screwdriver. 

1
Sauna Hygrotherm, Trend 

13 cm 4145

2 13 cm, flange 4145-F

3
Sauna Thermometer, Trend

13 cm 4147

4 13 cm, flange 4147-F

5
Sauna Hygrometer, Trend

13 cm 4146

6 13 cm, flange 4146-F

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Sauna Hygro- 
Thermometer Trend XXL
Combination device of bimetal thermometer 
and hair hygrometer synthetic. Stainless 
steel case. Mineral glass cover.

The perfect ratio of diameter, weight and 
size of the pointer and at the same time the 
highest measurement accuracy.

Measuring range 30 to 120 °C or 0 to 60% 
relative humidity. Measuring accuracy ± 1 °C 
or ± 3% relative humidity. 

 Item-No. 41481  ø 30 cm

for extra  
large sauna 

cabins

Precisionextra large

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

as above, but thermometer. 

 Item-No. 41763  20 cm scale

XL Sauna  
Measuring Devices
octagonal 
Hygrometer. Octagonal wooden case made 
of obeche. Clear, easy to read scale with 
marked sauna areas.

 Item-No. 41752  20 cm scale

1 Sauna Hygro-Thermometer, Trend XXL 30 cm 4148

2 XL Sauna Hygrometer, octagonal 20 cm 4175

3 XL Sauna Thermometer, octagonal 20 cm 4176

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Sauna Thermometer
Plastic device with surrounding gold-
colored metal ring.

Total diameter approx. ø 16.2 cm. 

 Item-No. 06751  

Sauna Hygrometer
Plastic device with surrounding gold-
colored metal ring. Hair synthetic.

Total diameter approx. ø 16.2 cm. 

 Item-No. 06762  

Sauna Hygrotherm
Combination device with frame made of 
solid wood. Hair synthetic.

Total diameter approx. ø 13.6 cm.

 Item-No. 06784  

Sauna Hygrotherm
Combination device with all-round brass 
ring, chrome-plated. Hair synthetic.

Total diameter approx. ø 13.6 cm.

 Item-No. 06773  

ResultsResultsPrecise

1 Sauna Thermometer, metal ring 16.2 cm 0675

2 Sauna Hygrometer, metal ring 16.2 cm 0676

3 Sauna Hygrotherm, brass ring 13.6 cm 0677

4 Sauna Hygrotherm, solid wood 13.6 cm 0678

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Sauna Thermometer
Analogue thermometer. The optimal sauna  
range is marked in color. With ring made 
of polycarbonate. Made of heat-resistant 
materials. Bimetal technology.

Apr. dim.: ø 12 × 3.7 cm, weight 100 g.

 Item-No. 06722  12 cm

Sauna Hygrometer
Analogue hygrometer. The optimal sauna  
range is marked in color. With ring made 
of polycarbonate. Made of heat-resistant 
materials. Synthetic hair.

Apr. dim.: ø 12 × 3.7 cm, weight 105 g.

 Item-No. 06733  12 cm

Sauna Hygrotherm
Analogue hygro-thermometer. The optimal 
sauna range is marked in color. With ring 
made of polycarbonate. Made of heat-
resistant materials. Bimetal technology.

Apr. dim.: ø 12 × 3.7 cm, weight 91 g.

 Item-No. 06744  12 cm

1 Sauna-Hygrotherm, Massivholz 13 × 24 cm 0679

2 Sauna-Thermometer, Polycarbonat 12 cm 0672

3 Sauna-Hygrometer, Polycarbonat 12 cm 0673

4 Sauna-Hygrotherm, Polycarbonat 12 cm 0674

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sauna Hygrotherm
Frame made of solid wood. Hair synthetic.

Approx. dim.: L × H × D: 13 × 24 × 3.4 cm, 
weight approx.: 225 g.

 Item-No. 06791  
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XL Sauna Hygrotherm  
set in wood
Extra large measuring device with 
thermometer and hygrometer. Indi-
vidual scales embedded in natural 
wood. Large ventilation slots allow  
the device to react quickly and reliably.

Apr. dim.: L × W × D: 38 × 20 × 4 cm,  
weight approx.: 0,.9 kg.

 Item-No. 41813    16 cm scale

Sauna Hygrotherm
with scales in anthracite
Measuring device with thermometer  
and hygrometer. Rounded on the 
long sides. Two scales in anthracite 
embedded in natural wood.

Approx. dim.: W × H: 24 × 12.5 cm.

  Item-No. 54321    10 cm scale

Sauna Hygrotherm 
set in wood
Measuring instrument with thermo- 
meter and hygrometer. Individual 
scales embedded in natural wood. 

Approx. dim.: W × H: 24 × 13 cm.

 Item-No. 54252  10 cm scale

All
at one glance

1 Sauna Hygrotherm, anthracite 10 cm 5432

2 Sauna Hygrotherm, wood 10 cm 5425

3 XL Sauna Hygrotherm, wood 16 cm 4181

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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as above, but hygrometer.

Approx. dimensions: 13.5 × 16 cm.

 Item-No. 54113  10 cm scale

Sauna  
Measuring 
Devices
drop-shaped 
Thermometer set in wood.

Approx. dimensions: 13.5 × 16 cm.

 Item-No. 54102  10 cm scale

Electronic  
Sauna Hygro-Thermometer
Measuring device with digital LED display. With separate sensor housing. 
Thus, the digital display can be mounted inside and outside. Concealed 
mounting. Protection class IP 24.

Measuring ranges: Temperature 0 - 125 °C. Relative humidity 0 - 60 %.  
Plug-in power supply and 3 m heat-resistant cable.

Approx. dimensions: L × H × D:  22.5 × 10.5 × 6 cm, digit height 2.5 cm.

 Item-No. 4160  1  

1 Electronic Sauna Hygro-Thermometer 22.5 × 10.5 cm 4160

2 Sauna Thermometer, drop-shaped 10 cm 5410

3 Sauna Hygrometer, drop-shaped 10 cm 5411

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Water temperatureWater temperatureFind the right

– fast and safe

Neptune 
Pool  
Thermometer l
Made of plastic, float made of soft foam. 
Optima capillary. With anchoring cord, 
temperature 0 to 45 °C.

Approx. dim.: ø 12.5 cm, 38.5 cm long.

 Item-No. 06221  blue/white

Pool 
Thermometer ll
Stainless steel, with soft foam float and 
anchoring cord, temperature -10 to +50 °C.

Approx. dim.: ø 11 cm, weight 180 g.

 Item-No. 06202  blue

Pool 
Thermometer lll
Poolwatch. Swimming pool thermometer 
with float and anchoring cord. Tempe-
rature -5 to +45 °C.

Apr. dim.: ø 20 cm, 33 cm long, weight 315 g

 Item-No. 06213  blue

1 Pool Thermometer I, Neptune 0622

2 Pool Thermometer II 0620

3 Pool Thermometer III 0621

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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at

Silvergray: 1 Champagner: 2

PVC-free  
Floor Mat made of TPE
Our floor mat with top and bottom strips made of TPE is 
suitable for temperatures from -20 to +80 °C and therefore 
ideal for commercial indoor and outdoor use and in the 
sauna. UV resistant.

The elastic top strips provide a very pleasant walking comfort. 
The mat is rollable and slip-resistant. It is also emission-
free and highly insulating. The material is both antibacterial 
and fungicidal for best hygiene.

This mat is manufactured in a resource-friendly way and is 
recyclable. It already consists of 30% recycled material. TPE 
is very sustainable, as it contains no heavy metals or toxins, 
for example.

The test according to DIN 51097 for the evaluation groups 
A+B+C has not yet been carried out, but should be soon.

Dimensions: up to 15 m long, width 80 cm or 100 cm. 
The mats can be easily cut to size with a cutter knife.

weight: approx. 4.5 kg/m².

 Item-No. 2841 + color1    cut to size, 80 cm width

 Item-No. 2842 + color2    cut to size, 100 cm width

short delivery time!

1 PVC-free Floor Mat, cut to size, 80 cm width price per rm. 2841+color

2 PVC-free Floor Mat, cut to size, 100 cm width price per rm. 2842+color

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

PVC 
free

suitable for
sauna UV 

resistant
frost

safe down  
to -20°C

TPE Floor Mat
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FINNSA  
Sauna Mesh Floor Mat
This mat absorbs and reduces floor heat extremely. Thus, comfortable  
walking to the sauna benches is possible. The large-scale box structure 
creates a cooling cushion of air between the floor and feet.

The mat can be quickly removed and replaced when the cabin is 
cleaned. Not suitable for outdoor or wet areas.

Compatibility with our disinfectants and cleaners has been tested 
and confirmed in the laboratory.

 ○ only 6 mm high and very light – only 2.5 kg/m²

 ○ slip-resistant and hygienic

 ○ easiest cleaning

 ○ easy to cut

Please indicate desired color and size. 

 Item-No. 3010 + color number1  cut to size, 80 cm width

 Item-No. 3011 + color number2  cut to size, 100 cm width

 Item-No. 3050 + color number3  whole roll 10 m long, 80 cm wide

 Item-No. 3051 + color number4  whole roll 10 m long, 100 cm wide

hot feet
never again

1 Mesh Floor Mat, cut to size, 80 cm width price per rm. 3010+color

2 Mesh Floor Mat, cut to size, 100 cm width price per rm. 3011+color

3 Mash Floor Mat, 10 m roll, 80 cm wide whole roll 3050+color

4 Mash Floor Mat, 10 m roll, 100 cm wide whole roll 3051+color

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Ruby Red: 9

Beige: 1 Gray: 2

Green: 4

Antique White: 3

Brown: 5 Red: 6

Black: 7 Blue: 8

ideally  
suited for 

sauna

Mesh Floor Mat
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Floor Coverings · Supergrip Hygiene M
at

Supergrip Hygiene Mat "Hard PVC"
The top strips are completely dyed through and retain their 
color for years with regular cleaning. Hard PVC mats are 
slip-inhibitory and have an antibacterial and fungicidal effect. 
Not UV-resistant.

These hygienic mats are extremely wear-resistant and, with 
proper care, have a long service life.

Ideal for wet areas or saunas in bathing establishments and 
public facilities with heavy use. Can also be laid in pools, 
does not float!

Please indicate desired color and size. 

 Item-No. 2810 + color 1  cut to size

 Item-No. 2811 + color2  cutting, approx. 40 × 80 cm

Only approx. 2 weeks delivery time!

Note: A section can only be made between  
two colored bars. Tolerances of +/- 3 cm  
are to be expected!

Naturally resistant to bacteria, algae and fungi.

Fast water drainage on all sides due to the curved sur-
face of the bars. Slip-inhibitory properties according to 
DIN 51097/GUV 26.17 - application area A+B.

Hygienic cleanliness by simply hosing down with 
water. Largely resistant to chemicals.

Easy to roll up and space-saving to store due to flexi-
ble bottom slats.

The structure promotes blood circulation and mas-
sages the soles of the feet. Safe and comfortable 
barefoot walking.

length m
ax. 5

0 m

width max. 2 m

01 - Cream02 - Yellow03 - Orange

08 - Gray
10 - White

04 - Red05 - Light Blue
06 - Dark Blue

07 - Green09 - Brown

11 - Black

Supergrip Hygiene Mat

suitable for
sauna

suitable for
wet 
areas

1 Supergrip Hygiene Mat "Hard PVC" price per m² 2810+color

2 Supergrip Hygiene Mat "Hard PVC", cutting 40 × 80 cm 2811+color

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

width
m

ax. 200 cm
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Cream: 1 Yellow: 2 Orange: 3

Red: 4 Blue: 5 Gray: 6

Supergrip Hygiene  Mat "Soft" 
Like the Supergrip hygiene mat "Hard-PVC", but this mat 
has soft elastic top strips and is UV-resistant. The material 
is antibacterial and fungicidal.

The mat is suitable for permanent indoor and outdoor use. 
With water drainage on all sides for wet areas. Can also 
be laid in pools, does not float!

Slip-resistant according to DIN 51097, evaluation group 
A + B + C.

Always made to measure individually 
- up to max. 1.20 m width and 15 m length.

Please indicate desired color and size.

 Item-No. 2820 + color1  

Only approx. 2-3 weeks delivery time!

Note: A section can only be made between two bars.  
Tolerances of +/- 2 cm are to be expected!

Hygiene MatThe

for outdoor use

1 Supergrip Hygiene Mat "Soft" price per m² 2820+color

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

suitable for
sauna UV 

resistant

suitable for
wet 
areas



11 mm8 mm

8 mm

6 mm

40 mm 10 mm

8 mm

11 mm
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Cork Hygiene Mat

1 Universal Hygiene Mat "Cork" price per m² 2830

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Universal Hygiene  Mat "Cork" 
Here, the advantages of a PVC mat - hygiene and safety - 
have been combined with the very attractive and natural 
look of cork. The entire mat is PVC-free.

It is fungicidal and ideal for barefoot and wet areas. Also 
suitable for sauna and outdoor use.

 ○ Top slats with natural cork, bottom slats brown

 ○ Resistant to the formation of fungi

 ○ Slip-resistant according to DIN 51097, rating group C

 ○ UV-resistant

Always made to measure individually 
- up to max. 1,20 m width and 15 m length.

Please indicate desired size.

 Item-No. 28301  

Only approx. 3 week delivery time!

Note: A section can only be made between two bars. 
Tolerances of +/- 2 cm are to be expected.

suitable for
sauna UV 

resistant
PVC 

free

suitable for
wet 
areas
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"classic"
Foot-warm and dry due to 25 mm floor spa-
cing. Quick to assemble and disassemble. 
Easy cutting of the grates with a sharp knife.

Insensitive to chlorine and other chemicals. 
Hygienic and foot fungus repellent. 

Particularly suitable for all wet areas, e.g. 
banja. Also suitable for sauna and outdoor 
use. Thermal resistance from approx. - 20 to 
70 °C.

Approx. dim.: W × L × H: 50 × 50 × 2.5 cm,  
weight approx. 760 g/piece. 

 Item-No. 42131   color: blue

 Item-No. 42142   color: basalt gray

 Item-No. 42153   color: light gray

Plastic Floor Grate  
"sturdy"
as above, but suitable where more comfort 
is desired. Due to the more closed surface, 
this grate allows seating. Also suitable for 
outdoor use. Thermal resistance approx.  
- 20° to 70 °C.

Approx. dim.: W × L × H: 50 × 50 × 2.5 cm, 
weight approx. 760 g/piece.

 Item-No. 42214   color: blue

 Item-No. 42225   color: basalt gray

 Item-No. 42236   color: light gray

frost
safe down  

to -20°C

suitable for
wet 
areas

suitable for
sauna UV 

resistant

frost
safe down  

to -20°C

UV 
resistant

Plastic Floor Grate "classic" 50 × 50 cm 4213-4215

Plastic Floor Grate "sturdy" 50 × 50 cm 4221-4223

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Floor Grates
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Cleaning and Care

Before cleaning the floor, always remove your 
floor covering and only lay it out again when the 
floor is completely dry. Some floor cleaners can 
attack the material. 

Our floor coverings can also be cleaned with high-
pressure cleaners or mild cleaners. Allow to dry 
afterwards. If aggressive cleaners are used, rinse 
the mat with plenty of water.

Information
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Steel- and Aluminium Loungers

Bermuda
These loungers are designed for professional use and have already pro-
ven themselves thousands of times over. The covering with weather-
proof KARATEX fabric is breathable and easy to maintain. Easy to clean 
with a garden hose and soapy water.

 ○ Frame made of extremely sturdy, thick-walled tube
 ○ Folding joints with plastic bearings,  
no friction and no risk of corrosion

 ○ Screws and nuts made of stainless steel
 ○ Simple, space-saving storage
 ○ Can support loads of up to 150 kg

Neck cushion item number 4759, see page 105, not included in price.

Bermuda Tilting Lounger
Made of steel. Reinforced cover in the seat area. Changeable cover.

Bed surface approx. 195 × 51 cm, weight: 13.9 kg.

 Item-No. 47201  frame color: as desired, cover color: as desired

as above, but additionally galvanised and cavity-protected. Ideal for wet 
areas of indoor pools.

 Item-No. 47212  frame color: as desired, cover color: as desired

Bermuda Stacking Lounger
Made of aluminium. Head section adjustable.

Approx. dimensions: L × W × H: 195 × 65 × 98 cm.

 Item-No. 47103  frame color: as desired, cover color: as desired

Please specify the desired frame and cover color! 
Approx. 4 - 6 weeks delivery time.

Bermuda Tilting and Stacking Lounger, platinum with cover D74 
Neck cushion with cover D74

Bermuda Tilting and Stacking Lounger, platinum with cover D74 
Neck cushion with cover D74

1 Bermuda Tilting Lounger 4720

2 Bermuda Tilting Lounger, galvanised 4721

3 Bermuda Stacking Lounger 4710

item description properties item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.

Bermuda Tilting Lounger, white with cover D65



117 cm

64 cm

98 cm

195 cm

65 cm

37 cm

1

D64

D65

D67

D72

D74

D82

D86

D85

D83
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yellow/white stripes

white

lightgrey

ruby red

olive

honey

coral

amber

taupe

frame color: cover color:

white + D64/D65  ·  platinum + D67/D74/D86  ·  coral + D83  ·  honey + D82/D85  ·  ruby red + D72

Bermuda Tilting Lounger, white with cover D86 
Neck cushion with cover D86

Recommendation:

On  
request we  

deliver the complete

Karasek
program

Item-No. 
4720, 4721

Item-No. 
4710

45 cm 
knee height

166 cm 
tilted



D60

1

D86

D85

D84

D83

D82

D81

D79

D75

D74

D72

D71

D70

D69

D65

D64

D63

D61

118 cm

67 cm

103 cm

197 cm

73cm

40 cm

102
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Florida Tilting Lounger, silver with cover D86

Recommendation: white + D64/D65/D66  ·  blue-grey + D79  ·  champagne + D75  ·  copper + D71  ·  grey-metallic + D60/D75/D85 
ocean blue + D70  ·  silver + D61/D74/D86  ·  ruby red + D72  ·  platinum + D63/D69/D84  ·  reed green + D86 
coral + D83  ·  honey + D82  ·  lemon yellow + D81

taupe

amber

cherry red

coral

honey

lemon yellow

grey

crema

olive

ruby red

copper

ocean blue

black

white

yellow/white stripes

blue

bordeaux

cover color: frame color:

166 cm 
tilted

45 cm 
knee height

Item-No. 
4730

Item-No. 
4735

carbon
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1 Florida Tilting Lounger 4730

2 Florida Stacking Lounger 4735

3 Florida Stacking Lounger Plus 4738

item description properties item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.

Florida
These loungers are characterised by the wide aluminium profile tube. 
The cover with hard-wearing KARATEX fabric is reinforced in the seat 
area. It dries quickly when wet and is comfortable and breathable in hot 
weather. Easy to clean with garden hose and soapy water.

 ○ Folding joints with plastic bearings,  
no friction and no risk of corrosion

 ○ Simple, space-saving storage
 ○ Can support loads of up to 150 kg

Neck cushion item number 4759, see page 105, not included in price.

Florida Tilting Lounger
Base made of aluminium, basket made of steel. Galvanised and cavity-
protected. Ideal for wet areas of indoor pools. Changeable cover.

Bed surface approx. 195 × 51 cm, weight: 8.9 kg

 Item-No. 47301    frame color: as desired, cover color: as desired

Florida Stacking Lounger
Made of aluminium. With extra wide bed surface. Very high tilt resistance. 
Head section can be adjusted. Also suitable for brine baths.

Bed surface approx. 195 × 60 cm. Seat height approx. 40 cm.

 Item-No. 47352  frame color: as desired, cover color: as desired

as above, but raised seat height. Particularly suitable for senior citizens 
and nursing homes.

Bed surface approx. 195 × 60 cm. Seat height approx. 50 cm.

 Item-No. 47383  frame color: as desired, cover color: as desired

Please specify the desired frame  
and cover color! 
Approx. 4 - 6 weeks delivery time.

Florida Tilting Lounger, silver with cover D84 
Neck cushion with cover D84

Florida Tilting Lounger, silver with cover D69

Florida Stacking Lounger and  
Florida Stacking Lounger plus, silver with cover D69

On  
request we  

deliver the complete

Karasek
program

Item-No. 
4738



118 cm

69 cm

1

1

1

D86D85D79D74D71D70D69D65D61D60
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California TOP
The highest quality materials are used to produce this elegant lounger. 
The seat basket is foldable. The cover is made of hard-wearing and easy-
care KARATEX fabric.

No restrictions on use. Suitable for indoor, outdoor and wet areas as well 
as the brine bath.

 ○ Frame and seat basket made of aluminium
 ○ Can support loads of up to 150 kg

Neck cushion item number 4759, see page 105, not included in price.

Bed surface approx. 195 × 51 cm. weight: 12 kg

 Item-No. 47511    frame color: as desired, cover color: as desired

Please specify the desired frame and cover color! 
Approx. 4 - 6 weeks delivery time.

frame color:

1 California TOP Tilting Lounger 4751

item description properties item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.

cover color:

Recommendation: grey metallic + D60/D61/D85  ·  silver + D66/D74/D86  ·  blue grey + D65/D79  ·  copper + D69/D71  ·  ocean blue + D70

taupeambergreyolivecopperocean blueblackwhitebordeauxcarbon

California TOP Tilting Loungers, grey met.  
with cover D74, neck cushion with cover D74

California TOP Tilting Loungers, silver with cover D65

California TOP Tilting Lounger, silver with cover D61 and D86 
Neck cushion with cover D61 and D86 

47 cm 
knee height

168 cm 
tilted

On  
request we  

deliver the complete

Karasek
program

Item-No. 
4751



D86D85D81D74D71D70D69D65D61D60
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64 cm
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Caribic Stacking Lounger, silver with cover D69 
Neck cushion with cover D69

Caribic Stacking Lounger, silver with cover D69 
Neck cushion with cover D69

Caribic Stacking Lounger, silver with cover D69

Caribic
Made of pure aluminium, the model is bead-welded and therefore 
particularly stable. The good stackability allows space-saving storage. 
The lounger can be used in brine areas without any problems. The cover 
is made of KARATEX fabric.

 ○ ideal in unsupervised quiet rooms
 ○ no joints - no wear
 ○ can support loads of up to 150 kg

Neck cushion item number 4759 not included in price.

 Item-No. 47581  frame color: as desired, cover color: as desired

Neck Cushion
for higher lying comfort
The cushion fits all loungers from Karasek. The filling is made of "dryfeel®" 
foam, which allows a large part of the moisture to pass through, e.g. 
when it rains, and quickly removes the remaining residual moisture. 

Adjustment is by means of velcro straps and a securing strap on the back. 
Can be ordered in all cover colors of the Karasek loungers.

Approx. dimensions: L × W × H: 47 × 19 × 6 cm. weight: 300 g.

 Item-No. 47592    cover color: as desired

Please specify the desired  
frame and cover color! 
Approx. 4 - 6 weeks delivery time.

1 Caribic Stacking Lounger 4758

2 Neck Cushion 4759

item description properties item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.

frame color:

taupeamberlemon yellowolivecopperocean blueblackwhitebordeauxcarbon

cover color:

Recommendation: grey metallic + D60/D85  ·  silver + D61/D74/D86  ·  carbon + D69/D85  ·  copper + D71  ·  ocean blue + D70  ·  reed green + D86  ·  lemon yellow + D65/D66/D81

45 cm 
knee height

Item-No. 
4759
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Brasil Stacking Lounger & Stacking Lounger Plus with armrests,
silver with cover D86, neck cushion with cover D86

Brasil Stacking Lounger without armrests, silver with cover D86

Brasil Stacking Lounger with armrests, silver with cover D69

Brasil
The elegant aluminium lounger impresses with its striking lines. The KARATEX 
fabric ensures excellent comfort and easy care. The headrest can be adjusted.

 ○ simple, space-saving storage
 ○ can support loads of up to 150 kg

Neck cushion item number 4759, see page 105, not included in price.

Brasil Stacking Lounger
 Item-No. 47751  without armrests

 Item-No. 47762  with armrests made of aluminium

Brasil Rolling Lounger Plus
as above, but with 50 cm lying height. The "Lift & Go" principle prevents 
unintentional rolling away. Particularly suitable for senior citizens and nursing 
homes. Stackable.

 Item-No. 47773  with armrests made of aluminium

Please specify the desired frame and cover color! 
Approx. 4 - 6 weeks delivery time.

1 Brasil Stacking Lounger, without armrests 4775

2 Brasil Stacking Lounger, with armrests 4776

3 Brasil Stacking Lounger Plus, with armrests 4777

item description properties item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.

Item-No. 
4777
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D86

D60

102 cm

38 cm

196 cm

73 cm

102 cm

38 cm

196 cm

73 cm
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Item-No. 
4775

Item-No. 
4776

white

olive

taupe

frame color: cover color:

carbon

bordeaux

black

crema

Brasil Stacking Lounger with armrests, silver with cover D61

On  
request we  

deliver the complete

Karasek
program

grey metallic + D60/D74/D75  ·  silver + D61/D65/D69/D86Recommendation:



1

1

1

100 cm

38 cm

200 cm

65 cm

D86D85D74D69D65D61
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Atlanta Rolling Lounger,  
silver with cover D86

Atlanta Rolling Lounger, grey met. with cover D86

Atlanta Rolling Lounger, silver with cover D86

Atlanta
A Rolling lounger with simple and clear lines. The head section can be 
adjusted.

Stable despite larger bed surface. The "Lift & Go" principle enables 
comfortable manoeuvring after slight lifting and prevents unintentional 
rolling away.

 ○ track-welded aluminium
 ○ cover made of weatherproof and easy-care KARATEX fabric
 ○ can support loads of up to 150 kg

Neck cushion item number 4759, see page 105, not included in price.

 Item-No. 47781  frame color: as desired, cover color: as desired

Please specify the desired frame and cover color! 
Approx. 4 - 6 weeks delivery time.

1 Atlanta Rollliege 4778

item description properties item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.

frame color:

cover color:

Recommendation: grey metallic + D61/D65/D66/D69/D74/D85/D86  ·  silver + D61/D65/D66/D69/D74/D85/D86

bordeaux white black olive amber taupe

Item-No. 
4778

On  
request we  

deliver the complete

Karasek
program
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71 cm

Batyline® DUO
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cover color:

storm grey

Relax Lounger ÈNERGIE  
Batyline® DUO 
The relax lounger allows optimal rest due to the positioning of the legs 
slightly above the heart. The lumbar spine is in a neutral position, the 
back is relieved, breathing calms down, blood circulates better and the 
legs are lighter. 

The lounger is easy to clean and quickly finds its place in, among others, 
social-medical centers, SPA or thermal baths.

 ○ various adjustment possibilities
 ○ comfortable, lightweight, foldable, compact and robust
 ○ revolutionary mounting with elastomer clips:  
perfect ergonomics, firm comfort and excellent back support

 ○ solid and practical cover Batyline® DUO:  
UV resistant, very tear resistant, breathable, easy to clean

 ○ removable, adjustable head cushion

Tubular steel structure ø 20 mm. weight: 7.8 kg. 
Approx. dimensions flat: L × H × D: 71 × 96 × 17.5 cm. 
Approx. dimensions set up: L × H × D: 71 × 113 × 83 cm.

 Item-No. 10121  NEW frame: black, cover: storm grey

Relax Lounger ÉNERGIE  
Batyline® DUO

Relax Lounger ÉNERGIE Batyline® DUO

1 Relax Lounger ÉNERGIE Batyline® DUO 1012

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.

frame color:

Item-No. 
1012



85 cm

30 cm

194,5 cm 71 cm

2
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cover color: frame color:

anthracite,
w/ frame color anthracite

blue,
with frame color white

tortora,
with frame color tortora

Item-No. 
2072

Item-No. 
2090-1

Item-No. 
2070

stackable up to 15 pieces

Wellness Lounger Alfa, anthracite with cover anthracite

Item-No. 
2072, 2080, 2070, 2090-1

Top 
all-plastic  

furniture series 
with soft cover 

you do not need  
a cushion!

Plastic Loungers
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Wellness Lounger Alfa
with soft cover and armrests 
High quality, solid colored plastic lounger for year-round indoor and out-
door use. Especially for commercial use. Due to the cover, this lounger 
can be used without additional support. 4-way adjustable back section.

 ○ with 2 castors for easy transport
 ○ with changeable soft cover
 ○ flat lying surface possible
 ○ loadable up to 500 kg with distributed load

Approx. dimensions: L × W × H:  194.5 × 71 × 85 cm.  
Seat height: 30 cm. weight: 14 kg

 Item-No. 20721  frame: tortora, cover: tortora

 Item-No. 2090-12  NEW frame: anthracite, cover: anthracite

 Item-No. 20703  frame: white, cover: blue

matching "Rodi" side table on page 117.

Lounger Cover
Replacement covers for wellness loungers Alfa and Omega.

 Item-No. 2074-14  tortora, with black frame

 Item-No. 2074-25  tortora, with white frame

 Item-No. 2090-36  NEU anthracite, with black frame

 Item-No. 20717  blue, with black frame

Wellness Lounger Alfa, tortora with cover tortora

Wellness Lounger Alfa, white with cover blue

Wellness Lounger Alfa, white with cover blue 
© Courtesy of Tropical Islands Germany

1

Wellness Lounger "Alfa"

tortora tortora 2072

2 anthracite anthracite 2090-1

3 white blue 2070

4

Lounger Cover for Wellness 
Loungers "Alfa" & "Omega"

black tortora 2074-1

5 white tortora 2074-2

6 black anthracite 2090-3

7 black blue 2071

item description frame cover item number unit price from 5 pieces from 15 pieces from 30 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.
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38 cm

194,5 cm
69 cm
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Wellness Lounger Omega
without armrest and with raised seat 
High-quality, solid-colored plastic lounger for year-round use indoors and 
outdoors. Especially for commercial use. Due to the cover, this lounger 
can be used without additional cushion. 4-way adjustable back section.

The Wellness Lounger Omega has no armrests and is equipped with a 
raised seat/bed surface of 38 cm. 

 ○ with 2 castors for easy transport
 ○ with changeable soft cover
 ○ flat lying surface possible
 ○ loadable up to 500 kg with distributed load
 ○ stackable up to 15 pieces

Approx. dimensions: L × W × H: 194.5 × 69 × 91 cm.  
Seat height: 38 cm. Weight: 14.3 kg

 Item-No. 20731  frame: white, cover: tortora

 Item-No. 2072-22  frame: tortora, cover: tortora

 Item-No. 2070-23  frame: weiß, cover: blau

Matching replacement covers on the previous pages. 
Matching side table "Rodi" on page 117.

Wellness Lounger Omega, white with cover blue

Wellness Lounger Omega,  
white with cover tortora

Wellness Lounger Omega, white with cover tortora

1

Wellness Lounger "Omega"

white tortora 2073

2 tortora tortora 2072-2

3 white blue 2070-2

item description frame cover item number unit price from 5 pieces from 15 pieces from 30 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.

Item-No. 
2073, 2072-2,  
2070-2, 2090-2

blue,
with frame color white

tortora,
with frame color tortora

tortora,
with frame color white

Item-No. 
2073

Item-No. 
2072-2

Item-No. 
2070-2

frame color:
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Item-No. 
2085, 2086

Tropico Plastic Lounger
with raised seat
This easy-care lounger made of solid plastic is characterised by a higher 
sitting or lying surface, which is 38 cm and makes it easier to get up and 
lie down. 4-way adjustable backrest.

 ○ with 2 castors for easy transport
 ○ tubular structure with non-slip foot caps and wheels
 ○ weather and chemical resistant
 ○ 3 years guarantee on breaking strength

Approx. dimensions: L × W × H: 194.5 × 69 × 91 cm.  
Seat height: 38 cm. Weight: 15.1 kg

 Item-No. 20851  white

 Item-No. 20862  tortora

Matching cushions from page 122.

1
Plastic Lounger "Tropico"

white 2085

2 tortora 2086

item description color item number unit price from 5 pieces from 15 pieces from 30 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.

frame color:

white

Item-No. 
2085

tortora

Item-No. 
2086

Tropico Plastic Lounger, white

Tropico Plastic Lounger, white

stackable
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1

1

30 cm

188 cm
67 cm
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Capriccio Plastic Lounger, white

Capriccio  
Plastic Lounger 
tried and tested for years
Easy-care all-plastic lounger made of pure polypropylene for year-round 
indoor and outdoor use. Especially for commercial use. The ideal lounger 
for all leisure areas. 4-way adjustable backrest.

 ○ weather and chemical resistant
 ○ low weight
 ○ 3 years guarantee on breaking strength

Approx. dim.: L × W × H: 188 × 67 × 30 cm. Weight: 10.9 kg

 Item-No. 20501  white

Matching cushions from page 122.

Capriccio Plastic Lounger, white

Capriccio Plastic Lounger, white

frame color:

white

stackable

1 Plastic Lounger "Capriccio" white 2050

item description color item number unit price from 5 pieces from 15 pieces from 30 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.

Item-No. 
2050
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1

Plastic Lounger "Sunset"

grey grey 9580-3

2 bronze cognac 9580-4

3 white beige-mottled 9580-7

4 volcanic black grey-mottled 9580-9

item description frame cover item number from 8 pieces from 16 pieces from 24 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Prices for larger quantities upon request.

Sunset Sun Lounger
This lounger is made of a unique alloy of resin, glass fibre and aluminium 
particles. This material composition makes the lounger extremely resistant. 
It remains stable up to 180 kg. The fabric, which is protected against UV 
radiation, has been treated with bacteria-repellent agents.

 ○ high-quality, shape-retaining textylene fabric
 ○ 5-way adjustable backrest
 ○ easy to transport thanks to integrated, discreet castors
 ○ UV and weather resistant

Approx. dimensions: L × W × H: 192 × 78 × 39 cm. Weight: 17 kg

 Item-No. 9580-31  frame: grey, cover: grey

 Item-No. 9580-42  frame: bronze, cover: cognac

 Item-No. 9580-73  frame: white, cover: beige-mottled

 Item-No. 9580-94  frame: volcanic black, cover: grey-mottled

All color combinations are available from a minimum order quantity 
of 8 pieces with delivery time. 

You can request replacement covers  
from us if required.

Sunset Plastic Lounger, bronze with cover cognac

Sunset Plastic Lounger, grey with cover grey

Sunset Plastic Lounger, grey with cover grey, stacked

frame color:

frame: grey, 
cover: grey

frame: volcanic black 
cover: grey-mottled

frame: bronze  
cover: cognac

frame: white  
cover: beige-mottled

Item-No. 
9580
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1- Beige 
Plus

2- Mud 
Plus

3- Lime 
Plus

4- Anthracite 
Plus

6- Red 
Plus

7- Orange 
Plus

8- Cool Grey 
Plus

Ø 60 cm

35 cm

90 cm

85 cm

30 cm
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Rock
Small, round and practical: A round beanbag for 
outdoors that can be used as a table, stool or to put 
your feet up.

The height is adapted to all OUTBAG beanbags, so it 
can be optimally combined with them.

 Item-No. 7420 +color1  

Slope
The beanbag has a curved shape that optimally adapts 
to the body and offers a high level of seating comfort.

With extra wide seat and stabilising backrest. Practical 
and lightweight – easy to move and store.

 Item-No. 7421 +color2  

1 Outdoor Beanbag Rock Plus every color 7420+color

2 Outdoor Beanbag Slope Plus every color 7421+color

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

4-Seasons  
Outdoor Beanbag
The special filling material (styrofoam) is free of harmful 
substances, environmentally friendly and sustainable 
in filling volume. 

The fabric is weatherproof and can remain outdoors 
all year round. From +40 °C to -20 °C it can withstand 
any temperature.

In bright sunlight, the color may become slightly lighter.

Outdoor Beanbags

weatherproof frost-proof stable
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matching

tables
for your  
loungers

5

Side Table "Rodi"

white 2076

6 anthracite 2078

7 tortora 2079

1

Aluminium Table "Sunset"

volcanic black 9581-1

2 white 9581-2

3 bronze 9581-3

4 grey 9581-4

unit price from 5 pieces from 15 pieces from 30 pieces

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Aluminium Table "Sunset"
Practical weatherproof table made of lacquered aluminum  
with extra wide slats in a modern look. Simple leg assembly. 
Universally applicable.

Approx. dim.: L × W × H: 50 × 50 × 37 cm. Weight: 3.8 kg

 Item-No. 9581-11  volcanic black

 Item-No. 9581-22  white

 Item-No. 9581-33  bronze

 Item-No. 9581-44  grey

volcanic 
black

white bronze grey

Side Table "Rodi"
Ideal side table made of solid plastic. Delivery is disassembled, 
only the legs are to be inserted.

Universally applicable.

Approx. dimensions: L × W × H:  46 × 46 × 40 cm.

 Item-No. 20765  white

 Item-No. 20786  anthracite

 Item-No. 20797  tortora

Tables
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Leatherette Chair Cushion
for Net chair
Chair cushion for Net chair with leatherette cover. Rounded 
back side. Color sample on page 121.

Approx. dimension: L × W × H: 45.5 × 48 × 3 cm.

 Item-No. 0226-13  anthracite

 Item-No. 0226-24  light brown

Side Table "Step" 
Robust and weather-resistant table made of fibreglass-
reinforced polypropylene. The perforated table top prevents 
water accumulation. 

Easy to dismantle and space-saving to store. Weighted frame, 
tilt-resistant, with non-slip feet.

Supplied with two table legs of different heights for use as a 
dining table or as a side table or coffee table, respectively.

 Item-No. 2097-21  anthracite

 Item-No. 2097-32  tortora

1
Step, Side Table

anthracite 2097-2

2 tortora 2097-3

3
Leatherette Chair Cushion

anthracite 0226-1

4 light brown 0226-2

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Tables | Chairs & Chair Cushions
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Chair "Net"
Functionality and durability are combined here with comfort and 
modern design. The stackable chairs are made of high-quality plastic 
with fibreglass reinforcement.

Chair feet with non-slip rubber. Ergonomic shape for pleasant sitting 
comfort.

Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 80 × 60.5 × 58.5 cm.  
Seat height 46.5 cm, weight 4.1 kg.

 Item-No. 2096-21  anthracite

 Item-No. 2096-42  tortora

1
Chair "Net"

anthracite 2096-2

2 tortora 2096-4

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Chairs & Chair Cushions
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1

Deck Chair "Sunset"

volcanic black grey 9582-1

2 greyu grey 9582-2

3 white white 9582-3

4 bronze brown-mottled 9582-4

item description frame cover item number unit price from 8 pieces from 16 pieces from 24 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sunset Deck Chair, white with cover white

Sunset Deck Chair, bronze with cover brown-mottled

Sunset Deck Chair, white with cover white

frame cover:

frame: volcanic black  
cover: grey

frame: grey  
cover: grey

frame: white 
cover: white

frame: bronze  
cover: brown-mottled

with two 
hand moves 

foldable!

Sunset Deck Chair
This Deck Chair is made of a unique alloy of resin, glass fibre and aluminium 
particles. This material composition makes it extremely resistant. It can 
withstand a load of up to 180 kg. 

The fabric, which is protected against UV radiation, has been  
treated with bacteria-repellent products. There are extra comfort  
zones at the foot and head ends. Changeable cover.

 ○ high-quality, shape-retaining textylene fabric
 ○ 5-way adjustable backrest
 ○ UV and weather resistant

Approx. dim.: L × W × H: 105 × 63 × 75 cm. Weight: 9.5 kg.

 Item-No. 9582-11  frame: volcanic black, cover: grey

 Item-No. 9582-22  frame: grey, cover: grey

 Item-No. 9582-33  frame: white, cover: white

 Item-No. 9582-44  frame: bronze, cover: brown-mottled

Item-No. 
9582
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– disinfectable and easy to clean
Leatherette
Discover the 
variety of leatherette
The following specifications apply to all leatherette articles 
on the following pages. 

Technical data of our leatherette articles:

 ○ EN 1021 Part 1 + 2
 ○ MVSS 302
 ○ Oeko-Tex Standard 100
 ○ EN ISO 10993-5 Biocompatible
 ○ EN ISO 10993-10 Epicutaneous test
 ○ Phthalate-free
 ○ DIN EN 71-3

Additional special properties:
 ○ excellent stain protection
 ○ antimicrobial, antibacterial, antifungal
 ○ excellent abrasion resistance
 ○ saliva and perspiration resistant
 ○ resistant to massage oil, urine, blood, disinfectants
 ○ surface protection against coffee, tea, ketchup, red wine
 ○ easy cleaning with soap and water

We will gladly send you the original color chart on request.

All colors shown are available with a delivery time of approx. 
6 weeks.

We are also happy to supply you with cushions or chair cushions 
in other sizes and colors.

Would you like to customize your leatherette cushions or neck 
rolls? Have them embossed according to your wishes.

Contact us, we will be happy to make you a personal offer!

customize items

anthracite - 19

black - 20

white - 1 cream - 2 light brown - 3

lemon - 4 orange - 6 red - 7

lavender - 8 eggplant - 9 chestnut - 10

azure - 11 sapphire - 12

delft - 16

navy - 17 lime - 18

kiwi - 13

green - 14 stone - 15

Cushions & Neck Rolls



1

2085 + 2086 
Tropico

2070 + 2072 + 
2090-1 Alfa

2070-2, 2072-2 + 
2073 Omega

2

1
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easy to  
clean and 

disinfectable

Leatherette Cushion
with practical cap 
One-piece leatherette cover, washable and weather-
resistant, therefore also ideal for outdoor use. 
Upholstery made of VW 35 kg/m³, CFC-free.

 ○ long durability, abrasion resistant
 ○ easy to clean, pleasantly soft 
 ○ good grip, stretchy
 ○ resistant to body fluids
 ○ resistant to disinfectants

Approx. dimensions: L × W × H: 200 × 57 × 5 cm •  
Kink after 65 cm.

 Item-No. 0282 +color1    color: as desired

Leatherette Cushion
suitable for all common loungers
as above, but without cap.

Approx. dim.: L × W × H: 184 × 54 × 3 cm

 Item-No. 0210 +color2    color: as desired

Leatherette Neck Roll
With double elastic band.

Approx. dimensions: L × W × H: 54 × 16 × 7.5 cm.

 Item-No. 0230 +color4    color: as desired

Leatherette Cushion
with kink
as above, but without cap and with kink.

Approx. dim.: L × W × H: 200 × 60 × 5 cm • 
Kink after 73 cm.

 Item-No. 0280 +color3    color: as desired

1 Leatherette Cushion with Cap every color 0282

2 Leatherette Cushion every color 0210

3 Leatherette Cushion with Kink every color 0280

4 Leatherette Neck Roll every color 0230

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

For detailed material properties see page 121. 
Delivery time for all leatherette products apr. 6 weeks.

4

3
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Wellness Towel Eden
Matches the Eden series of the Nature 
collection by möve. It is ideal as a sauna or 
bath towel. Checkered structure, velour.

Material:  
80 % cotton, 20 % linen, 560 g/m²

 Item-No. 58263  approx. 80 × 150 cm

Hand Towel Eden
There is also a matching hand towel from 
the Eden series in the same quality. Checkered 
structure, velour.

Material:  
80 % cotton, 20 % linen, 560 g/m²

 Item-No. 58254  approx. 50 × 100 cm

Hand Towel Wellness
Matches the Wellness series of the Nature 
collection by möve. Absorbent cotton, finely 
combed. High-quality möve brand quality.

Material: 100 % cotton.

 Item-No. 58451  approx. 50 × 100 cm

Sauna Towel Wellness
Matches the Wellness series of the Nature 
collection with chenille piping. Ideal towel 
for the sauna.

Material: 100 % cotton.

 Item-No. 58462  approx. 80 × 200 cm

1 Hand Towel Wellness 50 × 100 cm 5845

2 Sauna Towel Wellness 80 × 200 cm 5846

3 Wellness Towel Eden 80 × 150 cm 5826

4 Hand Towel Eden 50 × 100 cm 5825

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

all items  
washable at 60°C  

& suitable for 
tumble dryer

Collection

Towels
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Feel-Good Towels
Nature

Nature 
Hand Towel, Shower Towel and Bath Towel
High quality towels made of organic cotton with fashionable 
colors and simple elegant relief stripes. In addition to the 
standard Oeko-Tex 100, this series is also certified according  
to GOTS. This guarantees a sustainable  
production of textiles.

 ○ 100 % organic cotton 
out of controlled organic cultivation

 ○ GOTS certified
 ○ Standard quality with a weight  
of 500 g/m²

 ○ Washable at 60 °C
 ○ Suitable for tumble dryer

color
hand towel  
apr. 50×100 cm

shower towel  
apr. 70×140 cm

bath towel  
apr. 70×200 cm color

hand towel  
apr. 50×100 cm

shower towel  
apr. 70×140 cm

bath towel  
apr. 70×200 cm

A    navy 7593-01 7594-01 7595-01 F    amarena 7593-06 7594-06 7595-06

B    ocean 7593-02 7594-02 7595-02 G    anthracite 7593-07 7594-07 7595-07

C    kiwi 7593-03 7594-03 7595-03 H    silver 7593-08 7594-08 7595-08

D    amber 7593-04 7594-04 7595-04 I    white 7593-09 7594-09 7595-09

E    terra 7593-05 7594-05 7595-05 K    stone 7593-10 7594-10 7595-10

1 Hand Towel Nature 50 × 100 cm 7593-01 bis -10

2 Shower Towel Nature 70 × 140 cm 7594-01 bis -10

3 Bath Towel Nature 70 × 200 cm 7595-01 bis -10

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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XXL Sauna Towel
light weight – great comfort
Extra large and handy sauna towel for demanding 
sauna use. With "Sauna" lettering at the top and 
bottom.

Even tall people can rest their head and feet ON 
the towel. Due to its small volume, it fits into any 
sauna bag without weighing it down unnecessarily. 

Approx. dimensions: 220 cm × 75 cm.

100 % cotton, 470 g/m², fabric weight approx. 780 g.  
Washable at 60 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 75721    natural

 Item-No. 75732    anthracite

1
XXL Sauna Towel

natural 7572

2 anthracite 7573

3
XL Sauna Towel

gray-white 7574

4 red-gray 7575

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

XL Sauna Towel
in comfort size
This large towel is particularly soft and cozy thanks 
to its heavy quality (500g/m²) and the high floor.

With "Sauna" lettering at the bottom. Practical 
hangers at the top and bottom of the towel.

Approx. dimensions: 200 cm × 80 cm.

100 % cotton, 450 g/m², fabric weight approx. 750 g.  
Washable at 60 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 75743    gray-white

 Item-No. 75754    red-gray
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Original Finnish 
Sauna Bath Towel 
moose look
The high water absorption capacity combined with the 
somewhat rough peeling surface is appreciated by sauna 
connoisseurs.

Material: 55 % linen, 30 % cotton. 580 g/m² quality. 
Washable at 60 °C, not suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 2215-21  approx. 75 × 200 cm

1 Sauna Bath Towel, moose look 75 × 200 cm 2215-2

2 Sauna Seat Towel, moose look 70 × 145 cm 2252-2

3 Sauna Seat Towel "Sitz + Schwitz" 70 × 140 cm 7571

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

No chemicals are used in the production 
process, therefore linen textiles shrink 
about 7 - 10 % during the first wash. 

Sauna Seat Towel 
"Sitz + Schwitz"
This towel is the perfect size to sit comfortably on in the 
sauna, but also to wear loosely around the waist.

Color dark blue-jeans with white embroidery "Sitz + 
Schwitz", with hanger on the upper side in the middle.

Material: 100 % cotton, 480 g/m², prewashed, 
Washable at 60 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 75713  approx. 70 × 140 cm

Original Finnish  
Sauna Seat Towel 
moose look
Linen sauna seat towels are an essential part of Finnish 
sauna culture. The use of a seat towel promotes hygiene 
and shows consideration.

Material: 50 % linen, 50 % cotton.  
300 g/m² quality. Washable at 60 °C. 

 Item-No. 2252-22   approx. 45 × 160 cm
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all items  
washable at 60°C  

& suitable for 
tumble dryer

Bathrobe Eden
for ladies and men
Black undershot shawl collar robe in 
checkered structure made of 100% 
matt-gloss velour. 

Matching the Eden series of the Nature 
collection by möve. 

80% cotton, 20% linen, 560 g/m²

 Item-No. 5850 +size1  S – XXL

1 Bathrobe Eden S - XXL 5850+size

2 Bathrobe Wellness S - XL 5860+size

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Bathrobe Wellness
for ladies and men
Bathrobe from the Wellness series 
of the Nature programme by möve 
with cozy hood. Absorbent cotton in 
a classy look.

100 % cotton.

 Item-No. 5860 +size2  S – XL

Bathrobes
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with a hood

Terry Bathrobe
with hood
High-quality bathrobe for use in hotels and wellness facilities. 
The large hood protects against draughts. Two patch pockets 
offer enough space for all necessary utensils.

Double-stitched side seams provide more stability and 
prevent the belt loops from tearing. At the same time, the 
seams on the inside are flatter and therefore more com-
fortable against the skin.

Material: 100 % cotton, 400 g/m² quality,  
Washable at 60 °C and suitable for tumble dryer.

Extra long – generous cut!

 Item-No. 1090101  white, S/M

 Item-No. 1090112  white, L/XL

 Item-No. 1090203  anthracite , S/M

 Item-No. 1090214  anthracite , L/XL

1
Terry Bathrobe with hood, white

S/M 109010

2 L/XL 109011

3
Terry Bathrobe with hood, anthracite

S/M 109020

4 L/XL 109021

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Velour Terry 
Bathrobe
plain white, with shawl collar
Bathrobe in velour look. Velour on the out- 
side and absorbent terry cloth on the inside.

Material: 100 % cotton, 320 g/m² quality. 
Washable at 60 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 7710-11  size S/M

 Item-No. 7711-11  size L/XL

 Item-No. 7712-11  size XXL/XXXL

Unbeatable 
price/performance ratio!

1 Velour Terry Bathrobe white 7710-1-7712-1

2 Bathrobe, Teddy Plush white 1611+size

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Teddy Plush 
Bathrobe
white, with shawl collar
This microfibre has many advantages:

 ○ more absorbent than conventional fibres
 ○ dries very quickly
 ○ does not absorb foreign odours,  
hair dye or bleach

 ○ 100 % dimensionally stable and colorfast
 ○ kind to the skin, gentle and caring
 ○ extremely long-lasting, no wear and tear
 ○ super fluffy even without fabric softener
 ○ ideal for allergy sufferers

Please indicate the desired size when ordering. 

Material: 100 % polyester. 300 g/m² quality. 
Washable at 60 °C and suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 1611 +size2    S - XXL

1

1

2
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High quality and handmade wellness and sauna  
clothing from South Tyrol.
With our new "Steinböckl" collection, we dare to set new accents in the wellness, 
SPA and sauna area, in line with the trend of the times.

In order not to have to use a simple bath towel as a substitute for a robe, 
we create sarongs for the ladies and kilts for the men. We create our own 
collections to meet different preferences, taste and fashion.

The articles differ from others by revised, refined and sophisticated cuts, 
lovingly selected trims, buttons and designs. On principle, the products 
are light and take up little space. 

These cotton garments are also suitable for use in sauna cabins in areas 
where sauna is not textile-free.

Discover the highest quality from the Sarntal.
Ondin light terry is characterized by the two different sides - smooth 
inside and terry outside. In addition, due to the very short loops, it 
does not pull threads so quickly. 

It absorbs water well, but also dries quickly again and is very durable. 
Therefore, these garments are especially suitable to wear as work-
wear in and after the sauna for infusion masters and mistresses.

Working ethically and sustainably is our motto.

On the following pages!

NEW

Mastersby sauna
Developed for you

Qualityhighest

Information

by
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ONDIN  
Bathrobe Unitux
for ladies and men
This garment is as lightweight as a throw or jacket and can 
be worn at best over a sarong or kilt. Takes up very little 
space and has the special properties of ONDIN light terry 
100% cotton.

It is made of one piece with short very wide sleeves and a 
large sew-in at the back. A pocket is located on the right side 
and the front can be closed with a toggle closure.

Color: anthracite / gray

Approx. dimensions: length: 85 cm, perimeter: 140 cm 
100 % cotton. Washable up to 40 °C. Do not bleach.

 Item-No. 53601  NEW suitable for all sizes

ONDIN Poncho
for ladies and men
A poncho is a very practical, sporty garment. This one reaches 
to the knees and has 2/3 sleeves. The hood makes the poncho 
look especially casual. 

The poncho has a large belly pocket on the front and can  
be closed with the well-known toggle closure of the bath- 
robe Unitux.

Color: anthracite / gray

Approx. dimensions: Mini: 93 × 65 cm. Maxi: 110 × 78 cm. 
100 % cotton. Washable up to 40 °C. Do not bleach.

 Item-No. 53612  NEW Mini (XS/S/M)

 Item-No. 53623  NEW Maxi (L/XL/XXL)

1 ONDIN Bathrobe Unitux, anthracite/gray 85 × 140 cm 5360

2
ONDIN Poncho, anthracite/gray

Mini 5361

3 Maxi 5362

item description size item number fixed price

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Bathrobes | Poncho
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ONDIN Men's Kilt Classic
with pocket
Ideal for sauna guests as well as for sauna masters. Our 
Kilt Classic has two sew-ins on the hips for better shaping 
and attached ribbons for optimal regulation. When worn, 
ideally the useful pocket and fringe are on the right side 
of the body.

Color: anthracite / gray

Approx. dimensions: Mini: 50 × 135 cm. Maxi: 50 × 150 cm. 
100 % cotton. Washable up to 60 °C. Do not bleach.

 Item-No. 53724  NEW Mini (XS/S/M)

 Item-No. 53735  NEW Maxi (L/XL/XXL)

ONDIN Ladies' Sarong Classic
simple but sophisticated
The sarong has a buttonhole placket complete with button 
for optimal regulation and a strong elastic band at the back. 
In addition, there is a pocket in front and a hanger on the 
backside.

Two sew-ins on the sides give the garment more shape. Due  
to the cut, the sarong visually closes better in the front, which 
is especially advantageous when sitting down.

Attention: The belt item-no. 5375 is optional and must be 
ordered separately!

Color: anthracite / gray

Approx. dimensions: Mini: 75 × 140 cm. Maxi: 75 × 150 cm. 
100 % cotton. Washable up to 60 °C. Do not bleach.

 Item-No. 53706  NEW Mini (XS/S/M)

 Item-No. 53717  NEW Maxi (L/XL/XXL)

Belt made of the same ribbon as the details of the sarong. 
Perfect to emphasize the waist. In the color gray.

Approx. dimensions: 2,5 cm wide, 150 cm long.

 Item-No. 53758  NEW

4
ONDIN Men's Kilt Classic, anthracite

Mini 5372

5 Maxi 5373

6
ONDIN Ladies' Sarong Classic, anthracite

Mini 5370

7 Maxi 5371

8 Belt for ONDIN Sauna Garments 150 cm long 5375

item description size item number fixed price

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Garments
by

sauna

Kilts & Sarongs
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Men's Kilt Eden
The kilt from the Eden series by möve in che-
ckered structure made of 100% matt-gloss 
velour. With inside press studs.

80 % cotton, 20 % linen, 560 g/m²

 Item-No. 58201  approx. 50 cm long

Men's Kilt Wellness
Men's kilt from the Wellness series of the 
Nature program by möve. With inside press 
studs. Absorbent cotton in a classy look. 

100 % cotton.

 Item-No. 58403  approx. 50 cm long

Men's Kilt
moose look
Original Finnish linen kilt for men.

70 % linen, 30 % cotton, 580 g/m² 
Washable at 60 °C, not suitable f. tumble dryer. 

Approx. dimensions: 70 × 145 cm

 Item-No. 2222-25  approx. 70 cm long

1 Men's Kilt Eden 50 cm long 5820

2 Ladies' Sarong Eden 85 cm long 5821

3 Men's Kilt Wellness 50 cm long 5840

4 Ladies' Sarong Wellness 85 cm long 5841

5 Men's Kilt, moose look 70 cm long 2222-2

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Ladies' Sarong Eden
Sarong in checkered structure made of 100% 
matt-gloss velour. Also from the Eden series. 
With inside press studs.

80 % cotton, 20 % linen, 560 g/m²

 Item-No. 58212  approx. 85 cm long

Ladies' Sarong Wellness
Simple, but classy. With cozy chenille piping 
in a natural shade and inside press studs. 
Also from the Wellness series.

100 % cotton.

 Item-No. 58414  approx. 85 cm long

Kilts & Sarongs
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Teddy Plush Sauna Kilt
with embroidery "sauna"
Sauna kilt with practical Velcro closure. 
Teddy plush has many advantages:

 ○ More absorbent than conventional 
fibres

 ○ Dries very quickly

 ○ Does not absorb foreign odours,  
hair dye or bleach

 ○ 100 % stable and colorfast

 ○ Kind to the skin, gentle and caring

 ○ Long-lasting, no wear and tear

 ○ Super fluffy even without fabric softener

 ○ Ideal for allergy sufferers

Approx. dimensions: 75 cm long.

100 % Polyester. Washable at 60 °C and 
suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 16501    white (without illustration)

 Item-No. 16512    red

 Item-No. 16523    beige

1

Sauna Kilt, Teddy Plush

white 1650

2 red 1651

3 beige 1652

4 Hair Turban, Teddy Plush white 1630

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Teddy Plush 
Hair Turban 
Microfiber turban with button 
closure.

 Item-No. 16304    white

Plush
Teddy-

– extra fluffy

super  
fluffy
quality

Discover the skin-friendly micro-
fiber with feel-good guarantee.

Hair Turban | Kilts & Sarongs 
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ellness Scarf

1 Wellness Scarf "Schwitz dich fit" 30 × 130 cm 7566

2 Ladies' Kilt, white 70 cm long 7560

3 Men's Kilt, anthracite 50 cm long 7561

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sauna Kilt 
for ladies and men
High quality 100% cotton 400 g/m² terry 
towelling, very soft and absorbent. 

Approx. 70 cm long for the lady and 50 cm 
long for the man. Both kilts can be adjusted 
in width by means of inside press studs. 
One size fits all.

Washable at 60 °C and suitable f. tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 75602  white, approx. 70 cm

 Item-No. 75613  anthracite, approx. 50 cm

Wellness Scarf 
"Schwitz Dich fit"
the useful helper
The gray fitness and wellness  
scarf is the ideal companion for  
all sports activities. 

Lightweight, absorbent and attractive 
with high quality embroidery. 

Material: 100 % cotton,  
360 g/m², washable at 60 °C,  
suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 75661  approx. 30 × 130 cm

Kilts & Sarongs | Wellness Scarf
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Used for centuries, the cotton towel from the Turkish bath 
is perfect as a sauna towel, hammam towel or beachwear.

Lightweight, extremely absorbent and quick drying. With 
woven-in white stripes, consisting of fine but strong cotton 
and hand-knotted fringes.

Approx. dimension: 97 × 176 cm (without fringes) 
100 % cotton, washable at 40 °C,  
suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 1080101  light brown with white stripes

 Item-No. 1080142  blue with white stripes

 Item-No. 1080153  gray with white stripes

Hamam Towel
in the classic checkered look
The visually appealing alternative to the classic bathing 
suit for the infusion staff or for your guests. Ideal for 
your Hamam applications. Lightweight, absorbent, quickly 
and easily put on. 

Approx. dimensions: 75 × 175 cm.  
80 % cotton, 20 % polyester.  
Washable at 40 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 1080304  red-white checkered

 Item-No. 1080315  blue-white checkered

 Item-No. 1080326  black-white checkered

Slight deviations in color or pattern are possible.

Peeling Glove
Perfectly suited for use in the wellness area. Nourishes 
and cleanses the skin, prevents impurities and promotes 
blood circulation in the connective tissue. Use under 
running water with circular movements - with or without 
soap.

Material: 92 % polyester, 8 % cotton,  
Washable at 60 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 1080217  

1

Pestemal "Sultan"

light brown/white 108010

2 blue/white 108014

3 gray/white 108015

4

Hamam Towel, checkered

red/white 108030

5 blue/white 108031

6 black/white 108032

7 Peeling Glove 108021

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Pestemals, Hamam Towels & Accessories
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1

Sauna Hats, made of linen

plain 4950

2 striped 4951

3 tied 2255

4 ONDIN Sauna Hat Magic felted 5380

5 ONDIN Sauna Hat crocheted 5381

item description design item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sauna Hats
made of linen
Protects hair and head from excessive 
heat and is an absolute eye-catcher.

Slight color variations possible.

Hat 100 % cotton, loops 100 % linen. 
Washable at 40 °C.

 Item-No. 49501   plain, natural

 Item-No. 49512   striped

as above, but can be individually bound 
at the top.

70 % linen, 30 % cotton. Washable at 60 °C.

 Item-No. 22553   natural, tied

Protect your head and hair 
from the heat in the sauna!

ONDIN  
Sauna Hat
crocheted, made from sheep wool
Crocheted by hand from 100 % soft pure 
new sheep's wool, therefore very cuddly 
and snug.

This material is self-cleaning by nature. 
Nevertheless, you should air the hat after 
the sauna session.

100% pure new sheep wool. Fixed price.

 Item-No. 53815   NEW crocheted

ONDIN  
Sauna Hat Magic
felted, made from sheep wool
This sauna hat is a masterpiece of 
craftsmanship and is made from 100 % 
sheep's wool. It is "thermo-insulating" 
and self-cleaning. 

Nevertheless, the sauna hats need good 
treatment, because quality always deserves 
a little mindfulness.

100 % sheep wool. Fixed price.

 Item-No. 53804   NEW felted

 Sauna Hats

Cool
stay
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1

Sauna Pillows

moose I 2250-2

2 moose II 8881

3 striped 110010

item description design item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Linen  
Sauna Pillows 
in 3 versions
Comfortable pillows for the sauna made 
of linen. Here you can be sure that it is 
hygienic because you bring your very 
own pillow.

Sauna Pillow, motif moose I
Approx. dimension: 22 × 40 cm. 

50 % linen, 50 % cotton, 
Filling: 70 g Ecosoft fibre.  
Washable at 60 °C.

 Item-No. 2250-21   moose I

Sauna Pillow, motif moose II
Approx. dimension: 20 × 40 cm. 

55 % linen, 45 % cotton. 
Washable at 60 °C.

 Item-No. 88812   moose II

Sauna Pillow, striped
Approx. dimension: 26 × 30 cm. 

60 % linen, 40 % cotton. 
Washable at 40 °C.

 Item-No. 1100103   striped

Sauna Pillows

Pillows
for sauna
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Relaxationtime for

Soft & Cover  
Blankets
Pleasantly soft micro fleece blanket 
made of quality fleece. Narrow hem, 
cuddly soft and snug.

Approx. dimensions: 150 × 200 cm

100 % polyester, 280 g/m², Washable 
at 30 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 26341   silver

 Item-No. 26372   ultramarine 

 Item-No. 26383   palisade 

 Item-No. 26394   cream

1

Soft & Cover Blanket

silver 2634

2 ultramarine 2637

3 palisade 2638

4 cream 2639

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Blankets
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Warm Up Luxury Plaid
microfibre
This high-quality luxury plaid with reinforced 
hem edges made of double-brushed micro- 
fibre is particularly warm, cozy and easy to 
care for.

Approx. dimensions: 150 × 200 cm 

100 % polyester, 350 g/m² microfibre. 
Washable at 60 °C, suitable f. tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 1740-11  brown

 Item-No. 1740-32  gray

 Item-No. 1740-53  bordeaux

 Item-No. 1740-84  sand  

1

Warm Up Luxury Plaid, microfibre

brown 1740-1

2 gray 1740-3

3 bordeaux 1740-5

4 sand 1740-8

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

For those who want it more individual, we offer 
embroidery of our textiles according to your wishes. 

All we need from you is your logo or graphic as 
PDF, SVG or PNG file or the text you want as well as 
the size and color of the embroidery.

We will be happy to advise you  
and create an individual offer for you!

your Logo?
– no problem!
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V-Strap Slipper
Fashionable toe slipper made of PVC. Ideal for 
the beach or your next visit to the pool.

 Item-No. 7120 +size1  NEW sizes 36-41, turquoise

as above, but with inner sole made of ethylene 
vinyl acetate (E.V.A.).

 Item-No. 7121 +size2  NEW sizes 40-46, silver gray

Slipper "extra light"
Slippers made of ethylene vinyl acetate (E.V.A.), a high-quality, 
insulating as well as tear- and slip-resistant foam, which does 
not absorb water.

Secure grip even on slippery ground. With soft footbed, light-
weight and well cushioned.

 Item-No. 7122 +size3  sizes 36-41, turquoise

 Item-No. 7123 +size4  sizes 41-48, navy

1 V-Strap Slipper, turquoise 36 - 41 7120+size

2 V-Strap Slipper, silver gray 40 - 46 7121+size

3 Slipper "extra light", turquoise 36 - 41 7122+size

4 Slipper "extra light", navy 41 - 48 7123+size

5 Terry Slipper unisize 8260

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Terry Slippers
The comfortable terry slippers are made of white terry, open 
at the front and with an attached 4 mm plastic sole. 

Ideal for your guests and customers as a gift in the hotel room 
or for sale in the wellness area.

Approx. dimensions: 29 cm long

 Item-No. 82605  unisize

Shoes
for the wellness area

Pamper your guests with our cozy 
slippers for swimming pool, spa 
and hotel.

Bathing Shoes

slight color 
deviations 

possible
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Sauna Heaters & Accessories

Sauna Heater Gracil 
standing version
Three-shell technology with inner shell made 
of hot-dip aluminised tin and stone basket 
as additional inner shell made of stainless 
steel. Outer mantle with anthracite pearl 
effect powder coating.

Sauna stones included, 
Stone basket volume approx. 20 kg. 
Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz. 

Approx. dim.: H × W × D: 76 × 50.5 × 25 cm

 Item-No. 9308-11  6 kW (4 × 1.5 kW)

 Item-No. 9308-22  7.5 kW (5 × 1.5 kW)

 Item-No. 9308-33  9 kW (6 × 1.5 kW)

Heating coil for sauna heater Gracil.

 Item-No. 9308-994  1.5 kW

Sauna Heater Euro 
wall-mounted version
Three-shell technology with inner shell of 
hot-dip aluminised tin and stone basket as 
additional inner shell of stainless steel. 

Cast iron cover, junction box at the rear. Base 
plate as drip tray construction. Outer casing 
stainless steel – plain.

Sauna stones included,  
Stone basket volume approx. 15 kg. 
Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz.

Approx. dim.:  H × W × D: 61 × 46 × 35 cm,  
height incl. feet 74 cm

 Item-No. 9310-15  7.5 kW (3 × 2.5 kW) 

 Item-No. 9310-26  9 kW (6 × 1.5 kW)

Set of feet for floor mounting

 Item-No. 9310-57  optional

Heating coil for sauna heater Euro.

 Item-No. 9310-998  specify kW number

1

Sauna Heater Gracil, standing version

6 kW 9308-1

2 7.5 kW 9308-2

3 9 kW 9308-3

4 Heating Coil for Sauna Heater Gracil 1.5 kW 9308-99

5
Sauna Heater Euro, wall-mounted version

7.5 kW 9310-1

6 9 kW 9310-2

7 Set of Feet, for floor mounting 9310-5

8 Heating Coil for Sauna Heater Euro 9310-99

item description kW item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Electric
sauna heaters
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Sauna Heater Saunadome II 
standing version
Sauna heater with open stone basket on all 4 sides. 
The metal grid prevents the stones from falling out. 

Extra large stone basket, completely made of stainless 
steel, corner profiles in anthracite pearl effect, top 
parts in brushed stainless steel, adjustable feet for 
installation on uneven surfaces.

Sauna stones included, stone basket volume apr. 100 kg. 
Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz.

Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 100 × 41 × 41 cm

 Item-No. 9309-14  9 kW (9 × 1.0 kW)

 Item-No. 9309-25  12 kW (8 × 1.5 kW)

 Item-No. 9309-36  15 kW (10 × 1.5 kW)

 Item-No. 9309-47  18 kW (12 × 1.5 kW)

Heating coil for sauna heater Saunadome II

 Item-No. 9309-998  specify kW number

Sauna Heater P 1+
standing version
Outer casing in anthracite pearl effect powder coating. 
Inner shell made of stainless steel. Robust, very stable 
and service-friendly construction for private and com-
mercial use. Flat construction.

Sauna stones included, 
Stone basket volume approx. 40 kg.  
Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz. 

Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 72 × 63 × 38 cm

 Item-No. 9311-11  12 kW (6 × 2.0 kW)

 Item-No. 9311-22  15 kW (6 × 2.5 kW)

Heating coil for sauna heater P 1+.

 Item-No. 9311-993  specify kW number  

1
Sauna Heater P 1+, standing version

12 kW 9311-1

2 15 kW 9311-2

3 Heating Coil for Sauna Heater P 1+ 9311-99

4

Sauna Heater Saunadome II, standing version

9 kW 9309-1

5 12 kW 9309-2

6 15 kW 9309-3

7 18 kW 9309-4

8 Heating Coil for Sauna Heater Saunadome II 9309-99

item description kW item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Data sheets available for each heater.
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Sauna Heater FinnRock
standing version
Sauna heater with open stone basket at the 
front. The metal grid prevents the stones 
from falling out.

Also suitable for installation in front of glass 
surfaces and in the middle of the sauna.

Sauna stones included, 
Stone basket volume approx. 40 kg. 
Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz.

Apr. dim.: H × W × D: 76 × 41.3 × 38.5 cm

 Item-No. 9314-11  7.5 kW (5 × 1.5 kW)

 Item-No. 9314-22  9 kW (6 × 1.5 kW)

 Item-No. 9314-33  12 kW (6 × 2.0 kW)

Heating coil for sauna heater FinnRock

 Item-No. 9314-994  specify kW number

Sauna Heater Goliath HD
Very sturdy, reinforced construction. Com- 
pletely made of stainless steel. Wall construc- 
tion in 3-shell technique.

Outer shell anthracite powder coating. With 
extra large stone basket. Low operating and 
maintenance costs.

Standard wiring made of solid copper power 
rails. Particularly suitable for intensive com-
mercial use.

Sauna stones included, 
Stone basket volume approx. 75 kg. 
Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz.

Approx. dim.: H × W × D: 83 × 96 × 47 cm

 Item-No. 9315-15  18 kW (18 × 1 kW)

 Item-No. 9315-56  24 kW (18 × 1.33 kW)

 Item-No. 9315-67  30 kW (18 × 1.66 kW)

 Item-No. 9315-78  36 kW (18 × 2 kW)

Heating coil for sauna heater Goliath HD.

 Item-No. 9315-999  kW-Zahl angeben

electric 
heaters

1

Sauna Heater FinnRock, standing version

7.5 kW 9314-1

2 9 kW 9314-2

3 12 kW 9314-3

4 Heating Coil for Sauna Heater FinnRock 9314-99

5

Sauna Heater Goliath HD

18 kW 9315-1

6 24 kW 9315-5

7 30 kW 9315-6

8 36 kW 9315-7

9 Heating Coil for Sauna Heater Goliath HD 9315-99

item description kW item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Sauna control units

Sauna Control Unit Econ D2
Electronic control unit with 24h real and preselec-
tion clock. Control range between 30 and 115 °C. 
Safety temperature limiter 139 °C. Heating time 
limit in short-time mode 6 h, extendable to 12 h. 

Switching load 9 kW, extendable with PCU. Digital 
display of time, preset time, temperature and re-
maining time. Including key lock/child lock. Tem-
perature sensor and sensor cable (2 m) included 
in delivery. 

Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz 
Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 22 × 25 × 6.7 cm

 Item-No. 9340-51  

Do you need replacement heating coils 
for your EOS sauna heater? 
Just send an email to info@finnsa.de. 

Switching load extensions

LSG 10
For extending the switching load by 10 kW. In 
combination with control units with 9 kW (10 kW). 
Suitable for sauna heaters wired in two circuits 
with up to 19 kW (20 kW) total output.

Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 22 × 25.5 × 6.5 cm

 Item-No. 9370-43  

LSG 36 
as above, but switching load can be extended to a 
total of max. 36 kW. 

Only sauna heaters wired in two circuits (max. 2 × 
18 kW) may be connected. 

Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 45 × 30 × 14.2 cm

 Item-No. 9370-35  

LSG 18
For extending the switching load to a total of max. 
27 kW. In connection with control units with 9 kW 
switching capacity of the Econ series. 

Only sauna heaters wired in two circuits (max. 9 kW 
+ 18 kW) may be connected. 

Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 27 × 30 × 10 cm

 Item-No. 9370-24  

Sauna Control Unit Econ D4
as above, but heating time limit is extendable to 
infinite.

Optional connection of an additional bench sensor 
possible. Prepared for remote control. Optionally 
with remote start module. Dimmable cabin light - 
10 steps. Output for cabin fan, adjustable (3 steps). 

Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz 
Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 22 × 25 × 6.7 cm 

 Item-No. 9340-72  

1
Sauna Control Unit

Econ D2 9340-5

2 Econ D4 9340-7

3

Switching Load Extension

LSG 10 9370-4

4 LSG 18 9370-2

5 LSG 36 9370-3

item description type item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Bi-O Max Standing Heater
combi heater with vaporiser
High-quality heater with integrated evaporator for 
flexible climate forms. For private and commercial 
use. To be used with EOS combination control units.

Cover made of die-cast aluminium. Outer shell an-
thracite powder coating. Inner shell stainless steel.

Sauna stones included. 
Filling amount 8 l, stone basket volume apr. 60 kg. 
Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz.  
Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 92.5 × 50 × 50 cm.

 Item-No. 9322-11  9 kW (9 × 1 kW + 2 kW*)

 Item-No. 9322-22  12 kW (9 × 1.33 kW + 2 kW*)

 Item-No. 9322-33  15 kW (9 × 1.67 kW + 2 kW*)
* vaporiser capacity

Heating coil for sauna heater Bi-O Max.

 Item-No. 9322-994  specify kW number

electronic 
heaters with 

vaporiser

Fixed Water Connection 
for automatic filling
For sauna heaters with vaporiser.

 Item-No. 93805  FWC 01 (without illustration)

Rear Wall Heater  
Bi-O Mat U
combi heater with vaporiser
Can be mounted behind a partition wall with 22 cm 
wall clearance and is hence particularly space-saving 
and safe. To be used with EOS combi control units. 

Outer and inner casing completely made of stain-
less steel. Wooden funnel and connection hose for 
infusions included. Including protective grille. 

Sauna stones included. 
Filling amount approx. 5 l,  
Stone basket volume approx. 15 kg. 
Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz. 
Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 100 ×112 × 20 cm.

 Item-No. 9330-26  7.5 kW (5 × 1.5 kW, + 1.5 kW*)

 Item-No. 9330-37  9 kW (6 × 1.5 kW, + 1.5 kW*)

 Item-No. 9330-48  12 kW (8 × 1.5 kW, + 2 kW*)

* vaporiser capacity

Heating coil for sauna heater Bi-O Mat U.

 Item-No. 9330-999  specify kW number

1

Bi-O Max Standing Heater

9 kW 9322-1

2 12 kW 9322-2

3 15 kW 9322-3

4 Heating Coil for Sauna Heater Bi-O Max 9322-99

5 Fixed Water Connection f. Heaters w/ Vaporiser 9380

6

Rear Wall Heater Bi-O Mat U

7.5 kW 9330-2

7 9 kW 9330-3

8 12 kW 9330-4

9 Heating Coil for Sauna Heater Bi-O Mat U 9330-99

item description kW item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Combi control units (sauna + vaporiser)

Combi Control Unit Econ H2
With 24h real time clock and preselection clock. For 
sauna (40 - 115°C) and sauna with humidity mode 
(30 - 70°C). Safety temperature limiter 139°C. 

Digital display of time, temperature, humidity and 
remaining time. Including temperature sensor, 
sensor cable and key lock/child safety lock.

Temperature preselection, 10-step humidity control 
with low-water detection, reheating & fan function.  
Heating time limit in short-time mode 6 h, exten-
dable to 12 h. Switching load 9 kW, extendable with 
PCU. Vaporiser capacity up to 3 kW. 

Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz 
Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 22 × 25 × 6.7 cm.

 Item-No. 9350-41  

Bench Sensor
2nd temperature sensor
Incl. sensor housing and 6 m 
silicone cable for more precise 
temperature control in combi- 
nation with the Econ D4 and 
Econ H4 control units.

Apr. dim.: 4,5 × ø 4.5 cm.

 Item-No. 9371-37  

Humidity  
Sensor F2 
Incl. sensor housing and 4 m  
silicone cable. For better control 
of humidity in combination 
with the Econ H4 control unit. 

Apr. dim.: 4,5 × ø 4.5 cm.

 Item-No. 9371-16  
Combi Control Unit Econ H4
as above, but heating time limit extandable to 
infinite, as well as prepared for optional connec-
tion of a bank and/or humidity sensor. 

With output for optional remote control & cabin 
fan, dimmable cabin light 10-level, with holiday 
home mode (restricted access).

Connection 400 V 3 N AC 50 Hz 
Approx. dimensions: H × W × D: 22 × 25 × 6.7 cm.

 Item-No. 9350-62  

Switching load extensions

LSG 10
For extending the switching load by 10 kW.  
In combination with control units with 
9 kW (10 kW). Suitable for sauna heaters 
wired in two circuits with up to 19 kW 
(20 kW) total output.

Apr. dim.: H × W × D: 22 × 25.5 × 6.5 cm

 Item-No. 9370-43  

LSG 18 H 
For extending the switching load by max. 
18 kW furnace and 4 kW vaporiser capa-
city. In combination with control units 
of the Econ series.

Only connect sauna heaters wired in two 
circuits (max. 9 kW + 18 kW).

Apr. dim.: H × W × D: 27 × 30 × 10 cm.

 Item-No. 9372-24  

LSG 36 H 
as above, but extension of the switching 
load by max. 36 kW heater output.

Only connect sauna heaters wired in two 
circuits (max. 2 × 18 kW).

Apr. dim.: H × W × D: 45 × 30 × 14.2 cm. 

 Item-No. 9372-35  

Our vaporiser systems are specially 
adapted to the Econ H2 and H4 combi 
control units.

1
Combi Control Unit 

Econ H2 9350-4

2 Econ H4 9350-6

3

Switching Load Extension

LSG 10 9370-4

4 LSG 18 H 9372-2

5 LSG 36 H 9372-3

6 F2 Humidity Sensor 9371-1

7 Bench Sensor, 2nd temperature sensor 9371-3

item description type item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Fire hazard
averted!

regulation 
according to  

DIN EN 60335
The switch-off rockers 
for sauna heaters
According to DIN EN 60335, commercially 
used sauna heaters must be equipped 
with switch-off rockers. Supplement or 
retrofit your EOS heating system. 

Switch-Off Rocker
Safety protection for sauna heaters. Auto-
matic switch-off for wall installation as ex-
tended safety function in case of pressure 
load. Heater mounting set on request.

If the cover protection is pressed down, the 
heating process is interrupted. If the object 
is removed, operation is continued.

Switch-Off Rocker Type 1

For sauna heaters Euro, FinnRock. 
Apr. dim.: H × W × D: 14 × 32.8 × 32.2 cm.

 Item-No. 9300-11  

Switch-Off Rocker Type 3

For sauna heater P 1+. 
Apr. dim.: H × W × D: 14 × 72.8 × 32.2 cm.

 Item-No. 9300-22  

Switch-Off Rocker Type 4

For sauna heaters BI-O Max, Saunadome II. 
Apr. dim.: H × W × D: 14 × 32.8 × 48.2 cm.

 Item-No. 9300-33  

Switch-Off Rocker Type 5 

For sauna heater Goliath HD. 
Apr. dim.: H × W × D: 14 × 72.8 × 48.2 cm.

 Item-No. 9300-44  

Switch-Off Rocker Type 6

For sauna heater Gracil. 
Apr. dim.: H × W × D: 14 × 32.6 × 22.2 cm.

 Item-No. 9300-55  

Heater Sensor
spare sensor
Spare heater sensor incl. safety temperature 
limiter. Each Econ sauna control unit is 
equipped with a heater sensor.

Approx. dimensions: 4.5 × ø 4.5 cm.
 Item-No. 9371-26  

1

Switch-Off Rocker

type 1 9300-1

2 type 3 9300-2

3 type 4 9300-3

4 type 5 9300-4

5 type 6 9300-5

6 Heater Sensor, spare sensor 9371-2

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Switch-Off Rocker Type 6

Switch-Off Rocker Type 5 

Switch-Off Rocker Type 4 

Switch-Off Rocker Type 3 

Switch-Off Rocker Type 1 
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heating 
power 
in kW

cabin size in m3 (basis manufacturing according to RAL for cabins in buildings) minimum cross-section of the 
mains power in mm²

7 – 10 9 – 14 14 – 18 18 – 25 24 – 30 24 – 34 35 – 40 40 – 50 50 – 65 65 – 75 connection to 
400 V 3 N AC

fuse  
protection A

7.5
5 × 2.52 3 × 16

9.0

12.0
5 × 42 3 × 25

15.0

18.0
5 × 62 3 × 35

21.0

24.0
5 × 102 3 × 50

27.0

30.0
min. 5 × 102 3 × 63

36.0

In the table below you will find the heating 
power required for your cabin size and 
the minimum power supply cross-section 
required.

Tip

... sauna heaters

Keep the following in mind for the longest possible life 
of your sauna heater:

 ○ Supply and exhaust air in the sauna cabin is  
imperative so that the air can circulate well

 ○ Water should not get on the heating coil

 ○ Use decalcified water for vaporiser systems with 
water hardness > 1

 ○ When operating with vaporiser systems, the max. 
permissible temperature must be in relation to a 
certain air humidity

... sauna stones

9 out of 10 heater or heating coil defects are due to 
sauna stones that have not been "maintained". In  
addition, old stones take on odours and thus falsify 
the scent of your sauna infusion - as do residues.

For all types of sauna stones, please note the following:

 ○ Clean with water before use,  
then allow to dry well.

 ○ Do not pour water on cold stones.  
The water settles into cracks and can cause the stone 
to burst when heated.

 ○ Only carefully douse hot stones with warm water.

 ○ Do not carry out experiments with alcohol or  
unsuitable liquids or solids.

 ○ Reposition the stones from time to time and remove 
small stones and crumbs. Pile up the stones so that 
the air can circulate well.

Stones are a natural product - splintering cannot be 
ruled out due to extreme heating and cooling.

What you need to consider with...

Utilization
for a long runtime

The correct

Utilization
Information
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Special plutonic rock. In the FINNSA range for over 40 
years. Ideal infusion stone for all sauna heaters.

You can also get our sauna stones in practical nylon 
fabric big bags on pallets.  
ATTENTION: Fork-lift truck required on site.

Sauna Stones, medium
Sauna stones with a grain size of approx. 60 - 120 mm.

 Item-No. 69951  10 kg carton, approx. 15-20 pieces

 Item-No. 69902  20 kg carton, approx. 30-35 pieces

 Item-No. 69923  250 kg big bag

Sauna Stones, large
Sauna stones with a grain size of approx. 60 - 200 mm.

 Item-No. 69914  20 kg carton, approx. 10-15 pieces

 Item-No. 69935  250 kg big bag

SaunA stones
heart of the heater

Sauna stones play a major role in the 
quality of every sauna session. 

Make sure that your stones are regularly 
checked, re-stacked and replaced.

1

FINNSA Sauna Stones, medium

10 kg 6995

2 20 kg 6990

3 250 kg 6992

4
FINNSA Sauna Stones, large

20 kg 6991

5 250 kg 6993

6
FINNSA Sauna Stones, reddish porphyry

20 kg 6970

7 250 kg 6970-2

item description weight item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Tip

medium size large size

FINNSA Sauna Stones
reddish porphyry
These sauna stones offer an extremely soft sauna infusion 
and are ideal for all sauna heaters.

Sauna stones with grain size of approx. 40 - 130 mm.

 Item-No. 69706   20 kg Karton

 Item-No. 6970-27   250 kg Big Bag

Give  
your sauna  

heater a  
treat!

Sauna Stones
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Sauna Soapstones  
from Finland
Soapstone stores an enormous amount of heat. 
You thus achieve a very pleasant climate as well 
as gentle, very even infusions.

Attention: Do not place soapstone directly  
next to the heating coils.

 Item-No. 08601  15 kg carton

Original Ceramic  
Sauna Stones "Kerkes"
The sauna stones are burned at approx. 1300 °C. This 
makes them extremely resistant and ideal for the 
sauna. They store the heat extremely well. 

The spheres are particularly suitable for wooden 
sauna heaters. The tetras are ideal for electric hea-
ters. Use the larger Kerkes in the lower area and a 
layer of small Kerkes on top.

Generally 10 kg in a package.

 Item-No. 12202    tetras, ø 60 mm, approx. 35 pieces

 Item-No. 12213    tetras, ø 80 mm, approx. 20 pieces

 Item-No. 12254    spheres, ø 50 mm, approx. 60 pieces

 Item-No. 12265    spheres, ø 60 mm, approx. 35 pieces

A large proportion of Finnish sauna 
baths use Kerkes stones.

1 Sauna Soapstones from Finland 0860

2

Ceramic Sauna Stones "Kerkes"

tetras, small 1220

3 tetras, large 1221

4 spheres, small 1225

5 spheres, large 1226

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Evaporator Stone
"Saunakko"
Place in the sauna stones in as hot a place 
as possible and fill with infusion water. 

Enjoy your little sauna geyser.

Approx. dimensions: 6 cm high.

 Item-No. 08101    

Steam Stones 
with holes
Steam stones with four cavities for infusion 
water. This product gives you a pleasant, 
even humidity in the sauna.

Approx. dimensions: 6 cm high.  
Total content of all holes approx. 150 ml.

 Item-No. 08202    2 stones

Sauna Ghost  
"Löylynhenki"
Place the "ghost" on your stove and pour 
some water into its lap.

Approx. dimensions: ø 8.5 cm, 11 cm high.

 Item-No. 08253    

Fountain  
"Saunatroikka"
Place the Saunatroikka on your sauna heater. 
Like a fountain, 3 water columns form and 
bubble depending on the temperature of the 
stones.
Approx. dimensions: ø 8.5 cm, 9.5 cm high.

 Item-No. 0840 4    

Soapstone Lamp  
"Mystic"
Great soapstone lamp for tea lights.

Approx. dimensions: 8 cm high.

 Item-No. 08365    

1 Evaporator Stone "Saunakko" 0810

2 Steam Stones with Holes set of 2 0820

3 Sauna Ghost "Löylynhenki" 0825

4 Fountain "Saunatroikka" 0840

5 Soapstone Lamp "Mystic" 0836

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Soapstone Items
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Exclusive Solid Wood
Sauna Lamp "Malmö"
wall/corner model made of obeche wood
This lamp can be easily retrofitted in any sauna. The 
ceiling light 8021 is included in the scope of delivery. 

The supplied mounting block can be attached to the 
sauna wall with 2 screws. The lampshade is hung there 
and can be removed at any time without tools. 

Complete with shade, mounting block and interior 
light 8021.

Approx. dimensions: W × H × D: 25.5 × 38 × 12.5 cm,  
Side: 3.1 cm, cover board: 2.2 × 23.2 cm.

 Item-No. 70651  complete

as above, but only shade with mounting block.

 Item-No. 7065-12  shade + mounting block

1
Sauna Lamp, Wall/Corner Model "Malmö"

complete 7065

2 shade 7065-1

3 Wall Shade "Salo" 8850

4 Corner Shade "Oslo" 8851

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Corner mounting 
with mounting 

block

Wall mounting 
with mounting block

by FINNSA

quality sauna

Lights

Sauna Lights

Wall Shade "Salo"
lampshade
Solid alder wood, cleanly finished, can be combined 
with the 4 ceramic lamps offered below.

Approx. dimensions: W × H × D: 30 × 32 × 16 cm.

 Item-No. 88503    

Corner Shade "Oslo"
lampshade
as above, but corner shade.

Approx. dimensions: B × H × T: 27 × 32 × 12.5 cm

 Item-No. 88514    
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into the dark

FINNSA brings

Light

Spare Interior Light 
"Porvoo" & "Mikkeli"
Heat-resistant plastic base with cover 
glass. Max. 30 W, E 14, suitable up to 
max. 115° C. IP44.

Use only candle-shaped bulbs.

Apr. dim.: L × W × H = 20 × 10 × 8 cm.

 Item-No. 11105  

Sauna Corner Lamp 
"Porvoo"
High-quality, very stable corner lamp 
with low installation depth. Suitable 
for ambient temperatures up to 115 °C.

Scope of delivery: Facing shade, metal 
wall bracket, interior lamp 1110 and 
fixing material. 

Socket E 14. Up to 30 W. Only use candle-
shaped light sources.

 Item-No. 11251  complete (IP44)

 Item-No. 11122  spare wooden shade

Sauna Wall Lamp 
"Mikkeli"
as above, but wall-mounted.

 Item-No. 11203  complete (IP44)

 Item-No. 11114  spare wooden shade

1
Sauna Corner Lamp, "Porvoo"

complete 1125

2 shade 1112

3
Sauna Wall Lamp, "Mikkeli"

complete 1120

4 shade 1111

5 Spare Interior Light "Porvoo" and "Mikkeli" 1110

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sauna Lights
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Sauna Wall Lamp 
"Quadro"
Robust and timeless sauna lamp. 
Heat-resistant plastic base suitable 
up to 125 °C. E 27, 40 or 60 Watt. 
Glass shade ø 19,4 cm. 

 Item-No. 11301    complete (IP44)

 Item-No. 11312    spare shade

Sauna Interior 
Lamp "Raita"
Attractive, practical, versatile and 
easy to mount. Wall or corner moun-
ting possible. 

The shade is adjustable and consists 
of 5 pine wood veneer layers. Untrea-
ted, can be tinted.

Suitable up to 125 °C. E 27, 40 Watt.

Apr. dim.: W × H × D: 15.7 × 23 × 11 mm.

 No. 1110104    complete (IP44)

Spare Interior Light 
for "Quadro"
Heat-resistant plastic base with large 
glass cover. Suitable up to 125 °C. E27, 
40 or 60 Watt. 

IP44, apr. dim.: ø 19.5 cm, H 10.5 cm.

 Item-No. 11323    

Only have installed by an 
expert. Installation with 
distance to the ceiling to 
avoid heat accumulation. 

Energy-saving bulbs are not suitable 
for sauna lighting. Please use only 
commercially available incandescent 
or oven bulbs.

Info

1
Sauna Wall Lamp, "Quadro"

complete 1130

2 shade 1131

3 Spare Interior Light "Quadro" 1132

4 Sauna Interior Lamp, "Raita" complete 111010

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Sauna Lights
Ceramic base white with glass. Suitable up 
to max. 125 °C. When used as a ceiling lamp 
max. 40 W E27, when used as a wall lamp 
max. 60 W E27. 

Approx. dim.: 13 cm long, ø glass 8.5 cm 

 Item-No. 80201   bevelled, IP54 frosted

as above, but with clear glass.

 Item-No. 8020-12   bevelled, IP54 clear

as above, but 13.5 cm long and straight.

 Item-No. 80213   straight, IP54 frosted

as above, but with clear glass.

 Item-No. 8021-14   straight, IP54 clear

Light Bulb 
for sauna lamps
Designed for high temperatures, these bulbs 
are ideal for saunas. Round ball shape. 

Individually packed in carton. Energy effici-
ency class E. 230 V, 40 W, up to 300 °C.

 Item-No. 80515  E 14

 Item-No. 80526  E 27

Halogen Bulb
for sauna light 1110
Halogen. Candle shape. Individually packed 
in cardboard box. Energy efficiency class C.

E14, 230 V, 28 W corresponds to 35 W, 
Length approx. 10 cm incl. thread

 Item-No. 80537  E 14

Halogen Bulb
Halogen. Drop shape. Individually packed 
in cardboard box. Energy efficiency class C.

E27, 230 V, 28 W corresponds to 35 W, 
Length approx. 7,5 cm incl. thread

 Item-No. 80548  E 27

All illuminants are only available  
while stocks last.

Illuminants are excluded from the warranty.

1
Sauna Light, bevelled

frosted 8020

2 clear 8020-1

3
Sauna Light, straight

frosted 8021

4 clear 8021-1

5
Sauna Light Bulb, ball shape

E 14 8051

6 E 27 8052

7 Halogen Light Bulb, candle shape E 14 8053

8 Halogen Light Bulb, drop shape E 27 8054

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sauna Lights | Illuminants
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Holzrahmen aus Erle.

 red,  embodies passion, fire and power and is 
said to have a vitalising effect.

 yellow,  the color of the sun, is supposed to liven 
us up and make our mood cheerful.

 green,  provides mental balance as the basic 
color of nature.

 blue,  the color of the sky and the sea, is said to 
promote relaxation.

   More information at www.collaxx.com.

Colors
Humans

… how

affect

LED technology - unique,  
economical and innovative.
Activate your energy centres with the positive effect 
of light.

 ○ absolutely flicker-free

 ○ homogeneous luminous surface

 ○ 30.000 hours LED life

collaxx coloured lights convince  
with radiant advantages

Temperature resistant up to 125°C

The unique HEAT PROOF TECHNOLOGY.

High luminosity

Intensive luminosity. Suitable for all types 
of infrared and sauna cabins.

Light properties

8 colors. Smooth color transitions. All 
models dimmable.

Water and steam resistant

Color light unit and radio remote control.

Large saunas

Switch several colored lights in parallel 
with one remote control.

Service

At www.collaxx.com you can download 
relaxation journeys under "Moodies" and 
use the "Farbfibel" to find out how the 
colors effect us.

Installation
collaxx colour light units are ideal for retrofit-
ting: Simple mounting with two screws.

cabin ceiling

collaxx colored light

power supply

http://www.collaxx.com
http://www.collaxx.com
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Colored Lights

FL2000F-F4-R1
classic proven design
With its gently rounded edges, this classic blends 
harmoniously into the cabin.

 ○ For cabins up to 3.5 × 3.5 m floor space 

 ○ Switch & dim via radio remote control

 ○ Adjust the lamps brightness

 ○ 90 Power LED's by Osram

Apr. dim.: 36.3 × 26.7 × 3.5 cm, 950 g, 34 Watt, 
Standard power cord approx. 1.80 m.

 Item-No. 83301  alder

 Item-No. 8330-22  obeche

 Item-No. 8330-33  cedar

 Item-No. 8330-44  aspen

FL201VF+F4 
can be integrated almost seamlessly

 ○ For cabins up to 2.5 × 2.5 m floor space 

 ○ only 3.5 mm protrusion

 ○ Switch & dim via radio remote control

 ○ Adjust the lamps brightness

 ○ 56 Power LED's by Osram

Apr. dim.: 32 × 23.5 × 3.5 cm, 600 g, 21 Watt, 
Ceiling cut-out: 30 × 21.5 cm, 
Standard power cord approx. 1.80 m.

 Item-No. 83225  alder

1

collaxx Colored Light  
FL2000F-F4-R1, classic

alder 8330

2 obeche 8330-2

3 cedar 8330-3

4 aspen 8330-4

5 collaxx Coloured Light FL201VF+F4, seamless alder 8322

item description material item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

color examples

aspen frame

obeche frame

alder frame

cedar frame

Colored Lights & Accessories
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FL2000WF-F4
steam bath proof: waterproof

 ○ For cabins up to 3.5 × 3.5 m floor space 

 ○ Switch & dim via radio remote control

 ○ Adjust the lamps brightness

 ○ 90 Power LED's by Osram

Apr. dim.: 33.6 × 24.1 × 3,5 cm, 900 g, 34 Watt, 
Standard power cord approx. 1.80 m.

 Item-No. 83351  without frame

FL201F+F4
with striking edges

 ○ For cabins up to 2.5 × 2.5 m floor space

 ○ No ceiling cut-out required

 ○ Switch & dim via radio remote control

 ○ Adjust the lamps brightness

 ○ 56 Power LED's by Osram

Apr. dim.: 32 × 23.5 × 3.5 cm, 730 g, 21 Watt, 
Standard power cord approx. 1.80 m

 Item-No. 83212  alder

FL202F+F4 
slim and modern design

 ○ For cabins up to 2.5 × 2.5 m floor space

 ○ Invisible mounting – only 33 mm height

 ○ Switch & dim via radio remote control

 ○ Adjust the lamps brightness

 ○ 56 Power LED's by Osram

Apr. dim.: 27.5 × 19 × 3.3 cm, 450 g, 21 Watt, 
Standard power cord approx. 1.80 m.

 Item-No. 83233  obeche

 Item-No. 8323-24  acacia steamed

1 collaxx coloured light FL2000WF-F4, waterproof without frame 8335

2 collaxx coloured light FL201F+F4, striking alder 8321

3
collaxx coloured light FL202F+F4, modern

obeche 8323

4 acacia 8323-2

item description material item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Wall-mounted 
Remote Control
for mounting inside and outside the cabin
as above, but wall-mounted.

Beech, mountain spruce and ash version availa-
ble with delivery time.

Approx. dimensions: 5.5 × 5.5 × 1 cm, 40 g

 Item-No. 8380-24  alder

Round Colored Light 
for small saunas and infrared cabins

 ○ For cabins up to 1.3 × 1.3 m floor space

 ○ Standard power cord approx. 1.40 m

FL50T
Simple touch operation - color change by 
touch.

Approx. dimensions: ø 13.5 × 3.5 cm, 125 g

 Item-No. 83401  max. 16 Watt

FL50F+F4
as above, but with remote control. Several 
FL50F can be combined. 

Approx. dimensions: ø 13.5 × 3.5 cm, 125 g

 Item-No. 83412  max. 16 Watt

Hand-held Remote Control 
4-button radio remote control

 ○ operating modes: single color/automatic, 
color, brightness, dimming

 ○ stepless dimming, 7 colors adjustable

 ○ programmable automatic mode

 ○ easy to retrofit

 ○ wireless

 ○ maintenance-free operation due to long-
life battery

 ○ can be combined with all collaxx devices

Approx. dimensions: 7.5 × 3.9 × 1.6 cm, 40 g

Please keep the remote control in a safe place 
and do not throw it away!

 Item-No. 83803  

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

1
collaxx Colored Light, round

FL50T 8340

2 FL50F+F4 8341

3 Hand-held Remote Control 8380

4 Wall-mounted Remote Control 8380-2
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Modular Colored Light Strips
for all types of saunas and infrared cabins
Indirect lighting behind the backrests or in the ceiling area. 
Mounting in the visible area by cover clips. 

All units are supplied with silicone connecting cables in stan-
dard length. Cables in other lengths are available for all units 
on request.

 ○ directly stackable & flush mountable

 ○ modular design due to Z-routing of the cable

 ○ suitable for temperatures up to 125°C

 ○ smooth color transitions, dimmable

4 × LL49F + F4 

incl. 4 × 49 cm, silicone cable, remote 
control and power supply unit.

 Item-No. 83601  24 LED Watt

2 × LL49F + F4 

incl. 2 × 49 cm, silicone cable, remote 
control and power supply unit.

 Item-No. 83612  12 LED Watt

8 × LL22F + F4 

incl. 8 × 22 cm, silicone cable, remote 
control and power supply unit.

 Item-No. 83623  16 LED Watt

4 × LL22F + F4 

incl. 4 × 22 cm, silicone cable, remote 
control and power supply unit.

 Item-No. 83634  8 LED Watt

2 × LL22F + F4 

incl. 2 × 22 cm, silicone cable, remote 
control and power supply unit.

 Item-No. 83645  4 LED Watt

6 LED watts = approx. 40 watt light bulb 2 LED watts = approx. 15 watt light bulb

1

collaxx Modular Colored Light Strips

4×LL49F+F4 8360

2 2×LL49F+F4 8361

3 8×LL22F+F4 8362

4 4×LL22F+F4 8363

5 2×LL22F+F4 8364

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Continuous Colored Light Strips
for all types of saunas and infrared cabins

 ○ direct and indirect lighting in the visible area

 ○ can be recessed flush with the surface

 ○ can be combined with all other collaxx products

 ○ connection via DC socket

 ○ incl. silicone connection cable

 ○ suitable for temperatures up to 125 °C

 ○ smooth color transitions, dimmable

Approx. dimensions: 1.5 × 1.5 cm

Please note when placing your order:
 ○ radio / wall-mounted remote control (see right) must be ordered separately (not included in the price)

 ○ it is possible to connect several light strips. To do this, specify "light strip with DC socket on both sides" and 
order the required silicone connecting cable (see right) separately (not included in the price)

 ○ with a DC socket on both sides, the light strip is 1 cm longer

 ○ please also specify the desired length of the silicone connection cable (already included in the price)

Ideal: Send us a dimensioned sketch of your sauna cabin via e-mail to info@finnsa.de. 
We will put it together for you and make you a non-binding offer.

Mounting with Retaining Clips
Easy to mount using the transparent 
retaining clips supplied.

Approx. dimensions: W × H: 1.9 × 1.75 cm.

Connection
Recommended connection with DC socket.

1

collaxx Continuous Colored Light Strips

LS 20 cm 8366

2 LS 38 cm 8366-02

3 LS 47 cm 8366-03

4 LS 56 cm 8366-04

5 LS 65 cm 8366-05

6 LS 74 cm 8366-06

7 LS 83 cm 8366-07

8 LS 92 cm 8366-08

9 LS 101 cm 8366-09

10 LS 110 cm 8366-10

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Tip

retaining clip

DC socket

CreativityCreativityLet your

run free...

mailto:info%40finnsa.de?subject=
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All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

11

collaxx Continuous Colored Light Strips

LS 119 cm 8366-11

12 LS 128 cm 8366-12

13 LS 137 cm 8366-13

14 LS 146 cm 8366-14

15 LS 155 cm 8366-15

16 LS 164 cm 8366-16

17 LS 173 cm 8366-17

18 LS 182 cm 8366-18

19 LS 191 cm 8366-19

20 LS 200 cm 8366-20

21

Silicone Connecting Cable

3 m 8350

22 10 m 8351

23 0.35 m 8352

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces

Silicone Connection Cable 
for Light Strips
These silicone connection cables are suitable for use 
inside the sauna cabin and especially for commercial 
saunas.

 Item-No. 835021  3 m, incl. DC adapter

 Item-No. 835122  10 m, incl. DC adapter

 Item-No. 835223  0.35 m

© Courtesy of Saunabau Döbele

Why is the remote control battery 
not replaceable?

 ○ users would have to reliably perform a reset

 ○ seal can only be inserted with special device

 ○ housing not designed for frequent opening/closing

 ○ moisture can corrode battery holder

 ○ necessary battery is not available in retail

However, if everything has been done correctly, the 
battery will last a sauna lifetime anyway. The energy 
lasts for well over 15 years and beyond a million key- 
strokes.

A normal battery holder would encourage many to 
insert standard button cells. However, these are only 
suitable up to 70 °C. Acid could leak out or they could 
explode.
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Loudspeaker

1
Loudspeaker FRS 10 WP

white 5950-1

2 black 5950-2

3
Loudspeaker FR 13 WP

white 5952-1

4 black 5952-2

5 Loudspeaker DL 8 ES stainless steel 5954

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Full-range Loudspeaker FRS 10 WP
for sauna, 10 cm (4")
With glass fibre cone, plastic basket and grate, balanced 
frequency response, high efficiency, good mid- and high-
frequency reproduction. 

Due to permanent weather resistance, especially suitable 
for outdoor installations, swimming pools, saunas and as 
built-in speakers for boats, ships and open vehicles.

 ○ Functional at low temperatures

 ○ Suitable for use in damp locations, seawater-proof

 ○ 120 °C temperature-resistant, plastic: PC (UL 94: V-0)

 Item-No. 5950-11  white

 Item-No. 5950-22  black

Ceiling Loudspeaker DL 8 ES
universal, 8 cm (3,3")
Ceiling speaker made of stainless steel with brushed finish. 
Suitable for installation in suspended ceilings of all materials. 
Efficient mounting in circular hole cut-out with spring clips, 
electrical connection with compression spring clip.

 ○ Functional at low temperatures

 ○ Suitable for outdoor use, UV-resistant

 ○ Installation in suspended ceilings in damp rooms 
and heat cabins

 Item-No. 59545  brushed stainless steel

Full-range Loudspeaker FR 13 WP
universal, 13 cm (5")
With injection-moulded plastic cone and plastic basket and 
grate. Corrosion- and water-proof due to magnet cladding 
and silicone coating of the supply cable. Clear high-fre-
quency reproduction. Suitable for outdoor installations.

 ○ Functional at low temperatures

 ○ Suitable for use in damp locations, seawater-proof

 ○ 80 °C temperature-resistant, plastic:  ASA (UL 94: HB)

 Item-No. 5952-13  white

 Item-No. 5952-24  black

Technical data:
Rated load-carrying capacity
Maximum power handling
Impedance
Frequency range (-10 dB)
Average sound pressure level
Net weight

25 Watt
50 Watt
8 Ω
90–19000 Hz
90 dB (1 W/1 m)
360 g

Technical data:
Rated load-carrying capacity
Maximum power handling
Impedance
Frequency range (-10 dB)
Average sound pressure level
Net weight

40 Watt
60 Watt
4 Ω
70 – 16000 Hz
85 dB (1 W/1 m)
290 g

Technical data:
Rated load-carrying capacity
Maximum power handling
Impedance
Frequency range (-10 dB)
Average sound pressure level
Net weight

10 Watt
30 Watt
8 Ω
100-2000 Hz
84 dB (1 W/1 m)
330 g
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ristbands

Our lanyards type I, II and III are sea and chlorine water re-
sistant. With stainless steel buckle. Insensitive to chemicals. 
Also suitable for saunas.

When ordering, please tell us the color as well as the desired 
numbering. Delivery time: approx. 1-2 weeks. 

Perlon Wristband
lanyard type I
Made of braided perlon, structure-strengthened. Protected against 
dirt and moisture by surface sealing, shrink-proof, incl. plastic 
number plate with numbering up to 4 numbers, incl. key faste-
ning loop.

Approx. dimensions: 1.2 cm wide.

 Item-No. 14201    with number plate and loop

 Item-No. 14212    with number plate without loop

 Item-No. 14303    without number plate without loop

Perlon Wristband
lanyard type II
As item-no. 1420, but instead of the number plate with a key capsu-
le made of marcolon for inserting the key. 

When ordering, please send a sample key to adapt the size of the 
capsule to the key.

 Item-No. 14224    with capsule and loop

Spare Parts / Accessories 
for Perlon Wristbands I and II
 Item-No. 14315    key attachment loop for band type II

 Item-No. 1431-26    key attachment loop for band type I

 Item-No. 14327    number plate, plastic, with number

 Item-No. 1432-18    number plate, plastic, without number

 Item-No. 14339    key capsule, macrolon, with number

 Item-No. 1433-110    key capsule, macrolon, without number

 Item-No. 143411    loose band loop for perlon bands

1 Perlon Band, Type I, with number plate and loop all colors 1420+No.

2 Perlon Band, Type I, with number plate without loop all colors 1421+No.

3 Perlon Band, Type I all colors 1430

4 Perlon Band, Type II all colors 1422+No.

5
Key Attachment Loop

long 1431

6 short 1431-2

7
Number Plate

w/ number 1432

8 w/o number 1432-1

9
Key Capsule

w/ number 1433

10 w/o number 1433-1

11 Loose Band Loop for Perlon Band 1434

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

wristband colors 
I and II

green

gray

red

yellow

blue

black

Item-No. 1420

Item-No. 1421

Item-No. 1430

Item-No. 1422

Lanyards / Wristbands
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Rubber Wristband 
lanyard type III
Compact lanyard made of 100% rubber. The key is 
firmly attached to the lanyard by means of a special 
push button and is swivelled in to prevent injury. The 
numbering is embossed.

 Item-No. 14251    rubber wristband w/ number

 Item-No. 1425-12    rubber wristband w/o number (w/o ill.)

 Item-No. 14263    push button for key attachment

 Item-No. 14274    loose band loop for wristband type III

 Item-No. 14285    chrome clasp for wristband type III

Highly Elastic Spiral Band
Best quality. Simply put it on and you're done. Hygienic, 
quick and clean. With key ring.

 Item-No. 66126    green

 Item-No. 66137    yellow

Number Round Plate
Ideally suited for combination with the highly elastic 
spiral bands offered above.

Aluminium Round Plate, silver with hole, ø 3 cm.

 Item-No. 78208    aluminium, with number in black

Plastic Round Plate, black with hole, ø 3 cm.

 Item-No. 78219    plastic, black, with number in white

Plastic Round Plate, white with hole, ø 3 cm.

 Item-No. 782210    plastic, white, with number in black

Wristbands
dressing room

1
Rubber Wristband, Type III

w/ number 1425+No.

2 w/o number 1425-1

3 Push Button for Fastening black 1426

4 Loose Band Loop for Wristband Type III all colors 1427

5 Chrome Clasp for Wristband Type III 1428

6
Spiral Band

green 6612

7 yellow 6613

8

Number Round Plate

aluminium 7820

9 black 7821

10 white 7822

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Item-No. 1425

wistband colors type III

gray red blue yellow green orange
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Knight
of the sauna...

Sauna Diploma
Present your customers with this sauna 
diploma and make them knights of 
the sauna.

Size DIN A4, 2-colored, printed on 
strong special cardboard.

 Item-No. 51101    German

Sauna Instruction
This humorous guide demonstrates the pro-
cess of a soothing sauna bath. 

Printed in 4 colors on chromosulphate board, 
300 g quality. Top side water-repellent 
covered with matt foil.

 Item-No. 5120-22    DIN A4 German

 Item-No. 51203    DIN A3 German

 Item-No. 5125-24    DIN A4 English

 Item-No. 51255    DIN A3 English

Rules
stick to the

1 Sauna Diploma, German DIN A4 5110

2
Sauna Instruction, German

DIN A4 5120-2

3 DIN A3 5120

4
Sauna Instruction, English

DIN A4 5125-2

5 DIN A3 5125

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Gift & Information Material
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the most important rules along the way.

Notice Board 
"sauna – the right way"
Illustrated bathing instructions, printed in  
three colors. Hard PVC, water, steam and 
abrasion resistant, not heat resistant. 

 Item-No. 39101    DIN A4 German

 Item-No. 39152    DIN A4 English (w/o illust.)

 Item-No. 39113    DIN A2 German (w/o illust.)

Brochure
"everything about sauna bathing"
This brochure contains everything worth 
knowing about sauna and sauna bathing. 
An introduction by Dr. med. I. Fritzsche and 
Dr. W. Fritzsche.

 Item-No. 39306    German

 Item-No. 39317    English

 Item-No. 39328    French

Notice Board
"cycle of recovery"
Multicolored informative notice board about 
the sauna bathing procedure. On strong hard 
PVC, waterproof.

 Item-No. 39214    DIN A3 German

Notice Board 
"steam bathing"
Inform your guests about the correct beha-
viour during steam bathing with this clear 
board.

 Item-No. 39405    DIN A3 German

1

Notice Board "sauna - the right way"

A4 German 3910

2 A4 English 3915

3 A2 German 3911

4 Notice Board "cycle of recovery" A3 German 3921

5 Notice Board "steam bathing" A3 German 3940

6

Brochure "everything about sauna bathing"

German 3930

7 English 3931

8 French 3932

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Wall-mounted Hair Dryer  
Hotello BLDC 1500 W

 ○ Extremely compact (14.7 × 23.8 cm)
 ○ Flexible hose 1.20 m
 ○ Powerful airflow
 ○ Durable "Heavy Duty" motor ENDURO Brushless BLDC
 ○ Automatic switch-on after handle removal
 ○ 8 min. safety time-out switch
 ○ Cool-touch handle, rotatable
 ○ Practical wall mounting without opening the unit
 ○ Electrical fixed connection or direct plug connection
 ○ Incl. screws/dowels for wall mounting
 ○ Protection level IP34
 ○ Splash-proof

 Item-No. 91221  white

Hair Dryer
the professional

for public facilities      with 
high frequency of use

Suitable for swimming pools, gyms, spas, 
wellness clubs, fitness studios,  
public saunas, etc.

1 Hair Dryer Hotello BLDC 1500 W white 9122

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Hair Dryers
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Hair Dryers
secure

for smaller public facilities       with  
low frequency of use

Suitable for smaller swimming pools,  
sport centers, spas, wellness clubs,  

gyms, public saunas, etc.

Hand Hair Dryer  
Swiss Silent Jet  
Push 2000 W

 ○ Collector motor AC LONG-LIFE

 ○ On/Off pressure switch

 ○ 6 temperature/airflow 
switch combinations

 ○ Removable metal filter

 ○ TOUCH ME cool nozzle (7.5 cm)

 ○ Spiral cable

 Item-No. 91422  black

Hand 
Hair Dryer  
Silent Jet  
Protect 2000W 

 ○ Ondulating nozzle

 ○ On/Off pressure switch

 ○ 6 temperature/airflow switch  
combinations

 ○ Removable metal filter

 ○ Collector motor AC LONG-LIFE

 ○ Wall bracket with ELECTROSTOP fault-current 
circuit breaker <= 10mA

 ○ Wall holder with on/off safety switch

 Item-No. 91431  white

1 Hair Dryer Silent Jet Protect 2000 W white 9143

2 Hair Dryer Swiss Silent Jet Push 2000 W black 9142

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Hand Hair Dryer 
Action Push
hair dryer 1600 W

 ○ Corrugated wire heating element SECURITY

 ○ On/off pressure switch

 ○ Sliding button: 2 fan speeds, 3 temperature levels

 ○ Cool down stage

 ○ Ondulating nozzle

 ○ Spiral cable

 Item-No. 91401  silver/black

Hand Hair Dryer  
Excel 1800 W

 ○ With wall holder

 ○ Thermally safe

 ○ Corrugated wire heating element SECURITY

 ○ 6 temperature/airflow switching combinations

 ○ Cooling button

 ○ Ondulating nozzle

 ○ Removable filter

 ○ Weight without cable 354 g

 Item-No. 91413  black

Suitable for guest rooms or bathrooms 
of hotels, boarding houses, ship cabins 

as well as private flats.

Applies to all hair dryers on this double page.

Hair Dryer
for non-public        areas

the ideal

Wall Holder
Universal wall holder for hand hair dryers.

 Item-No. 91452  black

1 Hair Dryer Action Push 1600 W silver/black 9140

2 Universal Wall Holder for Hand Hair Dryer black 9145

3 Hair Dryer Excel 1800 W black 9141

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Spare Hose with Handle
Suitable replacement hose for item-no. 9120 and 9122.

 Item-No. 91213  silver/black (without illustration)

 Item-No. 9121-14  white (without illustration)

1
Hair Dryer Hotello 1200 W

silver/black 9120

2 white 9120-1

3
Spare Hose with Handle for Hotello

silver/black 9121

4 white 9121-1

5 Hair Dryer Premium 1100 W white 9130

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Hand 
Hair Dryer  
Premium 1100W  

 ○ On/Off pressure switch

 ○ 1 temperature/fan stage

 ○ Ondulating nozzle

 ○ Corrugated wire heating  
element SECURITY

 ○ Wall holder with mains connection without switch

 Item-No. 91305  white

 Wall-mounted  
Hair Dryer  

Hotello 1200W
 ○ Powerful air flow

 ○ Automatic switch-on after 
handle removal

 ○ 8 min. safety time switch

 ○ Cool-touch handle, rotatable

 ○ Flexible hose 1.2 m

 ○ Practical wall mounting  
without opening the unit

 ○ Electrical fixed connection/ 
direct plug connection

 ○ Incl. screws/dowels for wall 
mounting

 ○ Degree of protection IP34

 ○ Corrugated wire heating 
element SECURITY

 Item-No. 91201  silver/black

 Item-No. 9120-12  white

5
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Seca Culta 786  
Mechanical Column Scale
with large circular display
Scale in classic, minimalist design. Tread surface 
made of non-slip, skin-friendly and grooved 
natural rubber. Therefore safe standing and 
easy cleaning of the scale. Has practical trans-
port wheels.

 ○ Load capacity: 150 kg

 ○ Increments: 500 g

 ○ Function: Zeroing device

 Item-No. 72411  

The scales 7240, 7241 and 7220  
can be walked on with wet feet, 
but are not suitable for wet areas 
where they stand permanently  

on wet floors!

Seca 755  
Mechanical Column Scale 
with BMI display
In addition to weight display, display of BMI. 
Large circle display. Once the weight has been 
determined, the BMI scale makes it easy to read 
off the range, which is divided into underweight, 
normal and overweight by color. Flat tread surface 
and practical transport wheels.

 ○ Load capacity: 160 kg

 ○ Increments: 500 g

 ○ Function: BMI

 Item-No. 72402  

1 Scale Seca Culta 786 7241

2 Scale Seca 755, with BMI display 7240

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Scales
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Scales by

precision

1 Scale Seca Robusta 813 white/black 7222

2 Scale Seca Colourata 760 ecru 7220

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Seca Colorata 760
The classic, robust pointer scale with precise weighing mechanism. 
Housing with chrome-plated protective ring. Tread surface made of 
grooved natural rubber. Not for damp rooms.

 ○ Load capacity 150 kg, increments 1000 g

 ○ Function: Zeroing device

 Item-No. 72202    ecru

Seca Robusta 813
with wide tread
Robust scale with extra wide tread and high load capacity. Flat design 
for easy stepping on. Not for damp rooms.

 ○ Solid steel frame

 ○ Non-slip rubber feet for safe standing

 ○ Large LCD display for easy reading

 ○ Step-off function for weighing without switching on

 ○ Load capacity 200 kg, increments 100 g

 ○ Functions: Auto-HOLD, Step-Off, Tip-On automatic on/off

 Item-No. 72221    white/black
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 Benches

Comfortable
in the dressing

Dressing Room Bench, short 
Welded square tube construction in first-class work-
manship. Bench frame with height adjusters. Seat 
slats made of high-quality, white plastic profiles or 
beech slats. Uni-colored powder coating.

Apr. dim.: H × W × D: 43/42 × 100 × 37 cm, assembled.

 Item-No. 29704    seat slat plastic, white, 11 kg

 Item-No. 2970-25    seat slat beech, 13 kg

Dressing Room Bench, long
as described above.

Apr. dim.: H × W × D: 43/42 × 200 × 37 cm, assembled.

 Item-No. 29716    seat slat plastic, white, 19 kg

 Item-No. 2971-27    seat slat beech, 23 kg

Please specify the desired frame color.

1
Bathroom Clothes Hanger, incl. Net Bag

short 0320

2 long 0310

3 Net Bag for Bathroom Clothes Hanger single 0321

4
Dressing Room Bench, 100 cm long

plastic 2970

5 beech 2970-2

6
Dressing Room Bench, 200 cm long

plastic 2971

7 beech 2971-2

item description material item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Bathroom Clothes 
Hanger 
incl. net bag
Hanger with various hanging hooks 
made of impact-resistant and break-
proof plastic (PP) and net bag made 
of cotton.

Hanger short, with net bag,  
Apr. dim. without net bag: 41 × 18 cm.

 Item-No. 03201    

as above, but long. Net bag corre-
sponds to that of item no. 0320.

Hanger long, with net bag,  
Apr. dimensions: 41 × 61 cm.

  Item-No. 03102    

Net Bag
Single net bag made of cotton.

 Item-No. 03213    without illust.

Hangers & Net Bags | Dressing Room Benches

room
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Kneipp Hose
without wall holder
Union nut, double-walled, food-safe. With metal outlet 
sleeve. All connecting parts made of stainless steel. 

Spout sleeve fits exactly in solid metal wall holder item- 
no. 3227/3229. Not included in delivery.

All versions are DVGW-tested.

Approx. dimensions: hose 2.5 m long.

½" union nut, ½" hose

 Item-No. 32221    white

 Item-No. 3222-022    silver

¾" union nut, ¾" hose

 Item-No. 32243    white

 Item-No. 3224-014    black

 Item-No. 3224-025    silver

1" union nut, ¾" hose

 Item-No. 32216    white

 Item-No. 3221-017    black 

 Item-No. 3221-028    silver 

Kneipp Hose 
with adjustable jet nozzle, without wall holder
Spot to sieve jet infinitely adjustable. Union nut, adju-
stable jet nozzle, double-walled, food-safe. With all 
connecting parts made of stainless steel.

Jet nozzle fits exactly into solid metal wall holder, item-
no. 3227. Not included in delivery. 

All versions are DVGW-tested.

Approx. dimensions: hose 2.5 m long.

¾" union nut, ¾" hose

 Item-No. 32239    white

 Item-No. 3223-0110    black

 Item-No. 3223-0211    silver

1
Kneipp Hose ½", without wall holder

white 3222

2 silver 3222-02

3

Kneipp Hose ¾", without wall holder

white 3224

4 black 3224-01

5 silver 3224-02

6

Kneipp Hose 1",  without wall holder

white 3221

7 black 3221-01

8 silver 3221-02

9
Kneipp Hose ¾",   
with jet nozzle, without wall holder

white 3223

10 black 3223-01

11 silver 3223-02

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Kneipp Hoses & Accessories
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with rubber protection ring, without wall holder
The shower hose gives a soft, pleasant jet. The risk of 
injury and tile breakage is considerably minimised by 
the rubber protection ring.

Union nut. Connecting parts made of stainless steel. 
All versions are DVGW-tested.

Approx. dimensions: hose 2.5 m long.

¾" union nut, ¾" hose

 Item-No. 32321    white

 Item-No. 3232-012    black

 Item-No. 3232-023    silver

Full Metal Wall Holder
made of stainless steel for Kneipp hoses
Suitable for the Kneipp hoses described before. The 
metal outlet sleeve of the Kneipp hoses fits perfectly 
into the wall holder.

For ½" hose with connection

 Item-No. 32299    stainless steel

For ¾" hose with connection

 Item-No. 322710    stainless steel

Hose 
double walled, food-safe
All versions are DVGW-tested.

½", product sold by meter

 Item-No. 3292-14    white

 Item-No. 3292-55    silver

¾", product sold by meter 

 Item-No. 3292-26    white

 Item-No. 3292-47    black

 Item-No. 3292-68    silver

1
Shower Hose with rubber protection ring, 
without wall holder

white 3232

2 black 3232-01

3 silver 3232-02

4
Hose ½", product sold by meter

white 3292-1

5 silver 3292-5

6

Hose ¾", product sold by meter

white 3292-2

7 black 3292-4

8 silver 3292-6

9
Full Metal Wall Holder, stainless steel

for ½" 3229

10 for ¾" 3227

item description color/size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Please note that all our 
Kneipp hoses are cold 
water hoses.
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Full-Metal 
Wall Valve
heavy duty version
With backflow preventer. Stainless 
steel valve seat and metal handle.

¾" wall socket,  
¾" hose connection thread

 Item-No. 32651  

½" wall socket,  
¾" hose connection thread

 Item-No. 32662  

½" wall socket,  
½" hose connection thread

 Item-No. 32673  

Wall Connection 
Bracket
full metal
Universal wall connection bracket 
with ½" or ¾" wall connection and 
¾" hose connection thread.

Double nipple for ½" or ¾" wall 
connection included.

 Item-No. 32604   reflux-proof

½" wall connection with ½" hose 
connection thread.

 Item-No. 32625   reflux-proof

Combi Wall Holder
wall connection + wall holder
With ¾" wall connection, ¾" hose 
connection thread and ¾" wall 
holder for hose, chrome-plated.

 Item-No. 32286  

1

Full-Metal Wall Valve

¾" – ¾" 3265

2 ¾" – ½" 3266

3 ½" – ½" 3267

4
Wall Connection Bracket

¾" – ¾" / ½" 3260

5 ½" – ½" 3262

6 Combi Wall Holder ¾" – ¾" 3228

item description connection item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Vitality  
Dousing Shower
with ball joint
Particularly mobile due to swivelling ball 
joint. Solid cast brass design. Long service 
life without maintenance.

 Item-No. 32101   ½ " connection

 Item-No. 32112   ¾ " connection

 Item-No. 32123   1 " connection

Item-No.

liters/min at pressure (bar) 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

½ " 3210 13 40 77 89 96

¾ " 3211 110 120 124 130 135

1 " 3212 115 125 131 138 145

dimensions (for sketch) A mm B mm T mm kg netto

½ " 3210 120 88 80 0.6

¾ " 3211 150 142 80 1.6

1 " 3212 152 142 80 1.7

Power Dousing Shower
Heavy duty version. Suitable for com- 
mercial wellness areas. In an elegantly curved  
shape for optimised jet formation.

With firmly connected, smooth brass pipe Ø 5 cm, Threaded 
connection L 5 cm without ball joint with solid thrust rosette Ø 
7.3 cm - height 1.5 cm. Connection pipe 1 ¼".

Approx. dimensions: L × B × H: 20 × 14.2 × 8 cm.

 Item-No. 32134  

1

Vitality Dousing Shower

½" connect. 3210

2 ¾" connect. 3211

3 1" connect. 3212

4 Power Dousing Shower 3213

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Dousing Showers

swivelling
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Like a gentle summer rain:

KNAUSS rain  
rain shower
Do you know the feeling when you unex-
pectedly get caught in a light shower on a 
hot summer day? KNAUSS rain gives you 
this benefit every day.

KNAUSS rain 
Rain Shower Head
complete with wall arm
as above, but with wall arm.

Approx. dim.: 30 cm long, ø 20 cm.

 Item-No. 32772    

KNAUSS rain 
Rain Shower Head
complete with ceiling arm
With ½" ball joint connection, monsoon 
effect with particularly soft rain flow, solid 
chrome-plated brass.

Plate shape with anti-limescale plastic 
nozzles.

Approx. dim.: 10 cm long, ø 20 cm.

 Item-No. 32751    

that are fun!
Rain showers

KNAUSS rain 
Rain Shower Head
as above, but only shower head.

Approx. dimensions: ø 20 cm.

 Item-No. 3272-23   

1

KNAUSS rain Rain Shower, plate shape

ceiling arm 3275

2 wall arm 3277

3 shower head 3272-2

item description item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Rain Showers
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KNAUSS pro 
Overhead Shower
With ½" union nut with anti-limescale system 
and 3 different jet options, made of chrome-
plated plastic. With plastic nozzles.

Approx. dimensions: ø 8 cm.

 Item-No. 32781   

KNAUSS rain 
Shower Arm
wall mounting
as above, but wall mounting.

for wall mounting ½" × ½"

 Item-No. 32824   30 cm long

 Item-No. 32885   45 cm long

The jet 
makes vital  

- with monsoon  
effect

KNAUSS rain 
Shower Arm
ceiling mounting
Brass version, chrome-plated with threaded 
spigot length 4 cm and rosette ø 6,5 cm.

for ceiling mounting ½" × ½"

 Item-No. 32852   10 cm long

 Item-No. 32873   30 cm long

1 KNAUSS pro Overhead Shower Ø 8 cm 3278

2 KNAUSS rain Shower Arm, 
for ceiling mounting

L 10 cm 3285

3 L 30 cm 3287

4 KNAUSS rain Shower Arm, 
for wall mounting

L 30 cm 3282

5 L 45 cm 3288

item description size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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Bucket Surge Shower 
Water connection via shower hose or hose screw connec-
tion. Connection to 3/8'' or 1/2'' external thread possible 
from the left or right (hose not included).

 ○ Good dosing with low tractive force

 ○ Water content adjustable at the filling valve (5.5 - 15 l)

 ○ 3 stainless steel hoops, large 29 l bucket made of Kambala

 ○ strong white pull rope made of PES cordage

 ○ incl. complete mounting device made of V2A-stainless 
steel and float valve 

 ○ can be mounted on wall or ceiling

Apr. dim.: bucket Ø top 41 cm, H 31.5 cm, distance flush 
approx. 50 cm. total weight approx. 12 kg.

Interior Version

Bucket with transparent hygienic seal.

 Item-No. 89201  

Exterior Version V2A 

Bucket coated with weather protection glaze on outside, blue  
on inside. Mounting device made of V2A stainless steel.

 Item-No. 89212  

Exterior Version V4A

Bucket coated with weather protection glaze on outside, blue on  
inside. Mounting device made of V4A stainless steel. Resilient.

 Item-No. 89223  

Spare Parts for  
Bucket Surge Shower
Individual spare parts for the bucket surge shower.

 Item-No. 89604  Bucket, interior version

 Item-No. 89615  Bucket, exterior version

 Item-No. 89646  Mounting with Swivel Axis, V2A

 Item-No. 89657  Mounting with Swivel Axis, V4A

 Item-No. 89628  Float Valve

 Item-No. 89639  Rope, made of PES cordage

1

Bucket Surge Shower, complete

interior 8920

2 exterior V2A 8921

3 exterior V4A 8922

4
Spare Bucket for Bucket Surge Shower

interior 8960

5 exterior 8961

6 Spare Mounting with Swivel Axis 
for Bucket Surge Shower

V2A 8964

7 V4A 8965

8 Spare Float Valve for Bucket Surge Shower 8962

9 Spare Rope for Bucket Surge Shower 8963

item description version item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Illustration similar, but with 3 stainless steel hoops

the 
»rustic«
delight

Bucket Surge Shower

4
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correct cloth application

   WC, urinal basin

   Washbasin, mirror, tiles

   Furniture

   Surfaces in the kitchen area

Copper + Cleaning Cloth
with copper pigments
Developed together with the University of Innsbruck and 
consisting of microfibres refined with copper pigments. 
Removes dirt, viruses and bacteria from smooth surfaces 
simply by wiping with water. 

Over 99.9 % of the viruses/bacteria absorbed are retained 
in the cloth and inactivated within a short time. Reduces 
the risk of spreading germs. 

Approx. dimensions: 32 × 32 cm.

 Item-No. 92305    PU 1 piece

Disposable Overshoes
Extra strong, hammered, with elastic, color blue.

 Item-No. 34856    PU 100 pieces

Microfibre Cloth
With abrasive cleaning strips. Bristles loosen stubborn dirt, 
soft fibres absorb water and loosened dirt. The reverse 
side is suitable for wiping and for sensitive surfaces.

Approx. dimensions: 40 × 40 cm, weight: 68 g, 
Washable up to 90 °C, suitable for tumble dryer.

 Item-No. 3460-11    red

 Item-No. 3460-22    yellow

 Item-No. 3460-33    blue

 Item-No. 3460-44    green

1

Microfibre Cloth

red 3460-1

2 yellow 3460-2

3 blue 3460-3

4 green 3460-4

5 Copper + Cleaning Cloth PU 1 piece 9230

6 Disposable Overshoes PU 100 pcs. 3485

item description color/PU item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Cleaning Accessories
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Detergents & Disinfectants

Lahti OULUJÄRVI 
Sauna Protection & 
Care Product
safe, healthy and eco-friendly
OULUJÄRVI is a pure natural product on 
organic basis whose regular use makes 
your sauna look like new longer. Annoying 
moisture deposits on sauna benches are 
now a thing of the past.

 ○ Suitable for all wooden surfaces in 
the sauna and wellness area

 ○ Permanently prevents moisture 
buildup and staining

 ○ Made on a natural basis, derma-
tologically safe and heat resistant

1 liter sufficient for the treatment of 10 m² 
of bench surface (2 operations).

 Item-No. 38801  500 ml   

 Item-No. 38812  5 liter (w/o illust.)

Lahti PURUVESI 
Sauna Basic Cleaner
PURUVESI is a sauna wood cleaner for 
sauna benches and other untreated 
wooden surfaces. Cleaned surfaces are 
optimally prepared for subsequent post-
treatment with OULUJÄRVI.

 ○ Suitable for all wooden surfaces in 
the sauna and wellness area

 ○ Made on a natural basis

 ○ 100% organic, vegan, odorless

 ○ Without pollutants and solvents

1 liter sufficient for a bench surface of 
about 20 m² (1 operation).

 Item-No. 38823  NEW 500 ml  

 Item-No. 38834  NEW 5 liter (w/o ill.)

Lahti TAAJUUS 
Sauna Maintenance 
Cleaner
TAAJUUS is a maintenance cleaner for 
once or twice weekly care of sauna benches 
and other untreated wooden surfaces.

 ○ Suitable for all wooden surfaces in 
the sauna and wellness area

 ○ Made on a natural basis

 ○ 100% organic, vegan, odorless

 ○ Without pollutants and solvents

1 liter sufficient for a bench surface of 
about 40 m².

 Item-No. 38845  NEW 500 ml   

 Item-No. 38856  NEW 5 liter (w/o ill.)

1 Lahti OULUJÄRVI  
Sauna Wood Protection & Care Product

500 ml 3880

2 5 liter 3881

3 Lahti PURUVESI  
Sauna Wood Basic Cleaner

500 ml 3882

4 5 liter 3883

5 Lahti TAAJUUS  
Sauna Wood Maintenance Cleaner

500 ml 3884

6 5 liter 3885

item description container size item number fixed price 

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

organic triple  
protection

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0oN1HhYlIY
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With products from Lahti, your sauna and wellness 
facility will stay fresh and clean longer as on the 
first day. 

These are also good for the environment: Lahti 
products are biologically based, dermatologically 
safe and do not evaporate - even under high sauna 
temperatures.

BestThe

for the sauna

Lahti  
Sauna Care Set
for perfect protection & easy cleaning
This care set especially for sauna woods guarantees 
the protection and cleaning of your sauna. Supple-
mented by appropriate accessories, you can clean 
and protect all natural wood indoors from dirt with 
this "carefree package".

 ○ 1 × 500 ml Lahti PURUVESI basic cleaner

 ○ 1 × 500 ml Lahti OULUJÄRVI protection & care

 ○ 1 × Grinding sponge

 ○ 1 × Cleaning cloth

 ○ 1 × Processing sponge

 ○ 1 pair of gloves and care instructions

 Item-No. 3889-11  NEW Sauna Care Set in carton   

Lahti  
Sauna Pure Set
for regular cleaning & disinfection
This set especially for sauna woods guarantees gentle 
cleaning and disinfection of your sauna. Supplemented 
by appropriate accessories, you can use this complete 
solution to clean and disinfect all natural wood indoors.

 ○ 1 × 500 ml Lahti TAAJUUS maintenance cleaner

 ○ 1 × 500 ml Lahti HYGIENIA PRO disinfectant

 ○ 1 × Special cleaning sponge

 ○ 1 × Cleaning cloth

 ○ 1 pair of gloves and care instructions

 Item-No. 3889-22  NEW Sauna Pure Set in carton   

1 Lahti Sauna Care Set 3889-1

2 Lahti Sauna Pure Set 3889-2

item description item number fixed price 

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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cleaning 
agent

ProductWhich

for your application area?

With the adjacent table you can find out which of our 
cleaning and disinfecting agents is the right one for you.

Outlet Tap
Suitable for 10 liter canisters.

 Item-No. 3496-23  

Sauna 
Cleaning Agent
ideal surface cleaner
Very mild material-compatible  
cleaner for streak-free cleaning of  
all water-resistant surfaces, e.g. wood,  
plastic, metal and ceramics.

Does not contain any ingredients that form layers. Dries without 
streaks. Alcohol ensures rapid drying.

Application: Damp/wet wipe method with a lint-free cloth or 
mop. Always use diluted.

 Item-No. 34581   1 liter

Dosing Device
Suitable for 1 liter bottles. 
For dosages from 5 to 20 ml.

 Item-No. 34952   

1 Sauna Cleaning Agent 1 liter 3458

2 Dosing Device 3495

3 Outlet Tap 3496-2

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

pH value acidic 
e. g. lime, cement film, rust film

pH value neutral 
sensitive surfaces e. g. marble

pH value alkaline 
e. g. grease, soap-residues, coating agents

Disinfectants and Cleaning Agents

FINNSA All-
Purpose Cleaner
Item-No. 3430

concentrate
grease, oil, heavy 
dirt on alkali-re-
sistant surfaces

very strong, 
powerhouse, 
alkaline

Desonal Surface 
Disinfectant
Item-No. 
3410/3416

concentrate
disinfects and  
cleans water- 
resistant surfaces

neutral, mild,  
VAH-compliant

Disinfectants

Desonal Rapid 
Disinfectant
Item-No. 
3490/3492

ready-to-use

disinfects very 
compatible with 
materials, espe-
cially wood

against corona 
viruses, bacteria, 
fungi, long-term 
effect, VAH-
compliant

Desonal Hand 
Disinfectant RKI
Item-No. 3459

ready-to-use

well suited for 
allergy sufferers, 
as without other 
additives

particularly strong 
against viruses 
(also Corona), 
alcohol, Official 
RKI formulation, 
VAH-compliant

Special Cleaning Agents

FINNSA  
Sanitary Cleaner
Item-No. 3452

concentrate and 
ready-to-use

limescale stains on  
tiles and sanitary  
installations, rust,  
incrustations

very strongly 
acidic, free of 
hydrochloric acid, 
thickened

Uni Speed  
Plastic Cleaner
Item-No. 
3441/3443

ready-to-use

clean plastic 
couches, furniture 
& covers with the 
microfibre cloth

fast, simple, 
productive

FINNSA  
Sauna Des
Item-No. 
3420/3421

ready-to-use

environmentally 
friendly wood 
bleaching, stain 
removal

bleaches without 
changing the wood  
structure, decom-
poses to water and  
oxygen, no residues

Cleaning Agents

Sauna  
Cleaning Agent
Item-No. 3458

concentrate
Cleans all wash- 
able and water- 
resistant surfaces

Very economical, 
glossy result, 
quick-drying
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All-Purpose Cleaner
disinfecting, biocidal and fungicidal properties
For the maintenance cleaning of sanitary facilities, 
changing rooms and shower and wash cubicles. 

Grease, oil and soap deposits are quickly and reliably 
removed from all alkali- and water-resistant surfaces. 
Also effective against corona viruses. Also suitable 
for use in high-pressure cleaners.

Application: Dilute and apply manually with sponge/
cloth. Allow to act for 10 min., rinse with water.

BAuA registration number N-44405

                Item-No. 34301   1 liter

Desonal  
Surface Disinfectant
disinfection and cleaning
Suitable for all water-resistant surfaces. Can be used 
e.g. in leisure pools, gyms and hotels. Free of alde-
hydes and alcohols. VAH-compliant.

Effective against bacteria, viruses, yeasts, fungi, sal-
monellae, hepatitis B pathogens and coronaviruses.

Application: Dilute, apply with mop/cloth, leave to 
act, rinse with plenty of water and dry.

BAuA registration number N-44375

 Item-No. 34102   1 liter

 Item-No. 34163   10 liters (without illustration)

Desonal  
Rapid Disinfectant
immediately ready for use
Liquid broad-spectrum disinfectant for saunas, solariums, 
fitness equipment. Also suitable for spray disinfection.

Effective against bacteria, fungi, viruses, yeasts, MRSA, 
HIV, rotaviruses, hepatitis B, E.Coli, noroviruses, 
influenza (H1N1) and coronaviruses. 

Application: Apply undiluted with cloth/mop cover 
and leave to act for 1 min. (30 min. for noroviruses). 
Wipe thoroughly with a damp cloth, rinse and dry.

BAuA registration number N-44374

 Item-No. 34904   500 ml

 Item-No. 34925   10 liters (without illustration)

1 FINNSA All-Purpose Cleaner 1 liter 3430

2 Desonal Surface Disinfectant  
and Cleaner

1 liter 3410

3 10 liters 3416

4
Desonal Rapid Disinfectant

500 ml 3490

5 10 liters 3492

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

disinfectants

disinfection  
and cleaning 

agents
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FINNSA Sanitary Cleaner
dissolves limescale & other deposits
For basic and maintenance cleaning of heavily soiled, 
acid-resistant sanitary facilities. Not for light metals, 
galvanised sheet metal, marble, enamel, limestone.

Check material compatibility before use! Do not use 
undiluted on fittings. Particularly low-odour.

Application: Pre-water the surface,  
apply with suitable equipment, allow 
to react, rinse with water.

  Item-No. 34522   1 liter

Uni Speed  
Plastic Cleaner
ready for use
Optimal for the quick and thorough cleaning of plastic 
couches and covers. Also for all smooth surfaces such 
as stainless steel, handrails, doors, etc.

Application: Apply a few drops/sprays to the surface. 
Remove dirt such as nicotine and grease residues with 
a microfibre cloth.

   Item-No. 34413  500 ml

 Item-No. 34434  10 liter (without illustration)

FINNSA Sauna Des
bleaching, for the sauna area
Especially for saunas to brighten benches, wooden 
walls and headrests. Free of aldehydes and alcohols.

Application: Apply undiluted to wood surface. Rinse 
off after apr. 10 min. Check result. Repeat if necessary.

 Item-No. 34205  2 liter (without illustration)

 Item-No. 34216  10 liters

Desonal  
Hand Disinfectant RKI
Hand disinfection with short contact time  
for all areas of human hygiene with high  
demands on hand hygiene. Particularly  
suitable for allergy-sensitive persons.

Ready-to-use alcoholic solution without  
added fragrances/other chemical additives. 

Bactericidal, fungicidal, virucidal effective. Against 
HIV, influenza, noro-, corona- and adenoviruses.

Application: Pour into palm and immediately rub 
intensively with both hands for at least 30 seconds.

BAuA registration number N-95761

 Item-No. 34591   1 liter

1 Desonal Hand Disinfectant RKI 1 liter 3459

2 FINNSA Sanitary Cleaner 1 liter 3452

3
Uni Speed Plastic Cleaner

500 ml 3441

4 10 liters 3443

5
FINNSA Sauna Des

2 liters 3420

6 10 liters 3421

item description container size item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

special 
cleaning 

agent

disinfectants

Request DIN safety data sheets by 
email to info@finnsa.de. All agents 
are listed or approved according to 

German regulations. 

Use biocidal products with care. Read label 
and product information before use.

All cleaners are not suitable for internet 
sales to private customers. Only for trade 
and specialised trade!

Cleaning
For special

mailto:info%40finnsa.de?subject=
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Steam Bath 
Seating Pads 
Space-saving, inexpensive, hygienic. 
Can be used as a disposable pad or 
washed at 60 °C.

Material: Polypropylene PP, white 
Apr. dim.: 53 × 40 cm, approx. 50 g.

 Item-No. 48101  PU 100 pieces

Reusable Steam 
Bath Seating Pad 
Hygienic underlay for all bathing 
forms. Seat side: short towelling 
coating. Underside: waterproof 
PVC layer. 

Washable at 60 °C, heat insulated.  
Approx. dimensions: 35 × 45 cm.

 Item-No. 77302  white, PU 1 piece

 Item-No. 77313  blue, PU 1 piece

clean and hygienic
everywhere

sitting

1 Steam Bath Seating Pads, PU 100 pieces white 4810

2 Reusable Steam Bath Seating Pad,  
PU 1 piece

white 7730

3 blue 7731

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Seating Pads
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Foot Tub "Larch"
standard, including insert
Made of untreated larch wood, bound with 
metal hoops. With 2 extended handle hoods. 
Including plastic insert item. no. 8990.

Apr. dim.: H 20 cm, stave handles H 29 cm, 
Ø top 40 cm, Ø bottom 35 cm. 

 Item-No. 8928-11  16 l  

as above, but sealed transparent inside and 
outside and without insert.

Apr. dim.: H 20 cm, stave handles H 30 cm, 
Ø top 40 cm, Ø bottom 35 cm.

 Item-No. 89262  16 l  

Foot Tub "Kambala"
transparently hygiene-sealed
Made of kambala wood. Inside and outside 
transparent hygiene sealed. Bound with two 
metal hoops. With 2 extended staves.

Apr. dim.: H 20 cm, stave handles H 30 cm, 
Ø top 40 cm, Ø bottom 35 cm.

 Item-No. 89254  16 l  

as above, but with feet, chromed brass stand-
pipe and drain.

Apr. dim.: H 23 cm, stave handles H 33 cm, 
inner height 17 cm, Ø top 40 cm.

 Item-No. 89305  16 l  with drain

as above, but with feet, stainless steel stand-
pipe and drain.

Apr. dim.: H 35 cm, Ø top 42 cm, Ø bottom 
35 cm, without stave handles.

 Item-No. 89356  29 l  high, w/ drain

1 Foot Tub "Larch", incl. insert 16 liters 8928-1

2 Foot Tub "Larch", sealed 16 liters 8926

3 Plastic Insert for Foot Tubs 16 liters 8990

4 Foot Tub "Kambala", sealed 16 liters 8925

5 Foot Tub "Kambala", sealed + drain 16 liters 8930

6 Foot Tub "Kambala", sealed, high + drain 29 liters 8935

item description capacity item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Plastic Insert
Lye-resistant plastic insert. Suitable for tubs 
8925, 8926 and 8928-1.

 Item-No. 89903  16 l  

Kambala wood has a uniform 
fine texture, is very resistant to 
pressure and extremely resistant. 
The grain and texture of the 
lighter larch wood is more vivid 
and contrasting.

do some- 
thing good  

for your  
feet!

Foot Basins & Foot Tubs
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Foot basin
FINNSA Cast Mineral Foot Basin
High-quality and extremely stable composite material made 
from approx. 80 % natural minerals such as marble powder or 
quartz sand. Bonded with resins. Coated with a coloring polyester 
resin layer. 

 ○ High-gloss, hygienic and non-porous surface

 ○ Easy-care, hard-wearing and skin-friendly

 ○ Long service life

Delivery includes standpipe valve (chrome-plated), valve base 
and siphon. 

Special colors and effect colors available on request. 
Apr. dim.: see sketch, request a data sheet. Weight: apr. 20 kg.

 Item-No. 09201  white

1 FINNSA Cast Mineral Basin white 0920

item description color item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.
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All plunge pools are cleanly planed 
and sanded. Waterproof glued with 
tongue and groove. Strapped with 3 
hot-dip galvanised tyres incl. inner 
step and water drain with stainless 
steel standpipe as overflow protec-
tion. Incl. outer ladder for hanging. 
The transparent hygienic seal is not 
UV-resistant.

Our products are handmade.

Delivery time approx. 2 months

Plunge Pool
Sauna Plunge Pool 
"Larch"
Flamed on the outside, blue hygienic seal on 
the inside, almost impermeable to moisture. 
Not suitable for outdoor use.

Approx. dim.: L × W × H: 100 × 72 × 100 cm. 
Capacity apr. 336 l at 70 cm water level height.

 Item-No. 89101  

as above, but inside and outside transparent 
hygienic seal.

 Item-No. 89112  without illustration

1 Plunge Pool "Larch", blue seal 336 liters 8910

2 Plunge Pool "Larch", transparent seal 336 liters 8911

item description capacity item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Plunge Pools
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1 Plunge Pool "Kambala",  
transparent seal

406 liters 8940

2 483 liters 8945

item description capacity item number unit price from 3 pieces from 10 pieces from 25 pieces from 50 pieces

All prices apply only to industry, trade, craft and commerce and are subject to VAT ex warehouse. No minimum quantity surcharge.

Sauna Plunge Pool 
"Kambala"
Made of Kambala wood, transparent hygienic 
seal inside and out. Almost impermeable 
to moisture. Not suitable for outdoor use.

Apr. dim.: L × W × H: 110 × 77 × 100 cm, oval. 
capacity apr. 406 l at 70 cm water level height.

 Item-No. 89401  

Apr. dim.: L × W × H: 130 × 79 × 100 cm, oval. 
capacity apr. 483 l at 70 cm water level height.

 Item-No. 89452  without illustration
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1.  General
Unless otherwise agreed, the following terms and conditions 
shall apply exclusively to all purchase contracts and our of-
fers. The customer's general terms and conditions shall not 
apply, even if we do not expressly object to them.
We reserve the right to make technical changes, dimensions 
and optical deviations insofar as these are not disadvantage-
ous and reasonable for the customer. Color reproductions 
are approximate values. Errors and all rights reserved.
In the case of individual or customised products, special co-
lors/sizes, imprinted names, etc., goods cannot be returned. 
Quantity differences of up to +/- 10 % may occur in the case 
of custom-made products.
No liability can be accepted for any printing errors. Product 
photos can deviate from the original product, labels of our 
products can change at any time. Our products or their la-
bels may also be updated or revised at any time. Batteries 
are generally not included in the scope of delivery.

2.  Orders
Shall be deemed accepted by us when confirmed in writing. 
Offers are always subject to change and valid for 6 weeks 
from the date of the offer, unless otherwise stated. 

3.  Prices 
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, prices are ex warehouse 
Alsfeld (Hesse, Germany) or factory warehouse, plus packa-
ging and transport costs, plus statutory VAT. Transport insu-
rance is not included in the price. Unless otherwise agreed in 
writing, payment shall be made at our discretion: Within 14 
days of the invoice date, net. Direct debit immediately upon 
invoicing minus 2% discount. We reserve the right to process 
orders by prepayment if necessary. In case of direct ship-
ment to your customers plus 3,50 € handling fee. The prices 
of the current price list valid on the day of invoicing apply.

4.  Retention of title
The delivered goods remain our property until full payment 
of all claims arising from the business relationship, including 
deposits of bank collections, and may not be resold until then.

5. Delivery times
These are always non-binding. Operational disruptions at 
our company, our suppliers and carriers, or special events of 
force majeure extend the stated delivery times by the time 
loss caused by the events. Partial deliveries in due time and 
quantity are permissible and can be invoiced separately.

6. Warranty
We provide a warranty on the delivered goods for one year 
from the date of invoice. The prerequisite is proper handling. 
Illuminants and wear parts are excluded from this warranty. 
A replacement will be provided for defects that occur within 
the warranty period and are due to material defects. Further 
claims will not be accepted.

7. Damages in transit
Will only be accepted by us under the conditions listed be-
low: Inspect all consignments immediately on arrival for 
transport damage so that claims for compensation against 
third parties are secured. It is absolutely necessary to call in 
representatives of the transport company in good time to 
ascertain the damage. In the case of externally visible dama-
ge or loss, you must request that the damage be recorded 
and that a statement of the facts be handed over before ac-
cepting the goods. In the case of postal consignments, the 
damage must be certified in writing by the post office before 
damaged parcels etc. are accepted. In the case of damage 
which is not visible from the outside, i.e. which only becomes 
apparent when the goods are unpacked, the goods must be 
left in the condition in which they were found and the carrier 
must be requested to ascertain the damage without delay. 
Be sure to keep the packaging. 
Please comply with the deadlines for requesting the carrier 
to assess the damage, as otherwise the carrier's liability will 
lapse and we will not be able to provide free replacement 
deliveries. The deadlines in Germany are: for postal consign-
ments: 24 hours after receipt of the consignment, for rail 

transport: 7 days after receipt of the consignment, for motor 
vehicle transport: 4 days after receipt of the consignment. 
However, we strongly recommend that you notify us immedi-
ately. Damage claims must also be reported to us in writing 
within 7 days after acceptance of the goods.

8. Data storage 
We would like to inform you that we will only store and pro-
cess your data by computer as far as this is necessary for 
business purposes and within the framework of the current 
GDPR (European Data Protection Regulation). Questions and 
requests for information on the subject of data protection 
can be directed to us at any time. 

9. General liability
Claims for damages of any kind against us are excluded, un-
less there is gross negligence or intent, or the breach of an 
essential contractual obligation.

10. Place of fulfilment
The place of fulfilment and jurisdiction for both parties shall 
always be Alsfeld (Hesse, Germany) and the courts having 
jurisdiction by way of instance. Alsfeld shall be deemed to be 
agreed as the local competent court, also for dunning pro-
ceedings, and binding for both parties.

As of November 2023

We cannot guarantee the availability of all items over the 
entire period of validity of the catalog.

Copyright 2023 by
Finnsa GmbH, 36304 Alsfeld, Germany

Copyright product pictures: Finnsa GmbH
The image rights of some photos are held by Fotolia.de  
or Adobe Stock
We would also like to thank the Erlenbad Alsfeld for 
the kind support in taking many of our photos by the 
PR agency Marlik – Anja Kierblewski and also Tropical 
Islands for providing photos of our products.
All contents of this publication (texts, images, logos, etc.) 
are the property of Finnsa GmbH or have been made availa-
ble to us for this catalog by third parties. This publication, 
images or parts thereof may not be reproduced, reprinted or 
stored without the written permission of Finnsa GmbH. The 
content is not legally binding. We expressly reserve the right 
to make changes. With the publication of this catalog, all 
previous catalogs become invalid.

Our offers apply to industry, trade, crafts and commerce.

General Terms and Conditions of Sale
of the company Finnsa GmbH, D-36304 Alsfeld

Impressum

Address:   Finnsa GmbH  
Marburger Straße 35 
36304 Alsfeld, Germany

VAT identification no.: DE 112607206

Phone: +49(0) 66 31 - 96 88 - 0

Fax: +49(0) 66 31 - 96 88 - 96

E-mail: info@finnsa.de

Homepage: www.finnsa.de

Commercial register: HRB 5003 - local court Gießen

Managing Director: Uwe Helm

http://www.finnsa.de
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order by fax +49(0) 66 31-96 88 96
number 
of pages 
for fax

 Finnsa GmbH  
Marburger Straße 35 · 36304 Alsfeld 
Tel.: +49(0) 66 31 - 96 88 - 0  
info@finnsa.de · www.finnsa.de 
bestellung@finnsa.de

customer number -INVOICE ADDRESS customer number -DELIVERY ADDRESS (if different from invoice address)

name / company

street

postcode / city

phone

name / company

street

postcode / city

phone

fax

e-mail

date and signature

I order according to the known 
terms of delivery and payment

immediately
delivery on:

item no. size/color quantity item unit price € total price €

IBAN

BIC name of the bank

date signature

within 14 days from the date of invoice, strictly net.
Pay at Finnsa GmbH by direct debit. 
Simply fill out the direct debit authorization and you will receive a 2% discount! 

Direct Debit Authorization (please fill in if desired)
I/we hereby authorise you to collect the outstanding invoices for Finnsa GmbH  
by direct debit until revoked.
You will be informed of your SEPA mandate reference number on the invoice.

These offers are only valid for industry, trade, craft and commerce. With the order, the buyer confirms the use  
of the goods within the scope of his commercial activity. All prices in Euro, without VAT, ex warehouse.
Terms of payment: Within 14 days of invoicing strictly net, direct debit with 2% discount and advance payment.  

Orders by e-mail please to: bestellung@finnsa.de

TIP:
copy order form  
for further orders.

total sum €
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Data protection information according to Art. 13 GDPR
of the company Finnsa GmbH, D-36304 Alsfeld

This data protection information informs you about the processing of your 
data at Finnsa GmbH Alsfeld, Marburger Straße 35, 36304 Alsfeld. According 
to Art. 4 No. 1 GDPR, your data includes all information that relates or can 
be related to your person, in particular by means of assignment to an 
identifier such as a name or to an organizational or personnel number 
with which your person can be identified.

Personal information and personal data
During your contractual relationship, Finnsa GmbH collects and processes 
information (both in paper format and in digital form).
These data include:
• Master data (name, address)
• Contract data (type of contract, start/end of contract)
• Business contact and communication data
• Authorizations (access rights, access rights to IT systems and data pro-

cessing procedures, log data on the use of communication and data 
processing systems, recordings from the video surveillance system)

• History data
• Bank details

Purposes of collection and processing
Finnsa GmbH collects, processes and uses your personal data exclusively 
for the purposes of the contractual relationship and for business purposes 
permitted within the scope of our business activities. These include:
• Internal administrative and organizational purposes
• Ensuring the security and protection of processing procedures and data 

from unauthorized access, falsification and use
• Protect the company's facilities, equipment, and assets from theft and 

other damage
Your data will only be processed for purposes other than those stated if 
such processing is compatible with the purposes of the employment relation- 
ship. We will inform you about such processing before further processing 
of your data and, if necessary, obtain your consent.

Your data protection rights
Your data protection rights are regulated in Chapter III (Art. 12 ff.) of the 
European Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). According to these regulations, 
you have a right to information about the personal data stored about you, 
about the purposes of processing, about any transfers to other bodies and 
about the duration of storage.
To exercise your right to information, you can also obtain extracts or copies. 
If data is incorrect or no longer required for the purposes for which it was 
collected, you may request that it be corrected, deleted or restricted from 
processing. Where provided for in the processing procedures, you may also 
inspect your data yourself and correct it if necessary.
If your particular personal situation gives rise to reasons against the pro-
cessing of your personal data, you may object to processing insofar as the 
processing is based on a legitimate interest. In such a case, we will only 
process your data if there are special compelling interests for this.
If you have any questions about your rights and how to exercise them, 
please contact your HR department or the company data protection officer.

Legal basis for the processing of your personal data
The legal basis for the processing of your personal data for purposes of 
the contractual relationship is Art. 6 para. 1 lit. b) and lit. c) GDPR.
Data is only collected and processed for this purpose if this is required by 
law or in accordance with the employment contract. Insofar as further 
data may not be directly required for the implementation of the employ-
ment relationship, the processing is based on a legitimate interest of the 
company pursuant to Art. 6 (1) lit. f GDPR.
A legitimate interest may arise, for example, from internal organizational 
and administrative purposes, to protect the company's facilities, equipment 
and assets, as well as data processing equipment and data. Processing of 
your data is permissible here if the protection of your interests, fundamental 
rights and freedoms does not prevail.
In individual cases, we may also obtain your consent to the processing or 
transmission of your data. In these cases, your consent is voluntary and 
can be revoked by you for the future at any time, unless otherwise 
agreed. You will not suffer any disadvantages from a non-consent or a 
possible later revocation of a consent.

Transmission of your personal information
Your personal data will only be transferred or disclosed to external bodies 
insofar as this is required by a legal norm or necessary for the fulfillment 
of the employment contract concluded with you (e.g. to tax and social 
security authorities, banks, auditors), or on the part of Finnsa GmbH or 
an external body a legitimate interest in the above sense exists and the 

transfer is permissible according to the data protection regulations.
Your personal data and information may also be disclosed by Finnsa GmbH 
to agents and contractors who provide a service for us, including insurers 
and consultants, for legitimate purposes, to the extent that permission to 
do so exists in individual cases in accordance with data protection regulations. 
If your consent or separate notification is required for this, we will obtain 
your consent beforehand or inform you in good time beforehand. Your 
personal data may also be transferred to service companies for the perfor- 
mance of data processing tasks, e.g. for the performance of automated 
personnel data processing or payroll accounting. In doing so, we will observe 
the data protection regulations.
Certain personnel administration and personnel management tasks are 
performed centrally by Finnsa GmbH. A data transfer or disclosure of your 
data will only take place to the extent necessary for this purpose and in 
compliance with the relevant data protection regulations. As far as a data 
transfer to third countries or a disclosure to bodies in third countries takes 
place, the additional requirements for this are observed. In accordance 
with these regulations, a contract required by the GDPR has been concluded 
between Finnsa GmbH and the processing entity in accordance with the 
EU standard contractual clauses.

Entity responsible for the processing of your personal data
The competent and responsible body for the collection, processing and 
use of your personal data is Finnsa GmbH in the Federal Republic of Germany, 
unless otherwise contractually agreed.
The personnel data is stored and processed in personnel data processing 
systems. The technical installation is designed in such a way that only a 
narrowly defined group of specially authorized persons is authorized to 
access the data and that any other access to or knowledge of the data is 
precluded in accordance with the state of the art.

Complaints about the processing of your personal data 
If you have concerns or a question about the processing of your personal 
data and information, you can contact Finnsa GmbH. You can also contact 
the company data protection officer or the data protection supervisory 
authority using the contact details below.

Data Protection Office Rößner
Karl-Bröger-Str. 10, D-36304 Alsfeld
dsb@ra-roessner-merle.de

The Hessian Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information
P.O. Box 3163, D-65021 Wiesbaden
Phone: +49 611 1408 - 0, Fax: +49 611 1408 - 900 / 901

Duration of storage
Your personal data will only be stored as long as knowledge of the data is 
necessary for the purposes of the contractual relationship or the purposes 
for which it was collected, or as long as legal or contractual retention re-
quirements exist.
Different statutory retention periods result from tax law, labor law and 
social security law regulations and extend up to ten years for documents 
and receipts relevant under tax law. After you leave our company, we will 
retain your personnel file for a period of 10 years.

As of November 2023

https://shop.finnsa-shop.de/datenschutzinformation


These offers are only valid for 
industry, trade, craft and com-
merce. The buyer confirms with 
the order the use of the goods 
in the context of his commercial 
activity. Euro prices plus VAT, ex 
warehouse.

Marburger Str. 35 | D-36304 Alsfeld

Business hours: 
Mo.-Thu. 7.30 am to 4.15 pm 

Tel.: +49 (0) 66 31-9688-0 
Fax: +49 (0) 66 31-9688-96

www.finnsa.de | info@finnsa.de

Dispatch
We generally determine the most 
favorable dispatch route and charge 
only the freight and packaging costs 
incurred. DHL is our standard delivery 
partner.

We cannot promise a guaranteed 
next business day delivery for stock 
items. However, our employees will 
do everything to fulfill your wishes.

Orders
When ordering, please provide the 
following information:
• Billing and delivery address
• FINNSA customer number
• Item numbers and quantities
• Item description
• if necessary: sizes, colors, etc.

Online Shop
Browse our online shop for com-
mercial customers in the European 
Union outside of our regular business 
hours at www.finnsa.de/shop.

Register now by filling out the form 
in the webshop. You will receive your 
access data within 1-2 business days 
by e-mail.

Finnsa – unique across Europe

Orders from abroad
Orders from other European countries 
are no problem. FINNSA is always 
up to date with the required customs 
information.

Important for EU customers
Please be sure to indicate your VAT 
identification number (e.g. BTW-No./ 
P.IVA/OB-No.). Only then can the 
delivery be made without charging 
German VAT.

Returns
Please stamp returns and contact us 
by phone beforehand. We will gladly 
send you a return note.

Catalog download
You can download a version without 
prices at any time from our website 
www.finnsa.de.

Newsletter
Sign up for our Finnsa newsletter at  
www.finnsa.de/newsletter and never 
miss a thing.

http://www.finnsa.de/en/home
mailto:info%40finnsa.de?subject=
http://www.finnsa.de/shop
http://www.finnsa.de/en/home
http://www.finnsa.de/en/newsletter 
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